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Welcome to Elated!
Elated invites you to choose a vegan lifestyle. We ask this rst and foremost
for the animals. Their lives and their bodies are not ours to use. This is about
compassion, but it is also about justice. Being vegan is the single most
important thing you can do to save our environment , heal your health and
free farm animals. You may be surprised at how easy it is. You will also
discover that being a joyful vegan, and an ethical vegan are one and the
same thing.

Free Farmed Animals

Heal Your Health

Save Our Environment

Elated strives to end the exploitation of farmed animals
and help people live a joyful vegan life.
This eBook is a compilation of articles from elated.co.za 2007-2016
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Elated’s Mission:
Help people transition towards a vegan lifestyle.
Empower consumers to make ethical food choices.
Offer guidelines to follow a healthier, plant-based diet .
Create a demand for cruelty-free products.
Free farm animals by reducing the demand for animal products.
Encourage people to acknowledge the sentience of farm animals.
Stimulate a paradigm shift away from viewing animals as property.
Educate people about the true lives of farm animals.
Debunk the myths surrounding ‘humane‘ animal products.
Raise awareness for the environmental implications of stock farming.
Function as an information resource for vegans and people who want
to transition towards being vegan.

Mainstream
Elated’s founding philosophy is that consumers have the power to save the
lives of animals through ethical decisions, right now, right here, in the
mainstream community. We don’t have to move to a commune, or live in a
vegan bubble. In fact, it is far more bene cial for animals, if we stay in touch
with society and practice mainstream veganism. By ‘consumers’ we mean
you and me. We create the demand for vegan products by purchasing
them.

Compassionate
The driving concept behind all Elated’s actions is compassion towards
animals and humans. We do not endorse violence towards property or other
sentient beings. Violence and prejudice are the problems. Compassion and
enlightenment are the solutions. Compassionate direct action engages in
vegan education as the most effective and enduring way to save the lives of
animals.
We also strive for the abolition of all animal suffering. No animal suffering is
necessary. No animal suffering is acceptable. True compassion protects the
rights of animals to life, freedom and bodily integrity absolutely. There are no
compromises and no betrayal of their trust.
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Abolitionist
We believe all animals are sentient beings who are self-aware and conscious
of their lives as well as their presence in this world. We believe that animals
have the right to be classi ed as moral persons and not as property.

Animals have the right to life, f reedom and bodily
integrity.
These rights are absolute.
All animal use results in the violation of these rights.
In accordance with this principle, we do not support incremental animal
welfare reforms as they promote prescribed methods of con nement,
mutilation, rape, kidnap and slaughter. Elated will not take part in any
campaign that sanctions any such exploitation of animals. Instead, we strive
for the abolition of animal ownership.
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The Six Principles of the Abolitionist Approach to Animal Rights
— Prof Gary L Francione
1. The abolitionist approach to animal rights maintains that all sentient
beings, humans or nonhumans, have one right: the basic right not to
be treated as the property of others.
2. Our recognition of the one basic right means that we must abolish, and
not merely regulate, institutionalized animal exploitation—because it
assumes that animals are the property of humans.
3. Just as we reject racism, sexism, ageism, and heterosexism, we reject
speciesism. The species of a sentient being is no more reason to deny
the protection of this basic right than race, sex, age, or sexual
orientation is a reason to deny membership in the human moral
community to other humans.
4. We recognize that we will not abolish overnight the property status of
nonhumans, but we will support only those campaigns and positions
that explicitly promote the abolitionist agenda. We will not support
positions that call for supposedly “improved” regulation of animal
exploitation. We reject any campaign that promotes sexism, racism,
heterosexism or other forms of discrimination against humans.
5. We recognize that the most important step that any of us can take
toward abolition is to adopt the vegan lifestyle and to educate others
about veganism. Veganism is the principle of abolition applied to one’s
personal life and the consumption of any meat, fowl, sh, or dairy
product, or the wearing or use of animal products, is inconsistent with
the abolitionist perspective.
6. We recognize the principle of nonviolence as the guiding principle of
the animal rights movement. Violence is the problem; it is not any part
of the solution.
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Ethical
Elated’s de nition of ‘ethical decisions‘ requires the moral baseline for any
decision to be: the animals’ bodies and their lives are not ours to exploit. If
you care about animals the least you can do is to not eat them, wear them or
buy them.
It clari es the issues, as you will no longer have to spend hours of your time
and invest your emotional energy into weighing up the options. We ask that
animals receive justice. Elated will support you in your transition to a vegan
lifestyle, but we will never condone or promote the sale of an animal’s body
parts. That action would constitute a betrayal of our acknowledgement of
their right to personhood, and of their place in our moral community.
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We put the animals rst and seek to end their suffering.
The important distinction between abolition and
regulation is that we aim to reduce the number of
animals who suffer, by abstaining f rom the consumption
of meat, sh, dairy and eggs. We will not endorse the
arbitrary distinction of less suffering being more
acceptable than more suffering.
All suffering is suffering, and it is never justi able to purposely in ict suffering
on another living being.

We are Here to Help You Make a Difference
Please take the time to discover the difference between animal rights and
animal welfare, the true meaning of ethical decisions, and how you can do
something meaningful for animals. The animals are counting on you.
Find out how you can make a difference.
For more clarity on Elated’s ideology please visit the Glossary of Animal
Rights Terms and Disclaimer of Use.
Are you ready for an adventure? One where you explore the relationship
between your inner voice and the world you live in? It will be challenging. It
will also be exceptionally rewarding.
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About Karen
Have you ever considered that the source
of your stress and exhaustion could be
from not living in accordance with your
personal ethical standards? My name is
Karen Johnson and I am here to help you
live in alignment with your true inner
values. You will discover a whole new way
of being.
For me, living a vegan lifestyle resonates with my core inner truth. I always
‘loved’ animals, I just never realised the impact my life choices had on them.
Growing up on a chicken farm neighbouring on a dairy farm lled my head
with enough images of intense animal suffering to haunt a lifetime of days
and nights. I could not break free from the anguish I was experiencing
because I could see no solution in sight. I was brought up to believe that’s
just the way life is.
When I heard about veganism for the rst time in December 2006, the
concept simply blew me away. I had always believed you needed to eat eggs
and dairy to live. From my life on the farm I knew they cause the most
suffering to animals, so being vegetarian had seemed pointless to me. The
fact that all I had to do was stop eating all animal products to stop the
exploitation and death of between 80 and 400 animals every year, and
additionally mean I would gain abundant health and help heal the planet,
made the decision to go vegan a no-brainer. I viewed it as an opportunity I
simply could not refuse!
The result? Peace of mind and an ever-lasting feeling of Elation — which has
grown every year! That is how I want you to feel.
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“If you’re Elated you aren’t just happy — you’re over the
moon, absolutely excited and bursting with pride. Like
the way you feel after winning a scholarship to an Ivy
league school or mastering a back handspring. Feeling
Elated is all about being so extremely proud and
overjoyed, and usually happens as a result of an
accomplishment.”
— Vocabulary.com
It wasn’t easy getting to this point. And perhaps that is why I relate and truly
care when other people are experiencing dif culties. It is said that good
teachers are those who have struggled, because they are conscious of the
steps needed to get through the process. When things come too easily to
us, then we can’t share the fruits of our experience. Now when I face a new
crises in my life, I know that it is very likely a blessing in disguise. It is only
through adversity that I have discovered an inner strength which I never
knew existed before. I would love to help you nd your inner strength.
It took the death of someone close to me for me to realise that there is no
revenge, only awakening. In the midst of the void of loss and emptiness I
suddenly realised that life is about gratitude and compassion. These are not
sentimental terms. Gratitude and compassion are skills you develop and
practice every day.
Yes, there is still immense pain and suffering in the world, but now I know
the world isn’t an evil place. I like to spend time in Nature and when I look
around me and see the abundant ow of prosperity, friendship, peace,
beauty and health all around me, I know that it is my duty to be happy, and
to help other living beings have happiness and freedom from suffering. That
applies to people and animals.

There is no revenge, only awakening. Life is about
gratitude and compassion. These are not sentimental
terms. Gratitude and compassion are skills you develop
and practice every day.
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I now have a reason to live my purpose and what’s more I have found the
solution; for me, for you, for animals, and for the world we live in.
Do you want to be a part of the solution? I would love you to join me and
take the rst step on Your Elated Journey.
Warm regards
Karen Johnson
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Why Vegan?
When you meet an animal and know in your heart without a shred of doubt
that this animal is sentient and values his or her life, then the more
appropriate question would be ‘How can you not be vegan?’ Being vegan
not only saves the lives of animals, it rewards you with the means for
abundant health. Being vegan is the single most effective step you can take
to save our environment. Veganism is the logical next step in our evolution.
It is a win-win situation for everyone on our beautiful planet Earth.
Being vegan means you celebrate and cherish life. Your life-style choices will
actively demonstrate compassion and respect for all living beings. Veganism
promotes non-violence and equality; and is opposed to violence and
discrimination. We choose not to participate in the cycle of enslavement and
exploitation of human and non-human animals.

“The word ‘veganism’ denotes a philosophy and way of
living which seeks to exclude — as far as is possible and
practical — all forms of exploitation of, and cruelty to,
animals for food, clothing or any other purpose; and by
extension, promotes the development and use of
animal-f ree alternatives for the bene t of humans,
animals and the environment. In dietary terms it denotes
the practice of dispensing with all products derived
wholly or partly f rom animals.”
— Donald Watson, founder of Vegan Society 1944
Vegans choose cruelty-free products and a plant-based diet. We refrain from
the consumption and/or use of anything that is derived from animals. This
includes meat, eggs, dairy, seafood and honey; as well as leather, wool, fur
and silk. Vegans avoid products that have been tested on animals. We
believe that all sentient beings have the ability to feel mental and physical
joy as well as pain; and that the lives of animals are as important to them as
ours are to us.
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Veganism is a journey of self discovery and growth. Vegans strive to become
more ethical and compassionate. We are willing to face the truth behind the
marketing messages, and accept personal responsibility for the
consequences of our actions. Experiencing this shift in perception, makes
veganism an easy and joyful experience for us.
Veganism is about living in harmony with the animals, preserving the
resources of our planet and co-existing in peace with our fellow humans. Fair
trade and welfare standards for humans are as important as compassion and
justice for animals.
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How to Transition to Vegan
Do you want to go vegan but don’t know how? We have good news for you:
being vegan is far easier than you think! Here are some simple plans for you
to choose from, that will help you transition at your own pace. Don’t get
distracted by going vegetarian rst, forget Meatless Mondays, don’t invest
your time in switching to so-called free-range animal products. These
approaches are all doomed to fail, as they have absolutely nothing to do with
being vegan. If you want to be vegan, then take vegan steps.

Why Vegan Steps… Do you want to be healthier? Do you care about animals?
Do you want to save the planet? Then take steps that are 100% vegan. Even
if you start with one vegan meal a week. Learn something new about
veganism every week and then apply this new knowledge in your life. Start
making changes today and you will receive the bene ts of health and peace
of mind immediately.
Before You Start… remember that the disadvantage of transitioning towards
being vegan and not doing it right away is that people will pick on you for
not being consistent. Never allow anybody to undermine the efforts you are
making to be vegan. Every time you refuse an animal product — as long as
you are replacing it with a vegan option and not another animal product —
you are saving an animal’s life.

Step 1 — Educate Yourself
If the idea of being vegan interests you, then you have reached a point in
your life where you are questioning your current lifestyle choices and/or
belief systems. Launch an investigation into what veganism is all about so
that you can make an educated decision.

Start Your Elated Journey Today!
A good place to start is right here: Elated’s website is designed as a vast
resource library that has all the information you need to become an ethically
and compassionately awakened consumer.
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Meet a Farmed Animal — Do you have any farm sanctuaries where you
live? Take a drive out and meet the rescued animals. Hear their stories.
Get to know their personalities.
Watch Videos — There is a wide variety of videos that will take you all
week to watch, so you will not run out of options. You can select from
uplifting vegan videos or you could choose to discover the truth behind
animal agriculture.
Visit a Farm or Slaughterhouse — Don’t you believe it? Find out if the
stories are true by going to the source. Ask them to visit at times that
they don’t allow access and then question why they don’t want you
there at those times of day or year. The answer might surprise you. Get
to know the truth because you are paying for it with every meal you
have.
Read Articles — Get to know how our actions impact animals in every
area of our lives and invade every aspect of theirs.
Vegan Health — Find out more about being healthy on a vegan
diet and how not being vegan can endanger your health.
Environmental Impact — Take a look at the environmental impacts of
not being vegan.
Vegan Food — Get to know the wide variety of vegan foods that will be
available to you on a vegan diet.
Other Vegan Sites — Still didn’t nd what you are looking for? Take a
look at these links to other vegan websites.

Step 2 — Choose Your Plan
There are many routes you can take on your vegan journey. Here are a few
suggestions with practical steps to help you measure your progress.

Go Vegan Overnight!
If you have realised that the only way to live in alignment with your own
moral compass is to stop eating animal products, then don’t let anything
stand in your way: go vegan now. That is often the simplest solution
because ! However, if you would like a more gradual approach, then click the
arrows below to try one of the methods to get you started right away.
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Vegan Meals 1-2-3-4
Step 1: Breakfast
By de nition, a healthy breakfast, is a vegan breakfast, so this is an excellent
approach to your transition. Start your day with a shot of wheat grass; fruit;
muesli and non-diary milk or yoghurt; toast and nut butter or Marmite; or
muf n and Cheezly. For a more decadent weekend breakfast, you can dive
into savoury tofu scramble and vegetarian sausages, or tempeh bacon with
hash browns, grilled mushrooms and tomatoes.
Step 2: Lunch
After a while, once you have realised that you are still healthy — in fact, you
might even feel more invigorated — you will be ready to go vegan for lunch.
Pack a lunch for work or college. Investigate where you can buy your lunches
on the go. Options include: wraps with faux chicken strips and salad; Cheezly
and tomato sandwiches; chickpea, avocado and artichoke salads; bagels with
cream Sheese; Vivo’s raw pizza; or vegetable stirfry.
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Step 3: Dinner
You will be overjoyed at the large selection available for your main meal of
the day: lentil cottage pie; macaroni (vegan) cheese; pasta with an Ina
Paarman sauce; baked potato with ratatouille; Thai green curry; Moroccan
chickpea stew; imitation chicken and beef burgers; braai sausages with
Cheezly baked potatoes and salad; stirfry vegan chicken strips with julienne
vegetables and jasmine rice … the list is delightfully endless.
Step 4: Snacks
Now that you are almost vegan, turn your attention to nding new ideas for
the snacks and treats you pick up throughout the day. All those impulse
buys that you never plan … The rst step is to start planning! Take fruit
and/or fruit juice with you wherever you go. Keep a pack of rice cakes with
you. Muesli mixed with rice milk powder can be kept in a sealeable
container for a handy snack: add water and it’s ready to eat. Study the route
your life normally takes during the day and search out vegan treasures along
the way. Then, when you are pushed for time and desperate for a pick-meup, you will already have your choices mapped out for your not-so-impulse
buys.

Vegan Mondays +1
Arriving all bright-eyed and bushy-tailed from our weekends, we will throw
ourselves into our new resolutions on a Monday. So start your week with
‘Vegan Mondays’. Take the weekend to plan your day, starting with a healthy
breakfast to energise your day. Incorporate all the meals you prefer that are
accidentally vegan, and soon, these will be the days you look forward to. Add
avocado maki as an afternoon snack; cucumber on corn thins with cream
Sheese; Roasted Tomato and Asparagus Pasta; or have something healthy
and light, like steamed asparagus, spinach and lentils sprinkled with crushed
garlic and ax oil.
As you start to enjoy your 1 vegan day a week, you can add Tuesday and
make it 2 days a week. Then Wednesday, Thursday and so on… Being true to
your vegan days will give you a clearer comparison of what it means to be
vegan. If you are living with people who support your choice, and you are
able to proceed at your own pace, you might be surprised at how quickly
your 1 vegan day turns into 7!
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Vegan Days 3-5-7
3 Days a Week
Think about it and you will discover you already know a few stunning vegan
meals. Use these to build your meal plans. Then choose 3 days: Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, to make your 3 vegan days a week.
Having vegan breakfasts is a simple and healthy start to your day: fruit;
muesli; or nut butter on toast. Quinoa porridge and tofu scramble are
also terri c breakfasts.
Choose 3 vegan meals you like the most for your 3 lunches. You can
plan your meals-on-the-go and prepare them ahead of time, for
example Chicken-less and Mushroom Pie. Or you can nd the vegan
options at one of your favourite restaurants.
Think of 3 meals you enjoy that can easily be adapted by replacing the
animal products with veggie alternatives and make those your dinners.
For example, use borlotti beans instead of mince. Try out a Simple
Cheesy Lasagna.
Add a hemp protein and fruit smoothie as your snack. Or dispense juice
into a portable container and freeze it overnight. Take it with you to
work or college so that it will be defrosted and icy cold when you are
ready to drink it.
5 Days a Week
Start experimenting with new ideas and recipes to add another 2 days to
increase your vegan days to 5 days a week. Perhaps you would like to add
Saturdays and Sundays, as you will have more time to experiment and shop
for vegan meals during the weekend. It always helps if you have like-minded
friends or family, so try to get someone else excited about your life choice,
and you can take turns preparing new dishes. Try out the vegan cheeses.
Make a vegan chocolate mousse. Make it fun!
7 Days a Week
After being vegan for 70% of your week for a few weeks, taking the next step
will feel quite natural. You will have had enough time to create vegan
versions of your best dishes. It will take between 10 days and 3 months to
adjust to the new taste sensations. So the sooner you go vegan, the sooner
you will stop drowning your food with salt and sugar.
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By now you will have reached consensus with your family and/or partner on
how to integrate veganism into the household. So take the plunge! Add the
last 2 days of your week and go vegan.

Vegan Substitutes
Would you like to minimise the stress of reading labels and choosing vegan
products? Why not substitute one product at a time? The trick to this
method is to make sure your substitute choice is 100% vegan and then to
stick by it. It makes no sense to swap one animal product with another
animal product. This is a two-pronged approach:
1. You avoid the ingredient you have chosen in any product you consume.
2. You actively look for vegan substitutes and implement those products
into your life.
Let’s say you choose to stop using dairy butter. Carefully scrutinise
ingredient lists for any butter and do not consume products that contain it.
Give away all the dairy butter you have in your house. Visit your local stores
and nd a suitable vegan margarine, or use this fantastic recipe for vegan
butter. Use the alternatives you have chosen, exclusively, in everything you
make from now on.
Choose another product to substitute. How about eggs, for example?
Because vegan products are only now beginning to appear in mainstream
stores, you will probably need to request egg-free baked goods from the
store managers to let them know there is a demand for them. However,
there are so many replacements for eggs in cooking and baking that this will
be a straightforward step if you do your own baking. Experiment with the
different suggestions and nd which one works for you. You might nd that
ax eggs work well in one instance, while apple sauce or silken tofu are
better suited to other recipes.
Next swap out dairy milk with rice milk in your cereal, soya milk in your tea,
coconut milk in your coffee and/or Orley Whip in your hot cocoa, as you
discover which combinations complement each other best.
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You could also decide to take a look at the ready-made products that you
use regularly and veganise them. For example, hot chocolate contains
mostly milk powder. Replacing it with pure cocoa and a vegan rice milk
powder is not dif cult and will give you far more control over how chocolatey
you want your hot chocolate to taste. Swap out your Friday burger night
with your local vegan range of faux meats (Fry’s Traditional Burgers for
example), or check out the wide variety of other vegan meats available
online.
Eventually, so much of your diet will be vegan that you will feel silly eating
animal products, instead of the other way around!

My Favourite Things
What is your biggest food obstacle to being vegan? Is it cheese? Is it
burgers, or chicken? Why not face the challenge head on by veganising
them rst!
1. Write a list of your favourite meals.
2. Put your heart into creating delicious vegan replacements.
Visit our vegan substitutes page; try out our vegan recipes; investigate your
local health shops; and check out the vegan ranges in your local
supermarkets — you will nd amazing solutions!
Being vegan really is easy. Just give it an honest try. Remember why you are
doing it and make an honest effort.
We can guarantee that although your new vegan dishes may not taste or
look identical to your old non-vegan dishes, they will be healthier, crueltyfree, 100% cholesterol-free, often more colourful and even more mouthwatering!
Now that your favourite things are taken care of, the rest will be a piece of
vegan cake. Right?
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Vegan @Home
Home is where the heart is. It is safe for you to be morally consistent in the
privacy of your own home. Spring clean your kitchen. Pack up all your nonvegan food and give it away to the needy.
Then go on a shopping spree! Fill your home with appetising vegan snacks,
fresh fruit and vegetables, dried fruit and nuts, legumes, grains, vegan cake
mixes, vegan Thai curry pastes and coconut milk, pastas and pasta sauces,
corn thins and hummus, ready-made vegan meals, dairy-free frozen dessert
and Alpro custard, sushi rice and nori. Be creative and nd as many exciting
menu ideas as you can in your supermarkets and health shops. Top up your
trolley to the brim with vegan goodies!
Being vegan might even save you money.
Once you have adjusted to your new routine in the refuge of your personal
life, you will have built a stable foundation on which to base your vegan
lifestyle.
Next Step…
Explore the vegan offerings at restaurants in your area.
Invite friends round for a vegan dinner.
Take vegan picnics to the beach or on hikes.
Start packing vegan lunches for work and college.
If you have a kitchen at work, then store snacks where they will be
easily accessible to you throughout your work day.
In time, your vegan philosophy will enliven your whole life. And you will
inspire others to join you.
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Vegan @Work
Work is often the most structured environment in our life. It is also usually
the one place we don’t have as much time to eat as we do when we are at
home. Ensuring you eat healthily at work will usually require that you plan
ahead anyway, so why not be vegan at work? Here is the plan:
Vegan @Work
Do you have a kitchen at work with space you can safely store some items of
your own? Then take advantage of this bene t by keeping a couple of
snacks like corn thins, Marmite, powdered rice milk, nuts and dried fruits,
muesli, or canned chickpeas. Then plan your days. Does someone prepare
your tea and coffee? Let them know how you would prefer to take it now:
either black or with the pre-mixed plant-based milk you have set aside for
the day. What snacks did you regularly enjoy? Explore your options. Take in a
tub of hummus, or be the envy of the of ce with fancy vegan cheeses. Make
it an adventure. Prepare your lunches at home. This can be as simple as
popping frozen vegetables, already in a glass sealeable container, into the
microwave for 4 minutes before you leave home and then adding a can of
legumes; you could create something more exotic the night before; or pick
up pre-packed salads from Woolworths on your way in.
Stepping It Up…
Pre-Work Mornings
If your Monday to Friday mornings entail rushing off to a busy work day,
quick and easy breakfasts are a requirement. Veganising them ensures they
will be nutritious too. Alternate the Essential Early Morning Green Smoothie,
fresh fruit and muesli with plant-based milk or vegan yoghurt.
Pre-Work Evenings
Sunday to Thursday, you will probably want to get an early night and already
be preparing your mindset for work. Why not prepare double volume supper
and pack a portion ready for your lunch the next day? It will save you time.
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Make your whole evening vegan from 6pm till bedtime. Replace evening
snacks with vegan alternatives and enjoy a mug of warm rice milk avoured
with cinnamon. Filling your evening with cruelty-free foods will create a
tranquil and focused state of mind that sets you up for a restful night’s sleep
and a productive day at work.
Home Comfort Food
OK, there is something holding you back from being totally vegan, right?
Identify the culprit. What about it has you ensnared? Are you
battling to give up dairy? Is it a speci c meal or eating habit? Is relaxing on
the couch with comfort food, your favourite way you unwind from a stressful
day?

Invest some time and energy in veganising your vegging
out.
Consciously focus on this speci c issue. Experiment with different recipes
and replacements. Focus on the textures, avours and moods they induce
and then nd healthy, vegan foods that will mimic those responses. You can
do it if you put your mind to it!
Vegan @Home
From here, it will be a simple step for you to veganise your home. Undertake
a home recce and remove every single item of food that contains animal
products. Be ruthless, you don’t want to sabotage your resolve by
mistakenly eating something you overlooked.
Then go shopping. Stock your kitchen with healthy food staples: a large
variety of dry and canned legumes, brown and wild rice, pastas, sauces and
condiments, frozen and fresh vegetables, combinations of fresh and canned
salad ingredients, a range of nuts and dried fruit, fresh fruit, powdered and
ready-made plant-based milks and if your budget extends to include them,
a selection of frozen faux meats.
Vegan At Last!
After taking this nal step you will be amazed at the relief you feel. Your new
lifestyle will slot into place quite simply and naturally.
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Step 3 — Commit to Your New Life!
After you have made an educated choice and chosen the transition strategy
that will t your lifestyle, you are ready to make a commitment. Don’t just
try; that won’t get you anywhere. Make a rm promise to yourself that you
will commit to your new lifestyle choices 100%!

Vegan for Life
Once your diet is vegan, you will want to ll your world with cruelty-free
products. Begin by replacing your household cleaning products and
cosmetics with items that are not tested on animals and do not contain
animal products.
If you care about animals then you will not want to wear them either.
Leather, suede, down, wool and silk are not vegan, so the next step will be to
clean out your closet and begin making different choices when it comes to
your clothing and linen.

The Way Forward
There are no perfect vegans. We are all transitioning towards a more
compassionate and morally consistent way of life. What is important is that
we are progressing forward and not being sidetracked or fooling ourselves
into a false sense of complacency. Whichever option you choose, be gentle
on yourself, and allow yourself to grow in a nurturing, positive environment.
Guilt is a useless emotion: we cannot undo what we have done in the past,
but we can change our behaviour from this point forward. When we know
better, we do better.
I hope these suggestions help you on your vegan journey!
Are you nding it dif cult to choose a transition plan that works for you? You
are welcome to contact me. Together we will help you achieve success on
your Elated Vegan Adventure!
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Helping Your Mother Prepare Vegan Meals
for You
What do you do when your mother seems to be sincerely trying to make
vegan food for you, but keeps on using non-vegan products or ingredients;
and what’s worse, when you try to be considerate in the way you tell her you
cannot eat what she has lovingly made for you, then she bursts into tears
and creates a scene?
We all know that mothers express their love through their cooking, so this is
a touchy subject. Take the time to help your mother cook vegan meals for
you and it will strengthen your relationship. Here are some tips:
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1. Be consistent. Don’t ever eat food that mistakenly contains animal
products, even if she has made it with love. Not ever. This way you are
giving her a clear boundary. This is a loving mothering technique that
you can use on her. This will clear any confusion as she will know exactly
where she stands.
2. When a parent engages in emotional outbursts to a reasonable request
then this is a form of emotional blackmail. Do not buy into it. You do not
mean it personally and if you kindly, patiently and simply state you do
not eat animal products and unfortunately those pies contain animal
products… and leave it at that, then she needs to ‘man’ up and take the
information like an adult. You are not responsible for how she reacts.
You are only responsible for your intention not to harm or offend her,
and that you share the information in a kind and honest way.
3. Make a vegan day date with your mother where you both agree to
spend the day together getting to grips with your new vegan way of
life. Sell this concept as a fun thing you can do together, a motherdaughter bonding session, a way that you are taking the time to
include her in your new vegan life.
1. Show her a short non-graphic video (now is not the time to give
her PTSD – although it would be great if she was open to seeing
the more graphic movies at some stage). Here is a wide selection
of movies:
Vegan videos
Videos showing the truth behind animal farming
2. Go shopping together and help her navigate the E-numbers and
hidden animal ingredients. Help her get to know what vegan
products are available in the shops and supermarkets she already
shops at. Here are some links you can give her:
Animal derived ingredients
Is it vegan?
Vegan E-numbers
3. Cook a 3-course vegan family meal together. Use the time to
bond by sharing recipes. Sincerely invest time and energy into
helping her veganise her family favourites. Here are some simple
vegan recipes.
And then… breathe deeply and pray that her mind opens up to the whole
concept of veganism. Listening to The Great Bell Chant might help.
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Do You Love Animals More Than People?
It is almost impossible not to love animals when they are so unconditionally
loving towards us. That doesn’t necessarily apply to humans. Knowing about
animal abuse can make us see red. However, hating people is never the
answer. Treating them with contempt is a sign that we are not processing
our own suffering effectively. It is a personal issue and has nothing to do with
vegan advocacy. In fact, it is irresponsible behaviour and hurts the vegan
cause because it alienates the very people who carry the key to our success.
So how can we handle this situation more constructively?

Processing Our Emotions On Our Own Time
Living a functional life is sometimes dif cult when you expose yourself to the
sheer enormity of animal suffering on a regular basis. For example, knowing
that 2,000 farm animals are being tortured and killed right now, and every
second of every day, can be stressful when we feel disempowered to make a
difference. We need to process this information in a mature and constructive
manner.
This starts with accepting that as long as the abuse of animals continues, we
are responsible for stopping it. In addition, we need to accept our culpability
for the abuse that continues when our efforts fail. So it is up to us to nd
creative, non-violent methods to educate people about veganism
effectively.
This is a big ask and often it is more than we are willing or able to accept.
Instead we nd ourselves focusing our anger outwards and taking our own
frustrations out on the people around us who are not vegan. This usually
starts with the retailers and farmers. It then progresses to include people we
don’t know, like the vivisectors, or foreigners who eat animals that aren’t
eaten in our culture. Soon it includes anyone who refuses to like or share our
Facebook posts.
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‘They’ Are Not The Enemy. They Are The Solution
The action of ‘otherising’ non-vegans can also be found at the core of all
discrimination. Drawing a line between ‘them’ and ‘us’ is the very same
technique that ordinary citizens use to kill the enemy in wartime. It is the
same thought-process that made it possible for people to buy and sell
human beings of other races. It is the same justi cation used by wife
abusers and rapists. It is the same tactic people use to justify eating animals.
It is this precise mindset that veganism is striving to overcome.
Allowing this hatred to fester would block all communication with the very
people we want to awaken. The same people who are not vegan now will
one day be the vegans who populate our vegan world with us.

The people who are not vegan now are just not vegan
yet:
they are who we were a few years back before we went
vegan
and we are who they will be in the future when they go
vegan.
How can showing contempt towards the only people who can help us make
it happen be an effective strategy for achieving our goal? They are not the
enemy. They are an integral part of the solution; we just have to unlock it.
This is a huge responsibility and will require respectful communication
channels to bring about the paradigm shift we are working towards.

Hatred Doesn’t Achieve Anything Except More Hatred

“Darkness cannot drive out darkness: only light can do
that.
Hate cannot drive out hate: only love can do that.”
— Martin Luther King Jr
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Hatred is ineffective as a means of persuading someone to join a cause that
strives to create positive change in the world. You will be attracting a subsection of society who are themselves already lled with hatred before they
even hear the principles you stand for. They will be using your campaigns as
a means to express their contempt. Your organisation will give them the
opportunity they need to claim the moral high ground, and you will have
given them a target as well as a justi cation for their misanthropy.
Contempt is the primary cause of any communication breakdown, and it
serves to alienate the very people who will be our allies in this struggle. Isn’t
it time we stopped blaming them for everything they are doing wrong and
rather focus on educating them about what they can do to change it? The
more you tell someone they are wrong, the harder they will resist change
because their pride will not let them admit they are wrong.
It doesn’t matter who is to blame. If we really care about animals, then we
need to let it go and invest all our energy into creating a better future.

Compassion Leads to Transformation
The majority of people get extremely distressed at the sight of animal abuse.
They know it is wrong, but they just don’t have the courage or emotional
energy required to look at it or even think about it. So they procrastinate and
put it off until another day when they hope they will have the strength and
time to face it. We need to help them get to that day sooner. One way we
can do this is to welcome them into a community of vegans who will
support their transformation. They need to know that our aim is to create a
compassionate, ethical future… together. This is not an exclusive, membersonly club. We want everyone to be vegan. Everyone! We will not discriminate
on any grounds.
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Do you remember how traumatic it was for you to hear the truth and really
‘get’ it for the rst time? You felt like everyone in the whole world had
betrayed you, including your parents, the farmers and your favourite mom
and pop shop, because they lied to you and made you participate in this
unthinkable holocaust. Do you remember the nights you couldn’t sleep
because you couldn’t get the images from Earthlings out of your head? Are
you still unexpectedly overwhelmed and unable to function when
confronted with yet another instance of animal abuse? Do you remember
the tsunami of guilt that hit you as one fact after another piled up and
convicted you as an animal abuser when you rst went vegan? Do you still
remember the process you went through to go vegan?
If you can still remember, then you know what awaits people who are not
vegan yet. Instead of showing contempt towards omnivores and
vegetarians, perhaps we could honour their journey and extend a
compassionate hand of friendship that will help them nd the courage they
need to face the truth and then transition towards veganism at their own
pace. Because this is the only way they will remain vegan for the long-term.
This is not a hall pass for non-vegans to continue abusing animals. It doesn’t
mean that consuming and exploiting animals is ever acceptable for any
reason whatsoever. It doesn’t mean we should ever forget what the animals
have endured at the hands of humans. And we should never dilute the
message of the abolitionist approach to animal rights. Instead it is our act of
forgiving the unforgivable acts of the past, asking them to help us work
towards creating a brighter future and asking for that future to start today. It
is offering non-vegans an open invitation for them to become part of the
solution, now.

All Vegans Are Advocates For Veganism Everywhere
At this early stage of our progress towards a vegan world, it is possible that
you are the only vegan the person you are talking to will ever meet. This
means that everyone who goes vegan is automatically a representative of
veganism everywhere. We need to take this responsibility seriously. We
need to process our own frustrations and anger as a separate issue in our
own time and not let it in ltrate into our vegan advocacy.
There is just too much at stake – for animals, people and the planet.
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What Do You Do When People Attack You for
Being Vegan?
Does everyone turn on you when you say you are vegan? Sometimes just
being in the same room at mealtimes is all it takes. Don’t let it get to you; it
isn’t personal. Despite the fact you will be bombarded with questions about
where you get your protein, whether your shoes are leather and what you
would do on a desert island, it doesn’t even have anything to do with your
vegan values or your personal vegan journey. At that moment, they really
don’t care about you. It is all about them.
Is there anything that would make it worthwhile for you to allow them to
vent? What if it helped them go vegan sooner? Well, it will. As long as they
aren’t being abusive, then the best thing for you to do is let them vent
because this is part of the process they need to go through to go vegan.
Maybe not today, or this month, it might not even be this year, but it is a
step that needs to happen. If you care more about animals than your own
feelings, then you will realise this is a positive step for them because they are
confronting the situation.

“All truth passes through three stages. First, it is ridiculed.
Second, it is violently opposed. Third, it is accepted as
being self-evident.”
— Arthur Schopenhauer
Most people’s antagonism is fueled by the cognitive dissonance and
subconscious guilt they feel for being complicit in animal abuse in some way
they haven’t quite worked out yet. This is a good thing because it shows
they do care, that they feel uncomfortable about the consumption of
animals and your presence is making their discomfort more acute.
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Their ranting might appear like it is directed at you; however, they are really
verbalising an internal debate they have probably had a few times with
themselves while creating the intricate structures of their mental
compartmentalisation. By letting it all come out in front of you, they are in
fact asking for your help to overcome the obstacles they have constructed
that stop them from living in alignment with their true inner values. They
know they cannot gure it out on their own, and they are tired of having
these ideas bouncing around in their head, so they throw them out at you
and say “Well you’re the vegan, you deal with it.”
The most effective thing you can do is to listen sincerely. Rather than taking
offence, genuinely validate their concern by repeating it back to them and
taking the focus off of yourself and turning it back onto them. An example of
an accusation could be “You think you are so pure eating a vegan diet, but
plants have feelings too!” Validate the essence of their statement, but not
the sarcastic tone, by saying “I understand how you could believe that
following a vegan diet means you have to be pure, but you don’t have to be
perfect to be vegan. You just do the best you can to reduce suffering. And as
I am sure you are aware plants do not have a nervous system so they do not
experience suffering.”
Give them rational, non-judgemental information. Take the opportunity they
have given you for vegan education and ignore everything else. Try not to
get caught up in a verbal tennis match debating the grey areas, or lose sight
of the principles by slinging insults at each other. Let them know there is no
such thing as a perfect vegan and nobody knows all the answers.
The fundamental point to get across is that animals have rights, and where it
is possible and practical we do what we can to end the violation of the
animals’ rights to life, liberty and bodily integrity. Offer them solutions and let
them know there is an extensive vegan community who are willing to help
them on their journey. In a non-vegan world those solutions may not always
be ideal, but we are all doing our bit to create a more compassionate and
ethical world.
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Nine times out of ten, when you use this approach their attitude will soften
and become less confrontational. There are only a few people who really
don’t care, who will solidly stand their ground. Don’t grant them rent-free
space in your mind. Give them some information or a website to visit and
move on.
The good news is that there are thousands of people who truly want animal
suffering to end, and they are really interested in all the fantastic bene ts a
vegan lifestyle has to offer them! Save your energy for them.
Do you want to help end the suffering of animals? Find out more about
What You Can Do. Thank you for being vegan. Now, let’s all try to be Elated
Vegans!
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How Can You Say it's Easy to be Vegan?
Are you someone who gets irate when people tell you it is easy to be vegan?
Is it similiar to asking for directions and, after driving up and down the road a
dozen times, being told “You can’t miss it”?
However, in this instance, I have to say I agree: it is easy to be vegan. Let me
rst qualify this statement: it is neither a marketing ploy, nor is it a positive
thinking mantra from ‘The Secret’. Yes, there will be obstacles and
circumstances which will require effort from you. But, doesn’t every life
choice require effort? Even going to the shop to buy your favourite ice
cream treat involves effort. So, being vegan is a life choice that, like any other,
will involve an input of effort from you.
A vegan lifestyle will require you to face confrontational people as most
everyone will feel judged by the very fact there is a vegan in the room. Yes,
you will be required to repeatedly answer all types of tedious questions like,
“Where do you get your protein/iron/calcium?” and “Why don’t you care
about plants?”. You will suddenly be expected to know everything there is to
know about nutrition, animal rights and global warming. So, relative to your
personality-type, there will be situations that you will nd more or less
challenging.
However, is that the kind of person you want to be? Would you give up your
principles, just because it might cause you a little discomfort? Is the
suffering and death of an animal worth your refusal to stand by them?
So how can we say it is easy to be vegan? Yes, you can nd vegan options
everywhere; in restaurants, in supermarkets, even in an omnivore’s kitchen.
Yes, there are vegan substitutes for almost every food/meal you have ever
enjoyed as an omnivore. Yes, vegan food is delicious, healthy and easy to
prepare. However, the primary motivation behind this statement has
everything to do with a shift in perception.
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When you internalise the sentience of animals, their
moral personhood, their life force, their desire and
struggle to live; you undergo a shift in perception. Fish,
chickens, cows, pigs, goats and their byproducts will no
longer appear on your list of food choices.
Choosing a vegan ‘diet’ is not like going ‘on’ a diet. It is not about deprivation.
It is not about carrying a long list of foods around with you that you now
‘have’ to avoid. It resides, in fact, on the other end of the spectrum. It is about
feeling elated and relieved that you are no longer consuming animal pain
and suffering. It is about discovering a whole new world of vegan meals. It is
an adventure into a new way of living.

In truth, you are still ‘allowed’ to eat, wear and use
anything you want to. The trick is, that you no long want
to.
On a traditional diet, when a craving sets in for eg ice cream, you will engage
in a battle of epic proportions between a stern “No!” and a pleading “But I
want to”. Being vegan means saying “Yes!” to palate satisfaction, to pleasure,
to adventure, to health, to life. So, “Yes!” you can have that ice cream. Just
choose one made from coconut milk, cashew nut cream, soya or rice milk. In
the aftermath, instead of experiencing an intellectual sense of pride over
your abstinence, while remaining empty and unful lled on the inside; as a
vegan, your appetite will be satiated and your heart will be lled with peace
and joy over saving the life of yet another animal being. Now that isn’t
dif cult, is it?

How do you stimulate that shift in perception? Educate
yourself on animal agriculture. Research the methods
used to turn animals into the food that reaches your
table. Watch videos. Listen to podcasts. Visit a farm
sanctuary and meet a few farm animal personalities.
Then honestly weigh up the following question in your own heart:
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“Do I feel comfortable with taking the life of this cow and
her calf,
for the mere purpose of satisfying the desire I have for
the taste
of her esh, and her milk?”
Then, just take the plunge! Experience the joyful abandon of being vegan.
You will be rewarded with a heart brimming over with peace, joy and
compassion.
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What Do You Do When You Go Vegan and
Your Partner Doesn't?
Just because you are a vegan doesn’t mean you will end up dating a vegan.
In more cases than not, you could end up dating or being married to an
omnivore. As vegans are currently only 1% of the world’s population, holding
out the hope of meeting a vegan soulmate will reduce the likelihood of
being with anybody at all. Even if you do nd a vegan to date, it doesn’t
guarantee you are going to have anything other than your veganism to talk
about.
Chances are, when you went vegan you were in some type of relationship.
Awakening to veganism is a very personal journey, and you are not always
lucky enough to have your partner come along for the ride with you. Thus
begins a rocky road of accusations and arguments. In a way, it almost feels
like betrayal; that your paths have parted, and your lover refuses to follow the
one you have chosen. Your partner will feel the same way. After all, you are
the one who has changed, not them. However, if you manage to brave the
storm and stay together, it is probably because you have realised that no
matter how much you want to, you are not able to change somebody else.
They should be permitted to make their own life choices, and no amount of
emotional outbursts are going to make them go vegan.
If you are happy in your relationship in every other way, and respect each
other, then living with a non-vegan is possible. The only way to achieve this is
through compromise. We should never allow ourselves to be bullied by our
partners into eating food that we don’t want to. This applies to both the
vegan and non-vegan in the relationship. If you truly love each other, then
your partner should be supportive of your choices. There are very few vegans
who will tolerate meat, dairy or eggs in their home, but allowing your partner
to eat what they want to eat when they are not in your company, seems to
work the best for both parties.
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With Mel from ‘Simple Vegan Cooking’.
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Being Vegan on a Budget
When you go vegan it doesn’t mean you have to spend all your money on
food. Sure, you could splurge on the wide range of fancy faux meats and
dairy-free cheeses available, but it is just as convenient to prepare vegan
meals that are nutritious and satisfying, on the cheap. Following are a few
tips to show you how easy and inexpensive living as a vegan can be.

It is simple things like these that can save you a lot of money. Thank you to
Mel from ‘Simple Vegan Cooking’ for these great tips.
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Buy in bulk
Rice, our, dried beans, pasta and spices are just a few things you can
buy in bulk and store in canisters. Dried beans can save you lots of
money, so avoid buying canned beans. Soak a packet of lentils,
chickpeas or haricot beans overnight, then place in a crockpot the next
morning before heading off to work. When you get home you will have
perfect legumes ready to be turned into a delicious meal of your choice.
You could save time by preparing large quantities and freezing meal
size portions for future use.
Buy seasonal
When shopping, make sure you choose the vegetables and fruits that
are currently in season. They are usually cheaper than out of season
items which are imported. Better yet, search out farmers markets in
your area. You will nd some great deals on fresh produce, while at the
same time supporting your local community.
Grow your own
It can be fun and easy to reap the bene ts from planting your own
vegetables and herbs. If you work long hours, try growing low
maintenance vegetables. These include, rocket, lettuce, herbs,
potatoes, beetroots, swiss chard, kale, tomatoes and rhubarb. You don’t
even have to own a garden, window boxes and pot plants make great,
portable container gardens.
Pack a lunch
Plan ahead by packing your own lunch for work or college. This will save
you from impulse buys, which almost always turn out to be expensive,
junk food.
Home cooking
Most items you buy from your grocery store can be prepped quickly.
Hummus, bean patties and even ice cream can be whipped up in
minutes. A healthy recipe for ice cream is to freeze a banana, blend until
creamy and add a little cocoa powder to make a heavenly, chocolate ice
cream that has all the goodness and taste, without empty calories.
Vinegar for cleaning
Shop bought cleaning products are pricey and often notenvironmentally or vegan friendly. Vinegar cleans superbly, leaving a
sparkle on stainless steel surfaces. It is economical, uncomplicated and
discourages the pesky ants that storm our kitchens during the rainy
season.
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What You Can Do
Do you care so much about the plight of farm animals that you can’t wait to
do something to help them? Vegan education is the most effective activity
you can engage in to save animals. It isn’t accompanied by the huge fanfare
and doesn’t give you the immediate validation that petition and welfare
campaigns do. However, each time you successfully promote a vegan diet,
you are saving the lives of animals!
A vegan saves the lives of, on average, 100 land animals a year. So by
convincing just 5 people to go vegan this year, you have contributed
towards freeing 6,000 farm animals over the next 10 years. Now that is what I
call a signi cantly worthwhile achievement!
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Here Are Steps You Can Take to Save Farm Animals
Go Vegan — A vegan lifestyle is the single most important thing you
can do for the environment, animals and yourself. Be a joyous, positive
and energetic example of what being vegan is all about and others will
be motivated to follow your example.
Information Tabling — Vegan education is the most effective thing you
can do to save animals now. Arrange to host an information table at
holistic lifestyle fairs, ‘varsity food halls, shopping malls, farmers markets,
school events, toastmaster groups, networking groups and guest
speaker events.
Lea etting — If you only have a few minutes available, then simply grab
a pile of lea ets and hand them out in shopping malls or at the traf c
lights. Give pamphlets and DVD’s to your friends and co-workers. Pin up
pamphlets on notice boards. Leave yers in doctor’s waiting rooms and
libraries. Distribute lea ets at concerts and universities. All the
pamphlets available at the Elated table can be downloaded and printed
from the resources page.
Vegan Evening — Invite friends round for a delicious vegan meal –
surprise them with the huge variety of tasty vegan foods available.
Show them you are not asking them to deprive themselves. Rather
good times, scrumptuous meals and satiating, nurturing food is what
we have to look forward to in a vegan lifestyle.
Vegan Recipes — Are you a creative whizz in the vegan kitchen? Share
your recipes with Elated and motivate other people to start cooking
vegan meals for their family and friends. Using your culinary skills is an
incredibly effective way of getting people excited about a vegan diet.
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Ethical Consumerism
Each time you buy a product, you nance the process that
brought that product to your home. Finance cruelty-free practices
with your purchases. Support ethical companies that care about
animals and the environment, and are truthful about the health
bene ts of their products. And these are the products that will
soon dominate our stores.
When you can’t nd what you want, ask for it. Demand creates
supply and we, the consumers, create the demand. Use your
power wisely.
If you can’t nd the vegan version of something you are looking for
then search for it on their website. Companies use the terms
people search for to help them decide what products to produce.
So keep on visiting websites and searching for the vegan products
you want till they realise how much we want them.
Raise Awareness in Your Community — Help to raise the status of
animals from property to legal persons. Focus on justice for animals and
for legal protection of their basic rights to life, autonomy over their life
and bodily integrity.
Write letters to the press, the government, farmers, retailers and
manufacturers.
Call in to radio chat shows.
Request television programs that focus on vegan lifestyles and the
abolition of animal use.
Suggest your school introduces humane education into the
curriculum that focuses on animal sentience and truly ethical food
choices.
Motivate your ‘varsity canteen to add vegan foods to their menus.
Host a DVD Evening — Show your friends a DVD that highlights the
sentience vs commodity status of animals. Many Vegan video clips can
be bought online or downloaded for free. Contact me for copies of
vegan movies distributed at Elated’s stand.
Farm Sanctuaries — Volunteer at a farm sanctuary. Rescued farm
animals need constant care. If you have the facilities, consider adopting
a farm animal who needs a loving home.
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Animal Shelters — Volunteer at your local no-kill animal shelter. Take
the dogs for walks. Foster animals if you can. Adopt as many animals as
you are able to. Make a point of choosing the least adoptable special
someones who will be overlooked by the less-informed public.
Donations — Are you someone who reaches for your wallet every time
you see images of animal suffering? Is this the best way to help them?
Please consider these points rst: Giving Animals a Handout
Petitions — If you want to promote a Petition then promote ‘I am
Vegan For Life!’ It is the only Petition that will make a truly meaningful
difference for animals.

Vegan Advocacy Is A Grassroots Movement
Vegan advocacy is not about winning arguments. It is about creating a
paradigm shift in personal consciousness. Honour the person’s right to
choose and offer them a safe place in which to achieve their transformation.
You cannot persuade someone to your own point of view, you can only plant
a seed of compassion and hope that one day it will grow into wondrous,
compassionate action.
You can change the world one heart at a time. Government legislation
merely re ects the will of the people. Power exists in the individual. Engage
in non-confrontational discussions. Veganism is compassion in action. That
includes people! View every person you meet as a potential vegan ally. Don’t
alienate them. Instead treat them with respect and kindness.
Be prepared to have your perspective challenged and utilise this process to
help you hone your debating skills and understand your own viewpoint
better. Be sincere. You don’t have to know every single fact about global
warming and animal agriculture. Focus on the liberation from suffering for
the animals, and humans, involved in the animal farming and slaughter
businesses.
Help turn our dream of a Vegan World, into a reality. Together we can change
the world for the better . . . in our lifetime
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Vegan Education
Vegan education is the most effective thing you can do to help animals.
What better way to end animal suffering than to stop eating them? When
one person becomes vegan, hundreds of animals’ lives are saved completely.
This creates the total end to suffering for the animals involved. Depending
on which statistical model you prefer, the number of animals a vegan saves
ranges between 85 and over 400 every year, when you include the animals
who die as a result of stock farming even before they reach someone’s plate.
Elated engages in non-confrontational, grassroots activism. Hosting a vegan
information table is one of the most uplifting things you can do. People are
clamouring for information on a compassionate lifestyle. It is a distinctly
positive experience to be part of the global vegan education movement,
which is entirely altruistic, bene ting animals, people and our beautiful
planet.

Focus on The Victims
Focus on the victims, that is: the farm animals. Our core mission is to abolish
the exploitation of animals. The way we achieve this goal is to help people go
vegan. However, the number 1 problem we face with liberating animals is
that animals are currently classi ed as property. Our rst step when
engaging with anyone about veganism should be to awaken them to the
sentience of animals and the injustice of using animals as our resources. We
need to help them see why we should care about farm animals.
Find common ground with the person you are talking to. Do they have a
beloved pet? Have they ever met a farm animal? Explain how all animals are
sentient . They all have the same capacity to develop bonds with humans;
and they all feel emotional and physical joy and pain. Then describe the truth
about animal agriculture and the suffering involved. You will need to debunk
the ‘humane myth‘ and emphasise that it is not the treatment of the
animals who is the issue, it is the injustice. As sentient beings, all animals
have rights: to life, to autonomy over their life and to bodily integrity. Any
violation of these rights causes suffering and constitutes injustice. All
slaughter is a tragic violation of an animal’s right to life.
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A Few Tips for Vegan Advocates
There is so much information available to help people transition to a vegan
lifestyle. Contrary to public opinion, it really is easy to be vegan. Upon
discovering the truth behind animal products, many people experience a
paradigm shift that totally removes animals from their list of meal options.
Changes in awareness occur during one-on-one interactions.
By engaging in non-confrontational discussion, we can change the
world one heart at a time.
We need to always be willing to learn as well as impart knowledge.
By awakening people’s awareness of the sentience of their pets, they
will nd it easier to spot the undeniable personhood in the animals
they previously viewed as food
Empowering people with information will change their lives and end
the suffering of farm animals
You will be amazed at how many positive people you meet at the table —
save your energy for them. Let the confrontational people go on their way.
Do not harass or argue with passersbys: it is counterproductive to get into
arguments with omnivores and may result in you being asked to leave or
denied future bookings at that venue.
You are not expected to have all the answers. In fact it is far more productive
not to enter into a debate. Direct people’s attention to the relevant
pamphlet when they have speci c questions. Ask them to read the
literature, or watch a dvd and then contact you if they need further
information.
Often you will meet the same person a few weeks in a row; the rst time
they might refuse to even look anywhere near the table; the next time they
might take a pamphlet, but refuse to interact; then the third time they will
stop and chat, asking tons of questions and honestly engaging. This is real,
raw emotion, the stuff life is made of. A man once laughingly told us how
there are never any vegan burger patties left over for him at a braai, because
his friends eat them all. Only a month before, he had refused to give eye
contact and was quite hostile when offered a pamphlet. What a remarkable
transformation!
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5 Principles of Vegan Education
Discussing veganism with non-vegans can be dif cult at times. Professor
Gary L Francione has formulated the following ve principles to keep in mind
for your next encounter.
1. People are good at heart; they care about morality.
2. People are not stupid.
3. Don’t get defensive; respond, don’t react.
4. Don’t get frustrated. Treat every question as if you are hearing it for the
very rst time and sincerely engage with the person.
5. Learn the basics. You need to be a student rst, before you become a
teacher.

Interactions with People at the Stand
A teacher had just nished writing a module on ‘sustainable’ food that
morning. However, after seeing our pamphlets, she said she was going
to re-write it!
After reading a pamphlet, an animal science graduate said, so sadly,
“Yes, this is exactly what I learnt and I can’t work in this eld anymore.”
Another man talked about how he went vegetarian 15 years ago after
having to run a marketing campaign for an animal product
manufacturer. He said that after seeing all the absolutely disgusting
horror, he refused to run the campaign, resigned, and never ate animals
again. He said that he was thinking about going vegan just the week
before and that it was perfect timing to see the Elated stand that day.

Comments by Visitors to the Stand
“I spoke to you today at the festival and I just wanted to say thanks. You
reminded me that I need to become a vegan again. You can count me
in! 100 Animals will not die this year! Thanks for the inspiration”
“Thank you for doing what you’re doing!”
“This is heaven!”
“I’m so glad I found you today.”
“Is this about being vegan? I really want to go vegan!”
Taking part in vegan education and lea etting is the most ful lling thing
you can do to help farm animals. It will be truly rewarding.
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Vegan Quotes
Non-violence, compassion and ethics have been topics of conversation for
centuries. There are many quotes from great minds that support a lifestyle
that respects animals as part of our moral community.
Disclaimer: People sometimes make memorable statements. Elated likes to
share these quotes with you as they make us believe in the possibility of a
better and brighter future. However we do not necessarily endorse the
people or the organisations these quotes originate from. By the time a
person is perfect and 100% morally consistent, they will probably have left
this planet. By printing these quotes we honour the compassionate nature
we believe resides at the core of each one of us. In keeping with this
philosophy we ask you to please ignore the original context of the quotes
and take a moment to view them from a new perspective: a vegan world
where all animals are respected as members of our moral community.

Vegan Quotes
The De nition of Veganism:
“The word “veganism” denotes a philosophy and way of living which seeks to
exclude — as far as is possible and practical — all forms of exploitation of, and
cruelty to, animals for food, clothing or any other purpose; and by extension,
promotes the development and use of animal-free alternatives for the
bene t of humans, animals and the environment. In dietary terms it
denotes the practice of dispensing with all products derived wholly or partly
from animals.”
— Donald Watson, founder of the Vegan Society 1944
“Non-violence is the greatest force at the disposal of mankind. It is mightier
than the mightiest weapon of destruction devised by the ingenuity of man.”
— Mahatma Gandhi
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“The vegan believes that if we are to be true emancipators of animals we
must renounce absolutely our traditional and conceited attitude that we
have the right to use them to serve our needs. We must supply these needs
by other means.… If the vegan ideal of non-exploitation were generally
adopted, it would be the greatest peaceful revolution ever known,
abolishing vast industries and establishing new ones in the better interests
of men and animals alike.”
— Donald Watson
“Man is the only animal that can remain on friendly terms with the victims
he intends to eat until he eats them.”
— Samuel Butler
“Veganism deprives us of absolutely nothing. On the contrary, it provides a
priceless gift: the peace of knowing that we are no longer participants in the
hideous violence that is animal exploitation.”
“None of that is necessary. It’s not as if we’re in a situation where it is us or
them.There’s something peculiar about talking about the moral status of
animals, when we are killing and eating them for no reason whatsoever.”
— Gary L Francione
“To shut your mind, heart, imagination to the sufferings of others is to begin
slowly but inexorably to die. It is to cease by inches from being human, to
become in the end capable of nothing, generous or unsel sh; or sometimes
capable of anything, however terrible.”
— John Austin Baker, Bishop of Salisbury
“Non-violence leads to the highest ethics, which is the goal of all evolution.
Until we stop harming all other living beings, we are still savages.”
— Thomas A Edison
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“What man with a human heart, who has ever cared for domestic animals,
could look into their eyes, so full of con dence and affection, and willingly
give them over to the butcher’s knife? How could he devour their esh as a
sweet morsel?”
— Ellen G White “Ministry of Healing”
“There is a certain tragic isolation in believing that humans stand apart in
every way from the creatures that surround them, that the rest of creation
was shaped for our exclusive use.”
— New York Times Editorial March 2005
“One day the absurdity of the almost universal human belief in the slavery of
other animals will be palpable. We shall then have discovered our souls and
become worthier of sharing this planet with them”
— Martin Luther King Jr
“The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way
its animals are treated.”
“Live life simply so that others may simply live.”
“To my mind the life of a lamb is no less precious than that of a human being.
I should be unwilling to take the life of a lamb for the sake of the human
body. I hold that, the more helpless a creature, the more entitled it is to the
protection by man from the cruelty of man.”
“To see the universal and all-pervading Spirit of Truth face to face one must
be able to love the merest of creation as oneself.”
“We must be the change we wish to see.”
— Mahatma Gandhi
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“I can’t think if anything that makes me happier than seeing an animal’s
contentment, witnessing a creature allowed to be who he wants to be in the
world — and at peace. It’s a thing of beauty.”
— Jenny Brown, Woodstock Farm Animal Sanctuary.

“Humanity’s true moral test, its fundamental test, consists of its attitude
towards those who are at its mercy: animals. And in this respect humankind
has suffered a fundamental debacle, a debacle so fundamental that all
others stem from it.”
“The intrinsic meaning of animal rights is that no animal should be used or
killed for human purposes. Their rights as individuals are sacred, and no
bene t to myself or my taste buds can trump their right to be.”
— Eddie Lama
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“Now I can look at you in peace; I don’t eat you any more.”
— Franz Kafka
“The very beginning of Genesis tells us that God created man in order to give
him dominion over sh and fowl and all creatures. Of course, Genesis was
written by a man, not a horse. There is no certainty that God actually did
grant man dominion over other creatures. What seems more likely, in fact, is
that man invented God to sanctify the dominion that he had usurped for
himself over the cow and the horse.”
— Milan Kundera
“Never, never be afraid to do what’s right, especially if the well-being of a
person or animal is at stake. Society’s punishments are small compared to
the wounds we in ict on our soul when we look the other way.”
— Martin Luther King Jr
“Let’s stop talking about veganism as a matter of compassion, benevolence
and other nice-sounding, but ultimately anthropocentric missives. The idea
that we are ‘being kind’, ‘acting compassionately’, or ‘saving lives’ just by
being vegan is misguided. It’s also paternalistic. Veganism is a matter of
justice, and it re ects the absolute minimum of justice that I owe other
persons (human and non). That doesn’t mean we’re not compassionate
people. It doesn’t mean we can’t act compassionately toward other animals
(human or non). It just means that veganism is what we owe them. It’s not
an act of charity.”
— Vincent Guihan
“Nothing will bene t human health and ensure survival of life on Earth, more
than evolution to a vegetarian diet.”
“It is my view that the vegetarian manner of living, by its purely physical
effect on the human temperament, would bene cially in uence the lot of
mankind.”
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“The most important endeavour is the striving for morality in our actions. Our
inner balance and even our very existence depend on it. Only morality in our
actions can give beauty and dignity to life.”
“Great spirits have always encountered violent opposition from mediocre
minds.”
— Albert Einstein
“Compassion, in which all ethics must take root, can only attain its full
breadth and depth if it embraces all living creatures and does not limit itself
to humankind”
“The thinking person must oppose all cruel customs no matter how deeply
rooted in tradition and surrounded by a halo. When we have a choice we
must avoid bringing torment and injury into the life of another.”
— Albert Schweitzer
“Humans — who enslave, castrate, experiment on, and llet other animals —
have had an understandable penchant for pretending animals do not feel
pain. A sharp distinction between humans and ‘animals’ is essential if we are
to bend them to our will, make them work for us, wear them, eat them —
without any disquieting tinges of guilt or regret. It is unseemly of us, who
often behave so unfeeling toward other animals, to contend that only
humans can suffer. The behavior of other animals renders such pretensions
specious. They are just too much like us.”
— Carl Sagan
“I am prepared to die, but there is no cause for which I am prepared to kill.”
“I abhor vivisection with my whole soul. All the scienti c discoveries stained
with innocent blood I count as of no consequence.”
— Mohandas Gandhi
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“Veganism extends compassionate, gentle benevolence to all sentient
beings”
— Stanley Sapon
“We must not refuse to see with our eyes what they must endure with their
bodies.”
“I look forward to the day when animals will have the right to run if they have
legs, swim if they have ns, and y if they have wings.”
— Gretchen Wyler
“We need another and a wiser and perhaps a more mystical concept of
animals. Remote from universal nature, and living by complicated arti ce,
man in civilization surveys the creature through the glass of his knowledge
and sees thereby a feather magni ed and the whole image in distortion. We
patronize them for their incompleteness, for their tragic fate of having taken
form so far below ourselves. And therein we err, and greatly err. For the
animal shall not be measured by man. In a world older and more complete
than ours they move nished and complete, gifted with extensions of the
senses we have lost or never attained, living by voices we shall never hear.
They are not brethren, they are not underlings; they are other nations,
caught with ourselves in the net of life and time, fellow prisoners of the
splendour and travail of the earth.”
— Henry Beston
“The animals you say were ‘sent’ for man’s free use and nutriment. Pray, then,
inform me, and be candid, why came they aeons before man did, to spend
long centuries on earth. Awaiting their devourer’s birth? Those ill-timed
chattels, sent from heaven, were, sure, the maddest gift e’er given – ‘sent’ for
man’s use (can man believe it?) when there was no man to receive it!”
— Henry S Salt 1851 – 1939
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“You are diseased in understanding and religion. Come to me, that you may
hear something of sound truth. Do not unjustly eat sh the water has given
up, And do not desire as food the esh of slaughtered animals, Or the white
milk of mothers who intended its pure draught for their young, not noble
ladies. And do not grieve the unsuspecting birds by taking eggs; for injustice
is the worst of crimes. And spare the honey which the bees get industriously
from the owers of fragrant plants; For they did not store it that it might
belong to others, Nor did they gather it for bounty and gifts. I washed my
hands of all this; and wish that I Perceived my way before my hair went gray!”
— Al-Ma’arri
“He who is cruel to animals becomes hard also in his dealings with men. We
can judge the heart of a man by his treatment of animals.”
— Immanuel Kant
“Alas, what wickedness to swallow esh into our own esh, to fatten our
greedy bodies by cramming in other bodies, to have one living creature fed
by the death of another! In the midst of such wealth as earth, the best of
mothers, provides, yet nothing satis es you, but to behave like the Cyclopes,
in icting sorry wounds with cruel teeth! You cannot appease the hungry
cravings of your wicked, gluttonous stomachs except by destroying some
other life.”
“As long as man continues to be the ruthless destroyer of lower living beings
he will never know health or peace. For as long as men massacre animals,
they will kill each other. Indeed, he who sows the seed of murder and pain
cannot reap joy and love.”
“If men with eshly mortals must be fed, and chew with bleeding teeth the
breathing bread; what else is this but to devour our guests, and barbarously
renew Cyclopean feasts? While Earth not only can your needs supply, but,
lavish of her store, provides for luxury; a guiltless feast administers with ease,
and without blood is prodigal to please.”
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“Animals share with us the privilege of having a soul.”
— Pythagoras
“And the fox said to the little Prince, men have forgotten this truth, but you
must not forget it. You become responsible forever for what you have
tamed.”
— Antoine de Saint-Exupéry ‘Le Petit Prince’
“The animals of the planet are in desperate peril. Without free animal life I
believe we will lose the spiritual equivalent of oxygen.”
“The animals of the world are here for their own reasons. They were not
created for us, any more than black people were created for white, or women
were created for men.”
— Alice Walker
“People must have renounced, it seems to me, all natural intelligence to
dare to advance that animals are but animated machines…. It appears to me,
besides, that [such people] can never have observed with attention the
character of animals, not to have distinguished among them the different
voices of need, of suffering, of joy, of pain, of love, of anger, and of all their
affections. It would be very strange that they should express so well what
they could not feel.”
“What a pitiful, what a sorry thing to have said that animals are machines
bereft of understanding and feeling, which perform their operations always
in the same way, which learn nothing, perfect nothing, etc. !
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What! that bird which makes its nest in a semi-circle when it is attaching it
to a wall, which builds it in a quarter circle when it is in an angle, and in a
circle upon a tree; that bird acts always in the same way? That hunting-dog
which you have disciplined for three months, does it not know more at the
end of this time than it knew before your lessons? Does the canary to which
you teach a tune repeat it at once? do you not spend a considerable time in
teaching it? have you not seen that it has made a mistake and that it
corrects itself?
Is it because I speak to you, that you judge that I have feeling, memory,
ideas? Well, I do not speak to you; you see me going home looking
disconsolate, seeking a paper anxiously, opening the desk where I
remember having shut it, nding it, reading it joyfully. You judge that I have
experienced the feeling of distress and that of pleasure, that I have memory
and understanding.
Bring the same judgment to bear on this dog which has lost its master,
which has sought him on every road with sorrowful cries, which enters the
house agitated, uneasy, which goes down the stairs, up the stairs, from room
to room, which at last nds in his study the master it loves, and which shows
him its joy by its cries of delight, by its leaps, by its caresses.
Barbarians seize this dog, which in friendship surpasses man so prodigiously;
they nail it on a table, and they dissect it alive in order to show the
mesenteric veins. You discover in it all the same organs of feeling that are in
yourself. Answer me, machinist, has nature arranged all the means of feeling
in this animal, so that it may not feel? has it nerves in order to be
impassable? Do not suppose this impertinent contradiction in nature.
— Voltaire
“There is not an animal on the earth, nor a ying creature on two wings, but
they are people like unto you.”
— The Koran
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“It came to me that every time I lose a dog they take a piece of my heart
with them. And every new dog who comes into my life, gifts me with a piece
of their heart. If I live long enough, all the components of my heart will be
dog, and I will become as generous and loving as they are.”
— Unknown
“You have just dined, and however scrupulously the slaughterhouse is
concealed in the graceful distance of miles, there is complicity.”
— Ralph Waldo Emerson
“Flesh-eating is simply immoral, as it involves the performance of an act
which is contrary to moral feeling: killing.”
“If a man earnestly seeks a righteous life, his rst act of abstinence is from
animal food.”
— Count Leo Nikolaevich Tolstoy
“To a man whose mind is free there is something even more intolerable in
the sufferings of animals than in the sufferings of man. For with the latter it is
at least admitted that suffering is evil and that the man who causes it is a
criminal. But thousands of animals are uselessly butchered every day
without a shadow of remorse. If any man were to refer to it, he would be
thought ridiculous. And that is the unpardonable crime.”
— Romain Rolland
“People eat meat and think they are will become strong as an ox, forgetting
that the ox eats grass.”
— Pino Caruso
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“As often as Herman had witnessed the slaughter of animals and sh, he
always had the same thought: in their behaviour toward creatures, all men
were Nazis. The smugness with which man could do with other species as
he pleased exempli ed the most extreme racist theories, the principle that
might is right.”
— Isaac Bashevis Singer
“As custodians of the planet it is our responsibility to deal with all species
with kindness, love and compassion. That these animals suffer through
human cruelty is beyond understanding. Please help to stop this madness.”
— Richard Gere
“Animal liberation is also human liberation. Animal liberationists care about
the quality of life for all. We recognize our kinship with all feeling beings. We
identify with the powerless and the vulnerable the victims, all those
dominated, oppressed and exploited. And it is the non-human animals
whose suffering is the most intense, widespread, expanding, systematic and
socially sanctioned of all.”
— Henry Spira
“But for the sake of some little mouthful of esh we deprive a soul of the sun
and light, and of that proportion of life and time it had been born into the
world to enjoy.”
— Plutarch
Lisa: “Do we have any food that wasn’t brutally slaughtered?”
Homer: “Well, I think the veal died of loneliness.”
— Matt Groening, The Simpsons
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“Refrain at all times from such foods as cannot be procured without violence
and oppression.”
— Thomas Tryon
“Show me the enforced laws of a state for the prevention of cruelty to
animals and I in turn will give you a correct estimate of the re nement,
enlightenment, integrity and equality of that commonwealth’s people.”
— L T Danshiell
“Our grandchildren will ask us one day ‘Where were you during the
Holocaust of the animals? What did you do against these horrifying crimes?’
We won’t be able to offer the same excuse for the second time, that we
didn’t know.”
— Dr. Helmut Kaplan
“The wild, cruel beast is not behind the bars of the cage. He is in front of it.”
— Axel Munthe
“Isn’t man an amazing animal? He kills wildlife – birds, kangaroos, deer, all
kinds of cats, coyotes, beavers, groundhogs, mice, foxes and dingoes – by the
million in order to protect his domestic animals and their feed. Then he kills
domestic animals by the billion and eats them. This in turn kills man by the
millions, because eating all those animals leads to degenerative – and fatal –
health conditions like heart disease, kidney disease, and cancer. So then
man tortures and kills millions more animals to look for cures for these
diseases. Elsewhere, millions of other human beings are being killed by
hunger and malnutrition because food they could eat is being used to
fatten domestic animals. Meanwhile, some people are dying of sad laughter
at the absurdity of man, who kills so easily and so violently, and once a year,
sends out cards praying for Peace on Earth.”
— David Coats
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“We consume the carcasses of creatures of like appetites, passions and
organs as our own, and ll the slaughterhouses daily with screams of pain
and fear.”
— Robert Louis Stevenson
“Truly man is the king of beasts, for his brutality exceeds theirs. We live by
the death of others: we are burial places! I have from an early age abjured the
use of meat, and the time will come when men such as I will look upon the
murder of animals as they now look upon the murder of men.”
— Leonardo Da Vinci
“Life is life’s greatest gift. Guard the life of another creature as you would your
own because it is your own. On life’s scale of values, the smallest is no less
precious to the creature that owns it than the largest.”
— Lloyd Buggle Jr
“It often happens that the universal belief of one age, a belief from which no
one was free or could be free without an extraordinary effort of genius or
courage, becomes to a subsequent age, so palpable an absurdity that the
only dif culty is, to imagine how such and idea could ever have appeared
credible.”
— John Stuart Mill
“Ask the experimenters why they experiment on animals, and the answer is:
‘Because the animals are like us.’ Ask the experimenters why it is morally
okay to experiment on animals, and the answer is: ‘Because the animals are
not like us.’ Animal experimentation rests on a logical contradiction.”
— Charles R Magel
“The squirrel that you kill in jest, dies in earnest.”
— Henry David Thoreau
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“While we ourselves are the living graves of murdered beasts, how can we
expect any ideal conditions on this earth?”
“The worst sin towards our fellow creatures is not to hate them, but to be
indifferent to them, that’s the essence of inhumanity.”
“Cruelty must be whitewashed by a moral excuse, and pretense of
reluctance.”
“Atrocities are no less atrocities when they occur in laboratories and are
called ‘medical research’.”
— George Bernard Shaw
“Teaching a child not to step on a caterpillar is as valuable to the child as it is
to the caterpillar”
— Brad Millar
“One who neglects or disregards the existence of earth, water, re, air,
vegetation and all other lives, disregards his own existence which is
entwined with them.”
— Lord Mahavir, Jain Prophet
“The idea that some lives matter less is the root of all that is wrong in the
world.”
— Dr Paul Farmer
“The assumption that animals are without rights and the illusion that our
treatment of them has no moral signi cance is a positively outrageous
example of Western crudity and barbarity. Universal compassion is the only
guarantee of morality.”
— Schopenhauer
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“Everything we do matters. We are all connected. We can’t ght to save
animals and be angry and violent towards people. We have to work together
to dilute anger and violence. We have to be the change and exude the
change from our pores. We have to do it. There is a ne line we need to walk
and this is the line of nding happiness amidst the suffering. Nobody is
going to follow a miserable, angry, sad vegan. We have to carry the suffering
of the animals in our hearts, but we also have to be able to dance. We have
to be awake in a world that’s asleep and we have to understand the nature
of the dream that people are dreaming.”
— Derek Goodwin, Vegan Radio
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Biblical Quotes
Quotes From The Bible About Compassion Towards Animals
“Thou shalt not kill.
— Exodus 20:13
“But esh with the life thereof, which is the blood thereof, shall ye not eat.”
— Genesis 9:4
“God blessed them and said to them, “… Rule over the sh of the sea and the
birds of the air and over every living creature that moves on the ground”.
Then God said, “I give you every seed-bearing plant on the face of the whole
earth and every tree that has fruit with seed in it. They will be yours for food.
And to all the beasts of the earth and all the birds of the air and all the
creatures that move on the ground – everything that has the breath of life in
it – I give every green plant for food. And it was so.”
— Genesis 1:28-30
“It is impossible for the blood of bulls and goats to take away sins.”
— Hebrews 10:4
“For that which befalleth the sons of men befalleth beasts; even one thing
befalleth them: as the one dieth, so dieth the other; yea, they have all one
breath; so that a man hath no preeminence above a beast: for all is vanity. All
go unto one place; all are of the dust, and all turn to dust again.”
— Ecclesiastes 3:19-20
“Better is a dinner of herbs where love is, than a stalled ox and hatred
therewith.
— Proverbs 15:17
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“Be not among winebibbers; among riotous eaters of esh.
— Proverbs 23:20
“6 The wolf shall live with the lamb, the leopard shall lie down with the kid,
the calf and the lion and the fatling together, and a little child shall lead
them. 7 The cow and the bear shall graze, their young shall lie down
together; and the lion shall eat straw like the ox. 8 The nursing child shall play
over the hole of the asp, and the weaned child shall put its hand on the
adder’s den. 9 They will not hurt or destroy on all my holy mountain; for the
earth will be full of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the sea.”
— Isiah 11:6-9
“He that kills an ox is as if he slew a man; he that sacri ces a lamb, as if he cut
off a dog’s neck. Yes, they have chosen their own ways, and their soul
delights in their abominations.”
— Isiah 66:3
“To what purpose is the multitude of your sacri ces unto me? saith the
LORD: I am full of the burnt offerings of rams, and the fat of fed beasts; and I
delight not in the blood of bullocks, or of lambs, or of he goats…And when ye
spread forth your hands, I will hide mine eyes from you: yea, when ye make
many prayers, I will not hear: your hands are full of blood. Wash you, make
you clean; put away the evil of your doings from before mine eyes; cease to
do evil.”
— Isaiah 1:11, 15-16
“A righteous man has regard for the life of his beast.”
— Proverbs 12:10
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“Meats for the belly, and the belly for meats: but God shall destroy both it and
them.”
1 Corinthians 6:13
“Even one thing befalleth them: as the one dieth, so dieth the other; yea,
they have all one breath, so that a man hath no preeminence above a beast:
for all is Vanity.”
— Ecclesiastes 3:19
“It is good neither to eat esh, nor to drink wine, nor any thing whereby thy
brother stumbleth, or is offended, or is made weak.”
— St. Paul in his letter to the Romans 14:21
“Not to hurt our humble brethren (the animals) is our rst duty to them, but
to stop there is not enough. We have a higher mission: to be of service to
them whenever they require it… If you have men who will exclude any of
God’s creatures from the shelter of compassion and pity, you will have men
who will deal likewise with their fellow men.”
— Saint Francis of Assisi (mystic and preacher)
“He who kills, kills himself, and whoso eats the esh of slain beasts, eats of
the body of death and their death will become his death.”
— Jesus of Nazareth ‘The Essene Gospel of Peace’ from ‘The Dead Sea Scrolls’
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“And some of the people said, ‘This man cares for all creatures. Are they his
brothers and sisters that he should love them?’ And He said to them, ‘these
are your fellow creatures of the great household of God. Yea, they are your
brothers and sisters, having the same breath of life in the eternal. And
whosoever cares for one of the least of these, and gives it to eat and drink in
its need, does the same to me. And who so willingly suffers one of these to
be in want, and defends it not when evilly entreated, does the evil to me. For
as you have done in this life, so shall it be done to you in the life to come.
— Jesus of Nazareth ‘The Gospel of the Holy Twelve’ Lection XXXIV, 9-10
“And again that one asked, ‘If anyone comes to us who eats esh and drinks
strong drink, how shall we receive them?’ And Jesus said to him, ‘Let such a
person abide in the outer court until they cleanse themselves from these
grosser evils; for till they perceive, and repent of these, they are not t to
receive the higher mysteries.’
— Jesus of Nazareth ‘The Gospel of the Holy Twelve’ Lection XCI, 8
“You shall not take away the life of any creature for your pleasure, nor for your
pro t, nor yet torment it.”
— Jesus of Nazareth ‘The Gospel of the Holy Twelve’ Lection XLVI, 10
“You shall not eat the esh , nor drink the blood of any slaughtered creature,
not yet anything which brings disorder to your health or senses.”
— Jesus of Nazareth ‘The Gospel of the Holy Twelve’ Lection XLVI, 12
“You shall cherish and protect the weak, and those who are oppressed, and
all creatures that suffer wrong.”
— Jesus of Nazareth ‘The Gospel of the Holy Twelve’ Lection XLVI, 18
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“6 He said to them, ‘How many loaves have you? Go and see. And when they
knew, they said, ‘Six loaves and seven clusters of grapes.’ And He
commanded them to make all sit down by companies of fty upon the
grass. And they sat down in ranks by hundreds and by fties. 7 And when He
had taken the six loaves and the seven clusters of grapes, he looked up to
Heaven, and blessed and broke the loaves, and the grapes also, and gave
them to his disciples to set before them, and they divided them among
them all. 8 And they did all eat and were lled. And they took up twelve
baskets full of the fragments that were left. And they that did eat of the
loaves and of the fruit were about 5,000 men, women and children, and He
taught them many things.”
— Jesus of Nazareth ‘The Gospel of the Holy Twelve’ Lection XXIX, 6-8
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Animal Rights Advocacy by Clergy
Compiled by John M. Gilheany Christian Vegetarian Association UK
Originally published on All-Creatures.org
“Their life appears just as precious to them as is ours to us … the gift of life
carries with it the gift of the right of life, in the sense at least of an equal right
to life with all other creatures of the divine power and grace.”
— Rev Francis Wood ‘The Vegetarian Messenger and Health Review’
“We must act, and act quickly, to see that the rights of animals to a happy life
is recognised … A religion, in fact, which fails to recognise these rights cannot
be thought of as true religion.”
— Rev RCR Adkins, MA ‘Religion and the Rights of Animals’
“Animals have very positive rights because they are God’s creatures. If we
have to speak with absolute accuracy we must say that God has the right to
have all his creatures treated with proper respect.”
— Cardinal Heenan in ‘God’s Animals’ by Ambrose Agius
“We speak of human rights. I think we should also speak of animal rights and
natural rights, but there must be some radical re-orientation in current
attitudes and thinking before these rights are recognised and respected.”
— Launcelot Fleming, Bishop of Norwich ‘Crusade Against All Cruelty to
Animals’
“The time has come when we must act responsibly towards the rights of
animals and cease to accept the view that man has authority for exercising
an absolute dominion.”
— Canon Eric Turnbull, Worcester Evening News
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“This is something more than a moral precept; it breathes the spirit of
chivalry. It reads like the product of a far later age than that in which it was
framed. For, that animals have rights, is a modern idea – an idea which even
in our own day is recognised only partially and imperfectly … why should we
invoke, as a justi cation of our behaviour to animals, a principle on which we
should be ashamed to act in relation to human beings?”
— Rev Prebendary Moss, Head Master of Shrewsbury School ‘The Gospel of
Humanity’
“The day is coming when the dogma which binds the churches in fetters will
be dispensed with, and the spirit of true brotherhood will take its place. As
the world realises more fully the Divine sonship of the race, that all life is one,
and that God is the Father of all, there will come also the realisation of its
responsibility. With the realisation of kinship with all creatures, including
those in the lower order of creation, there will come a sense of duty to them,
and that we must show our nobility by exercising our right of merciful
justice, and not by our power to oppress the poor merciful beasts.”
— Rev O A Broadley ‘A Vegetarian Church’
“Are we to eat just what we like, what we choose, without regard to the pain
and suffering, to the rights of the creatures in our power, to the naturalness
or unnaturalness of the food they supply, or, again, to the possible physical,
mental, and moral injury their esh may do to those who eat of it? … The
animal has its rights, and can claim from us these two – Justice and Mercy.”
— Rev AM Mitchell, MA, Vicar of Burton Wood, Lancashire ‘The Church and
Food Reform’
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“Our opponents … suggest that, in our zeal for the rights of animals we are
disposed to forget the rights of men, and are prepared to pursue a policy
which would eventuate in the overrunning of the earth by the former to the
detriment of the latter. Neither of these charges is true. We recognise that
the rights of animals, as those of men, are conditioned by the rights of their
fellow-beings; that, in this world, all living things should accept such
limitations, in respect of their lives and liberties, as are requisite in the
interest of all other living things. All that we claim on behalf of the animals is,
that they shall be dealt with on the same principles of justice which we
apply in the case of men, and shall not be subject to greater limitations than
strict justice requires.”
— Rev Francis Wood ‘Vegetarianism in Relation to the Treatment of Animals’
“There is a strange power about the very name of blood, and the sight of it is
always affecting. A kind heart cannot bear to see a sparrow bleed, and unless
familiarized by use, turns away with horror at the slaughter of a beast. As to
the blood of men, it is a consecrated thing: it is murder to shed it in wrath, it
is a dreadful crime to squander it in war. Is this solemnity occasioned by the
fact that the blood is the life, and the pouring of it forth the token of death?
We think so.”
— Charles Haddon Spurgeon’s Sermon on Hebrews 9:19-20
“Our minds are in compartments and to preserve our comfort we see to it
that the contents of different compartments do not get mixed. May I
remind you that ‘holiness’ carries the meaning of ‘wholeness’, so that he who
aspires must needs see about breaking down these compartments. I hold
that because of our kinship we have a clear ethical duty to protect animals
from cruelty and sudden death, and not to eat them … anyone who accepts
the idea of the One Life must accord to the animals the rights of younger
brothers.”
— Rev CV Pink, MRCS, LRCP, Liberal Catholic Church ‘A Christian Ethic’
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“It is indeed within the consciousness of a solemn trust, held under the
sovereignty of the Most High God the Creator, that man is required to look
around at other orders of creation, all of which exist, by divine decree, along
side of him. These orders have their rights, dif cult though it may be to
de ne precisely what they are. It is, of course, because of this dif culty that it
is easier to talk in general terms; to recognise an over-all responsibility; to see
our stewardship as a trust held under God – it is easier to do this rather than
to see in practice what this means.”
— Archdeacon Edward Carpenter, PhD, later Dean of Westminster Abbey
‘Man’s relationship with the animal creation’
“The rights of animals are protected. The animals must have their day of rest
as men must have it (Exodus 20:10; 23:12). If a nest is harried, the mother bird
must never be killed, but must always be let go (Deuteronomy 22:6, 7). When
the ox is drawing the heavy sled that threshes the grain, he must never be
muzzled. He must, as it were, be allowed to have a share in the fruit of his
labours (Deuteronomy 25:4).”
— The Revd Professor William Barclay ‘Man and the Beasts’
“I believe in my heart that faith in Jesus Christ can and will lead us beyond an
exclusive concern for the well-being of other human beings to the broader
concern for the well-being of the birds in our backyards, the sh in our rivers,
and every living creature on the face of the earth.”
John Wesley, the eighteenth-century founder of Methodism
“Animals obviously do not have human rights, for their life has a different
purpose and function. They would have no use for our social and political
rights. But what of those other “rights” (there is no other word for it) which
their Creator must have given them (not against himself but against us)
when he placed them on this earth – rights which follow from the physical
nature they share with us humans, from the needs and appetites we have in
common and our common capacity for pleasure and pain?”
— Rev Basil Wrighton – The Ark, No 136
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Commentary and Discussion by Bible Passage
Originally published on All-Creatures.org
Genesis 3:15
Genesis 8:20-22 – God’s Curious Remark
Genesis 9:1-4 – A Commentary on God’s Concession
Commentary on Genesis 9:2-4
Who is Nimrod? (Genesis 10:8-9)
Forgiven of Sins Without Sacri ce – Part 1 – Genesis 15:6 (15:1-21)
How God Views Esau (Genesis 25:27-34)
Genesis 43:16-17 Following Worldly Ways Instead of God’s Heavenly Will
Numbers 16:41-50 – Incense and Atonement – Comment and
Discussion
Deuteronomy 6:5 – God’s Greatest Commandment
Deuteronomy 22:1-4 – Being Kind to Humans and Animals
Job
Psalm 38:3 – Why We Get Sick
Psalm 46:10 Be still, and know that I am God
Proverbs 3:7-8 – Healing Our Bodies
Proverbs 12:10 – Compassion and Justice for Animals
Ecclesiastes 3:19-21
Isaiah 6:1-8 – An Inspirational Discussion
Isaiah 43:16-21 – Commentary
The Daniel Diet
Hosea 2:18: God’s New Covenant between Man and Animal
Matthew 8:22 (18-23) – Allow the dead to bury their own dead
Forgiven of Sins Without Sacri ce – Part 2 – Matthew 9:2 (9:1-8)
Matthew 12:5-7 Discussion and Commentary
Matthew 22:41-46 Discussion and Commentary
Forgiven of Sins Without Sacri ce – Part 2 – Mark 2:5, 9 (2:1-12)
Mark 5:1-20 Jesus, Demons, and Pigs
Forgiven of Sins Without Sacri ce – Part 2 – Luke 5:20, 23 (5:17-26)
Forgiven of Sins Without Sacri ce – Part 3 – Luke 7:48 (7:36-50)
Luke 9:60 (57-62) – Allow the dead to bury their own dead
Luke 12:29-31
Luke 13:22-30 – An Interpretation
Was a Lamb Eaten at the Last Supper? (Luke 22:7-16)
Luke 24:41-43
John 15:4-8 – Abide in Me
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Be Fishers of Men – Not of Fish (John 21:1-17)
Acts 10:1-11:18: The True Meaning of the Vision of the Animals in the
Sheet
Acts 13:22 A Man After My Heart
Re ections on Romans 14
Re ections on 1 Corinthians 8
Re ections on 1 Corinthians 9 and 10
Colossians 2 – A Commentary on the Second Chapter of Colossians
1 Thessalonians 5:17 – Pray Without Ceasing
A Commentary on 1 Timothy 4:1-5
A Commentary on Hebrews 8:1 – 10:9
Hebrews 10:1-18 – God and the Church’s Position on Animal Sacri ce
Animals in Heaven – A look at Revelation 4:6-9

Do you believe in compassion and justice for animals? Then please go vegan
to live in alignment with your inner moral values.
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Islamic Quotes
“Islam’s concern for animals goes beyond the prevention of physical cruelty
or even condescending kindness to them, which is a negative proposition. It
enjoins on the human species, as the principal primates of animated world,
to take over the responsibility of all creatures in the spirit of a positive
philosophy of life and to be their active protectors.”
— Al-Ha z BA Masri ‘Animals in Islam’
“Do not allow your stomachs to become graveyards.”
— Prophet Muhammad, Hadith
“A good deed done to an animal is as meritorious as a good deed done to a
human being, while an act of cruelty to an animal is as bad as an act of
cruelty to a human being.”
— The Prophet Muhammad: Hadith
“The people asked ‘O Allah’s Apostle! Is there a reward for us in serving (the)
animals?” He replied: ‘Yes, there is a reward for serving any animate (living
being).’ ”
— Narrated by Abu Huraira Volume 3, Book 40, Number 551
“The Qur’an says only that permitted meats may be eaten if one so wishes.
Nowhere in Islam are Muslims required to eat meat. Meat consumption is
neither encouraged nor even recommended. Neither the kindness to
animals taught by the Prophet (pbuh) nor the special place of animals as
described in the Qur’an is re ected in modern methods of raising animals for
food. Adopting a vegan diet (a diet free from meats, dairy products, and
eggs) is the easiest way for Muslims to live in accordance with the ethical,
environmental, and health precepts of Islam.”
— Islamveg.com ‘Islam and Vegetarianism’
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“Whoever is kind to the creatures of God is kind to himself.”
— The Prophet Muhammad : Hadith
“He who takes pity even on a sparrow and spares its life, God will be merciful
to him on the Day of Judgement.”
— The Qur’an
“There is not an animal that lives on the Earth, nor a being that ies on its
wings, but forms part of communities like you. Nothing have we omitted
from the Book, and they all shall be gathered to their Lord in the end.”
— The Qur’an 6:38
“Seest thou not that it is Allah whose praises are celebrated by all beings in
the heavens and on earth, and by the birds with extended wings? Each one
knows its prayer and psalm, and Allah is aware of what they do. Yea, to Allah
belongs the dominion of the heavens and the earth; and to Allah is the nal
goal (of all).”
The Qur’an 24:41 42
“At one time the Rasul of Allah said to his cousin ‘Ali, ‘O ‘Ali, you should not eat
meat. If you eat meat for 40 days, those qualities will come within you.
Because of that, your human qualities will change, your compassionate
qualities will change, and the essence of your body will change.’ ”
— Bawa Muhaiyaddeen – Su Qadiri Teacher
“There is not a creature on earth but God provides its sustenance.”
— The Qur’an 11:6
“We have made animals subject to you, that ye may be grateful.”
— The Qur’an 22:36
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“He it is that has made you vice-regent (inheritors) in the earth.”
— The Qur’an 35:39
When describing Islamic slaughter (qurban), he said that the knife-bearer
should “… look into the animal’s eyes, he has to watch the tears of the animal,
and he has to watch the animal’s eyes until it dies – hopefully, his heart will
change.”
— Muhammad Raheem Bawa Muhaiyaddeen ‘Ninety Nine Beautiful Names
of Allah’ Section 182

“When another prophet in the past who having been stung by an ant
ordered that the whole colony be burnt. Allah reprimanded him saying:
‘Because one ant stung you, you have burned a whole community which
glori ed Me.’ ”
— The Prophet Muhammad : Hadith
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“Avoid ye the seven obnoxious things {deadly sins}: polytheism; magic; the
killing breathing beings! Which God has forbidden except for rightful
reason.”
— Narrated by Abu Huraira. Sahih Mulim – Kitab-ul-Imam
“We were on a journey with the Apostle of God(s), and he left us for a while.
During his absence, we saw a bird called hummara with its two young and
took the young ones. The mother bird was circling above us in the air,
beating its wings in grief, when the Prophet came back and said: ‘who has
hurt the FEELINGS of this bird by taking its young? Return them to her’.
— Narrated by Abdul Rahman bin Abdullah bin Mas’ud. Muslim
“The Prophet(s) told his companions of a woman who would be sent to Hell
for having locked up a cat; not feeding it, nor even releasing it so that it could
feed herself.”
— Narrated by Abdullah bin ‘Omar. Bukhari, 4:337
“The Prophet(s) was asked if acts of charity even to the animals were
rewarded by God. He replied: ‘yes, there is a reward for acts of charity to every
beast alive.’ ”
— Narrated by Abu Huraira, Bukhari, 3:322
“Jabir told that God’s Messenger(s) forbade striking the face or branding on
the face of animals…The same companion of the Holy Prophet(s) reported
him as saying, when an ass which had been branded in its face passed him
by: ‘God curse the one who branded it.’ ”
— Narrated by Jabir bin Abdullah. Muslim, Vol 3, Hadith No 2116
“Do not clip the forelock of a horse, for a decency is attached to its forelock;
nor its mane, for it protects it; nor its tail, for it is its y- ap”
— Narrated by ‘Utbah ibn Farqad Abu Abdillah al-Sulami. Abu Dawud.
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“On a recent shopping trip, I happened to pass by a pet shop, where a big
monkey in a small cage outside the entrance broke my heart. I gathered up
the guts to enter the shop, only to leave in tears deeply saddened by what I
had seen. Poor, helpless animals imprisoned in tiny cages without even
enough space to turn around. Their sad, pleading eyes haunted me as I
fought the urge to set them free. I wondered if the pet shop owner ever
thought about what it would be like to be paralyzed, as he has incarcerated
birds in little cages. And for what bene cial purpose? Weren’t birds meant to
y? Maybe only a fellow animal lover would really understand what I felt that
day, yet the importance of kindness to animals is something every Muslim
should understand as a part of his worldview. It is such a serious matter that
in Islam, it is understood that one could gain Heaven or Hell due to one’s
treatment of animals.”
“Mistreating animals is considered a sin in Islam. A Muslim is responsible for
the care of animals so much so that an ill-treated animal will testify against
the one who abused it on the Day of Judgment. Islam forbids branding
animals and killing them in vain, such as for sport. The Prophet Muhammad
forbade people to capture birds, burn anthills, and whip animals.”
— Hediyah Al-Amin ‘The Love of Animals’
“O Muslims,
I see you fasting during the day,
But then to break your fast you slaughter cows at night.
At one end is devotion, at the other murder
– How can the Lord be pleased?
My friend, pray cut the throat of anger,
And slaughter the ravages of blind fury,
For he who slaughters the ve passions,
Lust, anger, greed, attachment and pride,
Will surely see the Supreme Lord face to face.”
— Kabir Sahib, 15th Century Su Poet ‘On Eating Meat’
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” ‘Islam was one of the earliest faiths to care about the rights of animals,’ he
waxed eloquent. ‘In general, kindness to animals has been promised by
reward in the life hereafter’. We nd this sentiment in line 178 of verse 8,
Chapter 7, Book 6 of the Mishkat-al-Masabih. This is the groundwork: it tells
us what our attitude should be in general towards animalkind. Then we have
more speci c references. Consider this line from Abu Umama, Al Tabarani:
‘He who takes pity even on a sparrow and spares its life, Allah will be merciful
to him on the Day of Judgement.’ ‘Yes, but Islam allows the killing of animals
for food and for religious sacri ce,” I interposed. “If Islam cares so much about
animal welfare, why does it allow meat-eating and slaughter?’ ‘A good point,’
the scholar conceded good-humouredly instead of taking umbrage. ‘We
have to remember that several customs and conventions prevalent in Arab
lands may be pre-Islamic and thus without speci c Islamic sanction.
Furthermore, nearly 1500 years ago, what was Arabia? Mostly desert land, and
war-torn at that. There were few peaceful and settled agricultural
communities as we had in India, for instance. The nomadic tribes found food
when they could – by hunting animals and eating them. That is no longer
true, and Arab countries today are very modern in many ways. They have
plenty of vegetarian food available, as with India. So there is absolutely no
compulsion as such to eat meat. I can only hope that individual Muslims will
voluntarily give up meat-eating because nowhere is it said that meat-eating
is compulsory….’ ”
— Hediyah Al-Amin ‘The Love of Animals’
“Mistreating animals is considered a sin in Islam. A Muslim is responsible for
the care of animals so much so that an ill-treated animal will testify against
the one who abused it on the Day of Judgment. Islam forbids branding
animals and killing them in vain, such as for sport. The Prophet Muhammad
forbade people to capture birds, burn anthills, and whip animals.”
— Vasumathi Krishnasami interview with an anonymous, eminent Islamic
scholar ‘Islam and Animal Welfare’
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Buddhist Quotes
Buddhist Quotes
“The rst precept in Buddhism is “Do not kill.” This precept is not merely a
legalistic prohibition, but a realization of our af nity with all who share the
gift of life. A compassionate heart provides a rm ground for this precept.”
— Chatsumarn Kabilsingh Engaged Buddhist Reader
‘The Compass of Zen’
“All beings tremble before violence. All love life. All fear death. See yourself in
others. Then whom can you hurt? What harm can you do?”
“One who, while himself seeking happiness oppresses with violence other
beings who also desire happiness, will not attain happiness hereafter.”
“He, who injures living beings, is not Noble. He is called Noble, because he is
gentle and kind towards all living beings.”
— Buddha
“Once we experience and feel this inter-dependence of all living beings, we
will cease to hurt, humiliate, exploit and kill another. We will want to free all
sentient beings from suffering. This is karuna, compassion, which in turn
gives rise to the responsibility to create happiness and its causes for all.”
— Suresh Jindal ‘Interdependence of All Living Beings’
“Veganism is simply letting compassion guide our choice of food. As such, it
is a basic Buddhist practice that ought to be expected of everyone who
takes refuge vows.”
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“When we hunt or sh, we deliberately kill a defenseless being who wishes
us no harm. This is a direct violation of the First Precept. It is absolutely
forbidden to Buddhists. As to eating meat, we know that the only way we
can obtain it is for an animal to be killed. Therefore, when we eat meat, it is
our intent that an innocent animal should die to satisfy our addiction to
esh. And that underlying intention, no matter how well hidden behind a
smokescreen of rationalizations will block the growth of compassion and
create negative karma.”
“Farm animals are not future Buddhas donating their esh out of
compassion for those of us who have developed a craving for it. They are
victims of our greed from whom we steal the most precious gift any of us
has: life.”
“It is a feeble compassion that pulls up short where self-interest begins.”
“The Buddha’s teaching leads us to the realization that we must always
strive to harm no sentient being, human or nonhuman, whether or not it is
in our sel sh interest to do so.”
“Buddhism cannot be true to itself until Buddhists resolve their ambivalence
toward nonhuman animals and extend the full protection of their
compassion to the most harmless and helpless of those who live at our
mercy in the visible realms.”
“The beginning of mindful eating is the realization that eating meat is not
about the meat-eater; it is about the animals who are tormented and killed.”
“When virtuous mental attitudes, like mindfulness, respect, and compassion,
are invoked to justify nonvirtuous acts like hunting, shing, and eating
animal products, the mental attitudes are insincere. They are self-deceptions
that we create to justify habits that in our hearts we know are wrong, but to
which we have become attached.”
— Norm Phelps ‘The Great Compassion: Buddhism & Animal Rights’
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“Usually when people look at the Buddhist precepts, they understand them
in terms of human relationships ‘Do not kill. Do not steal. Do not lie.’ Of
course these are about human relationships, but what do they mean in
terms of the environment? There is a particular kind of stealing that we do
when we clear-cut forests, when topsoil is washed into rivers. There is a
particular kind of killing that we do when we wipe out whole species. These
precepts are taught not only as they relate to humans but also how they
relate to the environment, to the ten thousand things. Not only the
sentient, feeling beings, deer, muskrat, beaver but to the rocks, trees and
river. All of it.”
— John Daido Loori Roshi ‘Zen’s Radical Conservative’ Shambhala Sun, July
2001
“Although one can sympathize with a lay person trying to break their
attachment to a diet featuring meat, it is something else again to extend
those sympathies to monks, priests, and teachers. What business have
these latter to propound the Dharma when they possess neither the
perception nor compassion to see the connection between meat eating
and the killing of harmless animals, and when they lack the self-discipline to
put Buddhist compassion before the pleasure on their plates. What right
have they to wear the Buddha’s robes when they won’t or can’t honor the
bodhisattva vows they recite daily to liberate all beings?”
“Ultimately the case for shunning animal esh does not rest on what the
Buddha allegedly said or didn’t say. What it does rest on is our innate moral
goodness, compassion, and pity which, when liberated, lead us to value all
forms of life. It is obvious, then, that willfully to take life, or through the eating
of meat indirectly to cause others to kill, runs counter to the deepest
instincts of human beings.”
“Every individual who eats esh food, whether an animal is killed expressely
for him or not, is supporting the trade of slaughtering and contributing to
the violent deaths of harmless animals.”
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“To put the esh of an animal into one’s belly makes one an accessory after
the fact of its slaughter, simply because if cows, pigs, sheep, fowl, and sh, to
mention the most common, were not eaten they would not be killed.”
— Roshi Philip Kapleau ‘To Cherish All Life’
“The eating of meat cannot in any way be considered to be helpful to the
practice of the dharma, neither can the slaughter of animals be considered
to be consistent with the Buddhist teachings of compassion (metta, ahimsa,
and karuna), of loving kindness, or of the nature of the evocation of the
enlightenment-mind. The cruelties associated with the slaughter of the
animal kingdom for human consumption, the pain, fear, and distress
suffered by the animals in the entire process of being fattened for
butchering, as well as the environmental disasters wreaked upon our planet
through the meat industry, are very well documented, and should be
understood by all who claim to be developing bodhicitta, or who wish to.”
“Meat eating and a compassionate religion do not go hand in hand.”
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“Rather than encouraging apathy through submissive responses, let us
deliver the message loudly and clearly, that needless killing and suffering is
wrong.”
“The perpetuators of the Buddha dharma have a moral responsibility to the
rest of humanity to be at the forefront of the change away from bloodletting and killing, and not surreptitiously fostering it because of their lack of
will to change their habits or mode of thinking concerning the animal
kingdom.”
— Bodo Balsys Ahimsa ‘Buddhism and the Vegetarian Ideal’
“Thousands – millions and billions – of animals are killed for food. That is very
sad. We human beings can live without meat, especially in our modern
world. We have a great variety of vegetables and other supplementary foods,
so we have the capacity and the responsibility to save billions of lives.”
“Killing animals for sport, for pleasure, for adventures, and for hides and furs is
a phenomenon which is at once disgusting and distressing. There is no
justi cation in indulging in such acts of brutality.”
— His Holiness the XIV Dalai Lama
“Being a vegetarian makes it easier for us to increase our loving kindness
and compassion.”
— Zen Master Thich Thanh Tu ‘Udumbara Flowers, Book II’
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“In his nal teachings before he physically left this earth, the Buddha foresaw
that a situation would arise in the future where those speaking in his name
would pervert his Doctrine and encourage meat consumption. So here, in
this great Nirvana Sutra, he lays down his last will and testament on the
matter: in no circumstances should one eat meat or sh ” nor animal
corpses, found in the jungle, for instance ” nor even accept from a donor a
meal which contains an abundance of esh-foods. The very contact of other
food with meat is deemed de ling and requires puri cation of the food by
water. It is quite evident from all this that the Buddha in no way condoned
the eating of meat and was keen for his monastic and lay followers to abjure
the uncompassionate practice of meat eating and follow the pure path of
vegetarian Mahayana. In this, we would be wise and benevolent to follow
him.”
— Dr. Tony Page ‘Buddha – Self: The “Secret” Teachings of the Buddha in the
Mahaparinirvana Sutra, Vol. 2’
“There are three ways of killing that we, as Buddhists, have to restrain: either
by directly killing, indirectly killing, or rejoicing to see others be killed. Not
only does this apply to human life, it should be also extended to all living
beings.”
— Zen Master Thich Thanh Tu ‘Buddhism for Beginners’
“When we bring mindfulness to the dinner table, it suffuses the rest of our
life as well. We become more sensitive to the well-being of animals, of the
environment, and of ourselves and our families. We are more aware of the
choices we make in all areas of our life. We enjoy food more, know that, while
the obtaining of even plant foods necessitates some suffering, the amount
and kind of suffering is dramatically reduced when we leave meat off our
shopping lists and out of our kitchens. We become more aware of how meat
consumption feeds violence and anger.”
— Kate Lawrence ‘Mindfulness in the Marketplace: Compassionate
Responses to Consumerism’
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“We can do no greater harm that to kill another sentient being. Killing is the
ultimate expression if indifference to the well-being of others. All, except in
the most extreme circumstances, cherish life. In the contemporary hell of
the modern slaughterhouse animals cry out and cower in terror when they
realize that their life is nearing a premature end. All beings, except in the
most desperate circumstances, try to escape death.”
— Bodhipaksa ‘Vegetarianism’
“The eating of meat extinguishes the seed of great compassion.”
— The Buddha ‘Mahaparinirvana Sutra’
“I do not see any reason why animals should be slaughtered to serve as
human diet when there are so many substitutes. After all, man can live
without meat.”
— HH The 14th Dalai Lama
“One is not a great one because one defeats or harms other living beings.
One is so called because one refrains from defeating or harming other living
beings.”
— The Buddha Dhammapada, Ch. 19 (15/270), Max Muller, Trans
“The Buddha said time and time again in the sutras such things as: “My
followers should give up all evil actions that directly or indirectly injure
others.” One may disregard his words; one may consciously lead others to
commit evil in provisioning oneself with meat. One may think, “There are
always skillful means in the sutras and tantras that counteract the evil so
that I shall still be pure of stain.” And one can let oneself off the hook by
telling oneself that there are substances to be placed into the animals’
mouths and words that can be whispered in their ears and impressed upon
their minds so that they will not remain in the lower realms. But to do all this
reveals a complete failure to grasp the meaning of the Buddha’s teaching. It
is a perversion of the Dharma.”
“If there is no meat eater, there will be no animal killer”
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“When we have acquired an awareness of the fact that all beings have been
our mothers, and when this awareness is constant, the result will be that
when we see meat, we will be conscious of the fact that it is the esh of our
own mothers. And, far from putting it in our mouths and eating it, we will be
unable to even take it into our hands or smell its odor.”
“Sincere practitioners feel a natural, visceral compassion for the goats and
sheep as if they were their old mothers. They will have nothing to do with
killing them for the sake of meat. On the contrary, they save life eagerly; they
ransom animals set aside for slaughter and release them. Otherwise, it is like
trying to punch someone who isn’t there. Showing compassion for animals
after they have been killed and the meat is being eaten, reciting mantras for
the animal’s sake is nothing but a silly game.”
“One of the greatest obstacles to the birth of bodhichitta in our minds is our
craving for meat.”
— Shabkar Tsogdruk Rangdrol ‘Food of Bodhisattvas: Buddhist Teachings on
Abstaining from Meat’
“Buddhism teaches the doctrine of karma, which is the law of cause and
effect relating to our actions. Karma means that whatever one sows, one
reaps, be it good or evil. The consequences of meritorious acts are always
good. Evil acts, on the other hand, ensure painful retribution. Buddhists are
aware that we are constantly creating new karma by our actions. One who
believes in the law of causation, therefore, will be careful not to cause pain to
people, animals, plants, or the earth itself, for harming them is
simultaneously harming oneself.”
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“A person of the deepest spirituality will also have a tender concern for every
aspect of creation. Such an individual could no more harm a living creature
than he or she could harm himself or herself. Buddhist scriptures contend
that a bodhisattva will not even walk on grass lest it be harmed. Indeed, the
rst Buddhist precept is the admonition not to kill, but to cherish all life. This
attitude is especially important with respect to food, since anything we eat
must die to sustain us. Still, it is less destructive, on a relative level, to take
the life of a carrot or an apple than to take that of a more highly evolved form
of life, such as a cow, a chicken, or a lobster. Too, from a purely ecological
point of view, it is less detrimental to the environment to eat as low as
possible on the food chain. All this explains why many Buddhists are
vegetarians.”
“Perhaps it is part of being human to question who and what we are.
Unfortunately, because we rely almost exclusively on our senses, the harder
we look, the more we misinterpret what we see. We believe on the one hand
that we are an insigni cant dot in the universe, separate from all other
humans, much less the natural world. But we also believe that we are the
most highly evolved organism in creation, entitled to use whatever we can
grasp for our own ends.” Buddhists have a different view of humanity. In
terms of their psycho-spiritual development people stand about midway
between Buddhas and amoebas. However, on an absolute level, people,
Buddhas, amoebas, dogs, streams, and mountains are one and the same.
Buddhism addresses the apparent disparity between what we see and what
we actually are. And it does so by delving into the roots of what it means to
be human.”
— Ven. Sunyana Graef ‘The Foundations of Ecology in Zen Buddhism’
“Aware of the suffering caused by the destruction of life, I am committed to
cultivating compassion and learning ways to protect the lives of people,
animals, plants, and minerals. I am determined not to kill, not to let others
kill, and not to support any act of killing in the world, in my thinking, and in
my way of life.”
— ‘The First Mindfulness Training’ Thich Nhat Hanh ‘The Heart of Buddha’s
Teaching’
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“Buddhism teaches us that all our suffering issues from our desires. A
desirous mind state generates harmfulness in all its forms, both toward
others, and toward ourselves. As has been witnessed throughout the
millennia in both monastic and strong lay practice in several traditions, when
one goes without meat or sh, one may well nd oneself released from the
desire for these foods (although not instantly, of course) and one may even
“soften” to the suffering of all creatures through a closer identity with them.
Vegetarianism can be an aid to learning to live a life of actions taken outside
the realm of doing harm. It is hard to say, in fact, which may come rst, and
which way the cycle may spiral ” non meat eating leading to sympathy for
the plight of animals, or growing sympathy arising from deep and dedicated
spiritual practice leading to a gathering unwillingness to cause harm by
supporting animal slaughter. But it becomes clear, along the road to
vegetarianism, that the less meat one desires, the closer one feels toward all
life, the more harmless one feels, and the more aware of the suffering of the
helpless beasts one is. If, and possibly only if, vegetarianism is supported by
involved and sincere spiritual practice, it serves to soften us up. It actually
(forgive me) tenderizes us.”
— Sensei Sevan Ross ‘Vegetarianism and Zen Practice’
“People who eat meat often make the excuse that it is natural to do so, that
people were meant to eat meat. They promote this idea, and then freely
indulge in taking the lives of their fellow creatures, thereby creating
extensive hatred and enmity-karma.”
— Great Master Lianchi Zhuhung On Stopping Killing!
“Buddhism regards all living creatures as being endowed with the Buddha
nature and the potential to become Buddhas. That’s why Buddhism teaches
us to refrain from killing and to liberate creatures instead.”
— Venerable Master Hsuan Hua ‘Liberating Life’
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“These days many voices proclaim the sanctity of human life. Human life
should of course be valued highly, but at the same time the lives of other
living beings should also be treasured. Human beings snatch away the lives
of other creatures whenever it suits their purposes. The way of thinking that
encourages this behavior arises from a speci cally human brand of violence
that de les the self-evident laws of the universe, opposes the growth of the
myriad things in nature, and destroys feelings of compassion and reverence
arising from our Buddha-nature. In view of such needless destruction of life,
it is essential that laymen and monks together conscientiously uphold this
precept.”
— Hakuun Yasutani-roshi on the Precept of Non-Harm As quoted in ‘To
Cherish All Life’
“For innumerable reasons, Mahamati, the Bodhisattva, whose nature is
compassion, is not to eat any meat.”
“For fear of causing terror to living beings, Mahamati, let the Bodhisattva who
is disciplining himself to attain compassion, refrain from eating esh.”
“Meat is not agreeable to the wise: it has a nauseating odor, it causes a bad
reputation, it is food for the carnivorous; I say this, Mahamati, it is not to be
eaten.”
“From eating meat arrogance is born, from arrogance erroneous
imaginations issue, and from imagination is born greed; and for this reason
refrain from eating meat.”
“Meat-eating is condemned by the Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, and Sravakas; if
one devours meat out of shamelessness he will always be devoid of sense.”
“Therefore, do not eat meat which will cause terror among people, because it
hinders the truth of emancipation; not to eat meat: this is the mark of the
wise.”
— Sayings of the Buddha from the ‘Lankavatara Sutra’
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“If a man can control his body and mind and thereby refrains from eating
animal esh and wearing animal products, I say he will really be liberated.”
— The Buddha the ‘Surangama Sutra’
“It is sad to see how many American Buddhists are managing to nd a selfsatisfying accommodation to eating meat. Some airily cite the doctrine of
Emptiness, insisting that ultimately there is no killing and no sentient being
being killed. Others nd cover behind the excuse that taking life is the
natural order of things and, after all, “the life of a carrot and that of a cow are
equal.” The truth is, though, that as humans we are endowed with
discriminating minds that we can use to educate ourselves to the
implications of our volitional acts and to choose those foods that minimize
suffering to living beings.”
— Bodhin Kjolhede ‘A Debate on Food and Practice’ Tricycle, Winter 1994
“Kill and eat is not a Buddhist principle.”
— Senaka Weeraratna From ‘Export of Meat Products from Sri Lanka Harms
Country’s Buddhist Image’ Buddhist News Network.
“An understanding and acceptance of the theory of evolution is important
because without that acceptance there is a perception of a great separation
between humans and animals which simply is not true.”
— David N. Snyder, Ph.D. ‘Right Understanding’
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“Human beings also kill animals not just for food. They take the animal’s skin
to make shoes and hats and clothes. And even that is not enough. They take
these animal’s bones to make necklaces or buttons or earrings. In short, they
kill many, many animals in order to sell the animal parts for money. Because
of these desires and this strong animal consciousness, human beings ght
with each other, and destroy nature. They do not value life. So now this
whole world has many problems; problems with the water, problems with
the air, problems with the earth and food. Many new problems appear every
day. These problems do not happen by accident. Human beings make each
and every one of these problems. Dogs, cats, or lions, or snakes – no animal
makes as many problems for this world as human beings do. Humans do not
understand their true nature, so they use their thinking and desire to create
so much suffering for this world. That is why some people say that human
beings are the number one bad animal in this world. So human beings must
soon wake up and nd their original seeds, their original nature.”
— Zen Master Seung Sahn
“As a Buddhist, we practice so as to bene t self and others hence we do the
six-syllable mantra practice. However, when we eat meat be it chicken, pork,
sh or eggs in our daily lives, we are creating immense negative karma. If on
the one hand, we chant the mantra and on the other hand, we eat the meat
of mother sentient beings, then our words and actions do not tally with one
another. We are not doing as we preach. Can this be considered as loving
kindness and compassion towards sentient beings? Is this doing good and
abstaining from evil? We take refuge in the Buddha because his teachings
could bene t all sentient beings. As a Buddhist, we should understand the
essence of the Buddha’s wisdom and teachings, which is to do good and
abstain from committing evil deeds. Abstaining from evil means that we
have to keep our precepts. Hence we should not take meat. When we are
sick, old or near death, we would go to the doctor, we would practice and do
anything possible to extend our lifespan. However, when we take meat, we
are killing sentient beings that are healthy. How great is our compassion and
loving kindness if we treat sentient beings in such a manner? We should
abstain from killing because it generates immense negative karma. Instead,
we should develop loving kindness and compassion towards all sentient
beings.”
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“In countless rebirth, all sentient beings have been our parents. When we
took rebirth in the human realm, we had human parents; when we took
rebirth in the animal realm, we had animal parents and so forth. Samsara is
such. We need to generate a sense of gratitude towards our parents in this
lifetime and those of our past lives. Hence, we should be vegetarians and
abstain from taking meat. In such a way, we would do good and give
meaning to our practice. By doing so, our practice of the six-syllable mantra
would be able to bene t ourselves and others, and also aid in the ourishing
of the Dharma. There are some people who say that their doctor has advised
them against becoming vegetarians, as they would suffer from malnutrition.
This is a sign that the determination of these people is not strong enough.
For if one has strong determination, one would avoid doing evil deeds at all
costs and under any circumstances. Hence in our daily lives, we should stop
committing the negative deed of eating meat. On this basis, the merits
generated from our refuge and practice of the six-syllable mantra would be
inconceivable. We should try to change our lifestyle towards vegetarianism.
We would certainly face dif culties in becoming full vegetarians. However,
when such obstacles arise, we should remember how every sentient being
had at one point or another been our parents. When we remember this,
then we would not take meat just as we would not eat the meat of our
parents of this lifetime.”
— His Eminence Druwang Konchok Norbu Rinpoche ‘100 Million Six-Syllable
Mantra’ Retreat
“To feel over owing love and almost unbearable compassion for all living
creatures is the best way to ful l the wishes of all the Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas. Even if for the moment you cannot actually help a sentient
being in an external way, meditate on love and compassion constantly over
the months and years until compassion is knit inseparably into the very
fabric of your mind.”
— H.H. Dilgo Khyentse Rinpoche
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“We should contemplate the Mahayana teachings and the precious
teachings of the Kagyus. The earlier Kagyu masters gave up meat, took up a
vegetarian diet, and developed pure love for sentient beings. If we ourselves
can take up even the smallest aspect of this sort of action and start with
something small, it will turn out extremely well, I think.”
— 17th Karmapa, Ogyen Trinley Dorje
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Prayer for the Liberation of Animals
May all sentient beings have happiness and the causes of happiness.
May all sentient beings be free from suffering and the causes of suffering.
May all sentient beings never be separated from bliss without suffering.
May all sentient beings be in equanimity, free of bias, attachment and anger.
May all farm animals throughout the world be free from suffering.
May all animals waiting to be herded onto the kill oor be free from fear.
May the hearts of those who work in abattoirs be lled with Bodhicitta
so they never kill again and may the slaughterhouse lines become empty.
May all farm animals across the world be liberated from farms.
May all animals in laboratories throughout the world be free from suffering.
May all animals in cages, be lled with peace and calm.
May Bodhicitta ll the hearts of those who imprison them and may
alternatives to animal experimentation and testing be used.
May all animals around the world be released from cages.
May all homeless animals nd shelter, plentiful food & water.
May there be liberation for those tortured for fur and entertainment.
May all sea dwelling creatures be free from suffering and harm.
May their abusers experience complete and perfect enlightenment.
May all humans who believe they are superior to non-human animals
develop perfect equanimity.
May they acknowledge that all sentient beings possess
Buddha Nature and they are not ours to kill or exploit.
May all human and non-human sentient beings live together
in harmony, peace and equanimity.
May all humans achieve perfect enlightenment in order to help all beings.
Karen Johnson - The Elated Vegan
Based on the Buddhist four immeasurables
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‘Compassion and love are not mere luxuries.
As the source both of inner and external peace,
they are fundamental to the continued survival
of our species.’
— His Holiness the XIV Dalai Lama
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The Great Bell Chant - The End of Suffering
Living with the constant knowledge that animals are enslaved and exploited
all over the world causes suffering to the courageous vegan activists who
strive to free them. This guided meditation will bring you comfort as well as
help put into words your desire to end the suffering for all living beings
everywhere.
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The End of Suffering – Transcript
Prayer by Thich Nhat Hanh

May the sound of this bell penetrate deep into the
cosmos
Even in the darkest spots living beings are able to hear it
clearly
So that all suffering in them ceases, understanding
comes to their heart
And they transcend the path of sorrow and death.
The universal dharma door is already open
The sound of the rising tide is heard clearly
The miracle happens
A beautiful child appears in the heart of the lotus ower
One single drop of this compassionate water is enough
to bring back the ref reshing spring to our mountains
and rivers.
Listening to the bell I feel the af ictions in me begin to
dissolve
My mind calm, my body relaxed
A smile is born on my lips
Following the sound of the bell, my breath brings me
back to the safe island of mindfulness
In the garden of my heart, the owers of peace bloom
beautifully.
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The Art of Mindful Living - Eating Together
by Thich Nhat Hanh
Eating a meal together is a
meditative practice. We should try to
offer our presence for every meal. As
we serve our food we can already
begin practicing. Serving ourselves,
we realize that many elements, such
as the rain, sunshine, earth, air and
love, have all come together to form
this wonderful meal. In fact, through
this food we see that the entire
universe is supporting our existence.
We are aware of the whole sangha as
we serve ourselves and we should
take an amount of food that is good
for us. Before eating, the bell will be
invited for three sounds and we can
enjoy breathing in and out while
practicing the ve contemplations.
1. This food is a gift of the whole universe, the earth, the sky and much
mindful work.
2. May we eat in mindfulness so as to be worthy of it.
3. May we transform our unskillful states of mind and learn to eat in
moderation.
4. May we take only foods that nourish us and prevent illness.
5. May we accept this food to realize the path of understanding and love.
We should take our time as we eat, chewing each mouthful at least
30 times, until the food becomes lique ed. This aids the digestive process.
Let us enjoy every morsel of our food and the presence of the dharma
brothers and sisters around us. Let us establish ourselves in the present
moment, eating in such a way that solidity, joy and peace be possible during
the time of eating.
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Eating in silence, the food becomes real with our mindfulness and we are
fully aware of its nourishment. In order to deepen our practice of mindful
eating and support the peaceful atmosphere, we remain seated during this
silent period. After twenty minutes of silent eating, two sounds of the bell
will be invited. We may then start a mindful conversation with our friend or
begin to get up from the table.
Upon nishing our meal, we take a few moments to notice that we have
nished, our bowl is now empty and our hunger is satis ed. Gratitude lls us
as we realize how fortunate we are to have had this nourishing food to eat,
supporting us on the path of love and understanding.
Photo and Editorial © Plum Village, Thich Nhat Hanh’s vegan, buddhist
retreat
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The True Lives of Farmed Animals
Farm animals are sentient beings. They are self aware. They feel joy and pain.
However, we ignore that fact by classifying them as property. Over
62 billion land animals are killed for human consumption every year. That
doesn’t include the trillion sea creatures. It doesn’t even include the animals
who suffer to death on farms before they reach someone’s plate; like the
downed animals who are too sick to walk onto the kill oor, or the millions of
male chicks killed in the egg industry.
Take the time to meet a farm animal. Honestly look into her eyes and you
will see a huge personality; a living being with preferences, desires,
characteristics and idiosyncrasies. What right do we have to subjugate her
needs to our desires? Our palate pleasure is not more important than
her life. Farm animals have a right to life, freedom and bodily integrity. It is up
to us to protect their rights. You can free animals from farms and save their
lives by being vegan. Depending on which statistical model you prefer, the
number of animals a vegan saves ranges between 85 and over 400 every
year, when you include the animals who die as a result of stock farming even
before they reach someone’s plate.
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Fish Exploited for Food Suffer Like Mammals
and Birds
Co-authored by Mary Finelli and Robert Grillo
This article was originally published by Free from Harm

Fish: the Most Misunderstood Animals in Our Food System
Earth is home to more than 30,000 known species of sh, which is more
than all the other species of vertebrate animals combined. Fish are
amazingly diverse and truly fascinating. Did you know, for example, that they
are fast learners with long-term memories and a keen sense of time? They
recognize other individuals, can keep track of complex social relationships,
and work cooperatively with other species. They are inquisitive, perceptive,
and personable. Sadly, sh are the most misrepresented and misperceived
animals. For example, the absurd but common notion that they have “a
three-second memory” should be blown out of the water by the fact that
migrating shes, such as salmon, remember their way home years later and
from thousands of miles away. Others, including gold sh, can learn and
remember skills. One is even noted for it in the Guinness Book of World
Records!
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The scienti c literature is quite clear. Anatomically,
physiologically and biologically, the pain system in sh is
virtually the same as in birds and mammals.
— Dr Donald Broom, Professor of Animal Welfare at
Cambridge University
Fish Feel Pain and Commercial Fisheries Cause Mass Suffering
Contrary to popular myth, mounting scienti c evidence shows that sh can
suffer fear and pain. Far more sh are exploited than any other category of
animals, and they are subjected to the worst abuses. Yet, they have the least
legal protection and receive the least concern for their well-being, even from
the animal protection community. Globally, an estimated one to three trillion
wild-caught shes and 37 – 120 billion farmed shes are killed commercially
for food each year. Hundreds of millions more are killed for “sport” each year
in the US alone. Fishes are also increasingly replacing other animals for
scienti c experimentation. Approximately one-quarter of all the animals
used for research and education in North America are sh. Additionally, some
1.5 billion are con ned in aquariums.

Scientific Evidence Confirming Fish Sentience and Complex Behavior
For centuries, a common belief has been the Cartesian claim that
nonhuman animal species were incapable of suffering pain. Thankfully, that
fallacy is now rejected nearly universally in regard to mammalian and avian
species. Tragically, the ignorance largely continues in regard to sh. While
many people intuitively and/or intellectually realize that sh can suffer pain,
society at large still views and treats sh as insentient beings.
However, the scienti c evidence is in: sh can feel fear and pain, and they
suffer immensely from it.

The results of many studies lead to believe that sh have
the structures necessary and the capacity to experience
fear and pain and can thus suffer… – The Scienti c Panel
for Animal Health and Welfare of the European Food
Safety Authority, February 2009
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A powerful portfolio of physiological and behavioural
evidence now exists to support the case that sh feel
pain and that this feeling matters. In the face of such
evidence, any argument to the contrary based on the
claim that sh ‘do not have the right sort of brain’ can no
longer be called scienti c. It is just obstinate. — John
Webster, Emeritus Professor at the University of Bristol,
Does she have feelings, too? The Telegraph, 2 March 2005
My review reveals that sh perception and cognitive
abilities often match or exceed other vertebrates. A
review of the evidence for pain perception strongly
suggests that sh experience pain in a manner similar to
the rest of the vertebrates. Although scientists cannot
provide a de nitive answer on the level of consciousness
for any non-human vertebrate, the extensive evidence of
sh behavioural and cognitive sophistication and pain
perception suggests that best practice would be to lend
sh the same level of protection as any other vertebrate.
— Cullum Brown, Fish intelligence, sentience and ethics,
published in Animal Cognition, June 2014
Read more expert quotes:

In many areas, such as memory, their cognitive powers
match or exceed those of ‘higher’ vertebrates, including
non-human primates. Best of all, given the central place
memory plays in intelligence and social structures, sh
not only recognize individuals but can also keep track of
complex social relationships. – Culum Brown (Associate
Professor, Macquarie University), Not Just a Pretty Face,
published in the New Scientist, 12 June 2004
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They have fantastic learning and memory capabilities. A
lot of people think that sh behaviour is totally in exible,
like little swimming robots, but that’s absolutely not the
case. They can learn all sorts of things and adjust their
behaviour, if only we give them the chance to do it. –
Culum Brown, Catalyst, 4 December 2007
The scienti c literature is quite clear. Anatomically,
physiologically and biologically, the pain system in sh is
virtually the same as in birds and mammals … in animal
welfare terms, you have to put shing in the same
category as hunting. – Dr Donald Broom, Professor of
Animal Welfare at Cambridge University, Daily Telegraph,
19 October 1995
Anatomical, pharmacological and behavioral data
suggest that effective states of pain, fear and stress are
likely to be experienced by sh in similar ways as in
tetrapods (eg amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals).
– Can Fish Suffer? K P Chandroo, I J H Duncan, R D
Moccia; Applied Animal Behavior Science, 2004
Evidence that the term pain is applicable to sh comes
f rom anatomical, physiological and behavioural studies
whose results are very similar to those of studies on birds
and mammals. The fact that sh are cold blooded does
not prevent them f rom having a pain system and,
indeed, such a system is valuable in preserving life and
maximising the biological tness of individuals. The
receptor cells, neuronal pathways and specialised
transmitter substances in the pain system are very
similar in sh to those in mammals. — Farm Animal
Welfare Council Report on the Welfare of Farmed Fish,
September 1996
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The Royal Society, the United Kingdom’s independent
academy of science, published “conclusive evidence
indicating pain perception in sh,” concluding that pain
produced “profound behavioural and physiological
changes in sh over a prolonged period of time,
comparable to those in higher mammals – Do shes
have nociceptors? The Proceedings of the Royal Society
B: Biological Sciences, 7 June 2003
In the light of evidence reviewed … it is recommended
that, where considerations of welfare are involved, all
vertebrate animals (ie mammals birds, reptiles,
amphibians and sh) should be regarded as equally
capable of suffering to some degree or another, without
distinction between ‘warm-blooded’ and ‘cold blooded’
members.
– The Medway Report, an independent report, written by
a panel of experts, commissioned by the RSPCA, 1980
We now know that sh actually are cognitively more
competent than we thought before — some species of
sh have very sophisticated forms of cognition … In our
experiments we showed that if we hurt sh, they react,
and then if we give them pain relief, they change their
behavior, strongly indicating that they feel pain. —
Victoria Braithwaite, Penn State professor of sheries
and biology, 16 November 2010
I have argued that there is as much evidence that sh
feel pain and suffer as there is for birds and mammals —
and more than there is for human neonates and preterm
babies. – Victoria Braithwaite, Do Fish Feel Pain? p153
2010
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How about Humane Slaughter of Fish?
In reaction to all of the new research con rming sh sentience, a new
market has predictably emerged to appeal to the growing consumer
concern and awareness for so-called “humanely-slaughtered” and
“sustainably-sourced” sh and seafood products. Like their counterparts in
the meat, dairy and egg industries, “humane” seafood advocates claim that
by paying a premium, those who can afford their products can consume
them with a clear conscience. According to one leading humane sh
organization, FishCount.org.uk, clubbing sh over the head to “stun” them is
touted as the “humane” alternative to letting them suffocate to death on
ship decks and gutting them while still conscious and their heart’s still
beating. “A percussive blow to the head humanely kills each sh,” says the
narrator of this video advocating so-called humane slaughter for salmon,
showing them frantically trying to escape as they are fed into a machine
that clubs them on the head to knock them unconscious.
Yet, if humans were the subject of this kind of treatment, we would not
consider this humane at all. Instead we would appropriately call it torture.
The fact is that both subjects experience the trauma in much the same way,
as science is now demonstrating. According to one of the world’s leading
researcher’s on sh, Culum Brown of Macquarie University in Australia, “The
level of mental complexity sh display is on a par with most other
vertebrates, while there is mounting evidence that they can feel pain in a
manner similar to humans”.
Researchers are also experimenting with technologies that would allow for
more ef cient mass extermination of farmed sh. While these methods of
rendering sh unconscious before cutting them up may appear to be better
at rst, it is important to recognize that any of these practices performed on
our companion animals or ourselves would be considered torture and
genocide. Violence and mass killing remain the core of this industry,
regardless of what their marketing messages pitch to us.
What’s more, shing for target species means that many other species of
sentient marine animals will be killed in the process of getting to the target
sh and ecosystems are rapidly being destroyed by these commercial
shing practices.
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What Can You Do to Alleviate the Suffering of Fish?
You can go vegan.
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The Microsanctuary Revolution - for Rescued
Farm Animals
Throughout the world there are over 70 billion animals being exploited and
slaughtered every year. Many more farm animals are discarded on dead piles,
culled when they don’t meet the farmers’ requirements, or rescued from
abusive situations. Some have miraculously managed to escape, leaping
from the moving trucks that are taking them to slaughter. Our communities
need to open our hearts and our homes to offer save haven for these animal
refugees. Yes, the number of farm sanctuaries is growing, but they are often
full to capacity and under extreme nancial duress to care for their existing
residents. We need to all step up and create a microsanctuary network that
reaches right around the world.
While Elated believes that the most effective form of activism is vegan
education: every person who goes vegan will save approximately 400
animals every year of their life, for the rest of their life, just by being vegan; it
is also imperative that we try wherever possible to liberate farm animals from
the unthinkable nightmare they are enduring, and provide them with safe,
loving homes. The Microsanctuary Movement offers us guidelines and
resources to help us do just that.

The following extract is republished with kind permission from The
Microsanctuary Movement
About
The Microsanctuary Movement is an initiative to help vegans rescue and
care for farm animals. It centers on a radical revisioning of ‘sanctuary’ on a
grassroots level, with the goal being to inspire and empower more people to
use whatever resources they have available right now to provide safe,
nurturing homes to non-humans who are typically seen only as
commodities. The Microsanctuary Movement is creating a revolution in how
humans see and interact with farm animals.
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There are many different approaches to rescuing animals of all species, as
well as many variations of what “sanctuary” means in terms of philosophy,
practices, and messaging. The Microsanctuary Movement begins from a
foundation of ethical veganism and a core belief that liberating individuals
from situations and systems of exploitation is one of the most important
forms of activism that vegans can engage in.
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Core Principles
The following are core principles of the Microsanctuary Movement and
should be considered basic, necessary criteria for identifying oneself as a
microsanctuary:
1. Ethical veganism: The founders and all key individuals of a microsanctuary should be
ethical vegans who are committed to rejecting any form of non-human exploitation,
and advocating that others do the same.
2. No consumption of animal products, including from microsanctuary residents: Just as the
humans involved with a microsanctuary must be vegan, there should also be no use of
products from microsanctuary residents. This means not eating, giving away, or selling
eggs, milk, wool, feathers, or other products: continuing to exploit a non-human is not
“rescue,” and a space in which this happens is not “sanctuary.”
3. Rejection of “humane” animal husbandry: Following from a foundation of ethical
veganism and a rejection of all exploitation, a microsanctuary should never promote or
condone consumption of so-called “humane” animal products, nor pretend that
backyard farming is a better alternative than “factory” farming. (Click here for more on
the Humane Myth.)
4. Absolutely no breeding of residents, and proper precautions are taken to avoid breeding
(including spay and neuter when appropriate): There are already far too many
domesticated animals in desperate need of rescue from dire situations, in addition to
the many biological problems that most domesticated animals cannot escape (e.g.,
unnatural egg-laying rates for hens). A microsanctuary, founded on ethical veganism,
should be committed to not breeding new domesticated animals. When appropriate
and safe, precautions such as spay/neuter, hormonal implants for hens, etc. should be
utilized.
5. Priority is given to the safety and physical and emotional well-being of residents: It is
essential that all microsanctuary residents be kept safe and receive proper medical care,
including preventative care and proper nutrition. Part of insuring emotional well-being
also means making sure that your microsanctuary has the proper number of residents
for the available space. A hoarding situation is never good for the animals, and it is not a
microsanctuary. For any sanctuaries with horses, this includes a strict policy against
riding.
6. All human and non-human interactions are respectful: No sanctuary (and
microsanctuary) should operate like a petting zoo. A resident should never be presented
as an object for human touching, and any resident who is shy or does not want to be
touched/held/hugged/etc. should be treated appropriately.
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The Truth About Milk and Dairy
Are you looking for the no-nonsense facts behind the production of dairy
and how it can affect your health? Here is the lowdown with links for you to
check the facts for yourself.

Facts About Dairy
Forced Impregnation of the Cows
Dairy cows are arti cially inseminated on an annual basis, giving birth to a
vibrantly alive, newborn calf every year.

It is well known that the herd’s breeding ef ciency
impacts the pro tability of a dairy farm. The farmer’s goal
of having a calving interval (CI) of 12 months applies
everywhere in the world, Economic studies con rm that
maximum pro t is reached when the CI is kept between
12 and 13 months.
— MilkProduction.com
The Calves
In order to sell the milk for human consumption, the calves are forcibly
removed from their mother anywhere from a few hours to a couple of days
after birth. This separation is devastating to both mother and child.

Dairy Heifers
The female calves are raised separately. At the age of 2 years old, they will be
impregnated in order to replace their mothers’ spent bodies in the
mechanically operated milking stalls.
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The dairy farmer’s goal should be to raise healthy, wellgrown heifers that calve and enter the milking herd by
22 to 24 months of age. Producers should strive for an
average calving age of 23 months. Research and eld
data indicate that lifetime production and pro tability
increase with calving slightly below 24 months of age.
— Penn State Extension ‘Dairy Heifer Production’
Bob Calf
Male dairy calves are surplus and unnecessary to the dairy industry. They are
also the wrong genetic makeup for beef production. Some are sold as bob
calf, where at a few hours old, still steaming from the womb and some with
their umbilical cords attached, they are either shot, killed by electrocution or
are sold at live auctions.
Shivering and still learning to walk, they are goaded with electric prods by
handlers to move around the auction arena. When sold to the
disadvantaged community as a live food source, the calves will often starve
to death from inadequate nutrition or succumb to infections due to being
deprived of vital colostrum they should be receiving from their mother’s
milk.

The importance of feeding high quality colostrum
(especially in the rst feeding) cannot be over
emphasized. True colostrum ( rst milking) has up to
twice as much total solids, ve times as much protein
and three times as many minerals as whole milk. It is also
higher in energy, vitamins, and immunoglobulins
(antibodies). These immunoglobulins f rom the colostrum
are essential to the calf ’s survival and subsequent
performance.
— Utah State University ‘An Economic Analysis of Factors
Affecting Pre-Weaned Dairy Calf Growth and Pro t
Optimization in Dairy Calf Operations’
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The above video depicts the typical journey of a South African bob calf to the
auction and into the disadvantaged community. Although there are no
scenes of graphic violence, it is still upsetting to see how insensitive the
handlers are to these young and vulnerable calves.

Veal Calves
Other bullock calves are bred as veal calves, fed an iron de cient diet and
kept in dark enclosures where they will never see the sun. Chained by their
necks or with their heads built into the bars or wooden walls, they are
effectively immobilised for the entire duration of their short, miserable life.
They continuously try to get free or lie down. Calves are by nature very active
and love to run and play. Many veal calves suffer from chronic and acute
diarrhea.

Most young male offspring of dairy cows are generally
sold for veal, and may be referred to as veal calves.
— Wikipedia
Sexed Semen
There is an initiative underway to reduce the number of male calves born
into the dairy industry. Unfortunately, the main reason for dairy cows being
bred is to initiate a new milking period, so this will only result in an unwanted
surplus of female calves who will also have to be sold for meat.

With “Sexed Semen” or Gender Enhanced Semen (GES),
it is possible to increase the proportion of live female
calves born yearly. However, more pregnancies are
needed to return cows to the next lactation than are
needed to produce the necessary herd replacements.
Producing more heifers than are needed by the dairy
industry is not desirable.
— MilkProduction.com
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Milk Production
Normally a cow will produce no more than 1,200 litres of milk a year with the
production graph representing a bell curve that corresponds to the demand
of her calf. She will only produce milk in the year she has a given birth, and
only for as long as the calf is suckling. Farmers manipulate her productivity to
achieve the maximum pro tability possible. A dairy cow is literally milked to
death. She is subjected to a regime of being milked till she is dry with
mechanical milking machines, on an 8‑12 hour cycle.

Dairy Cows
Cows have the potential to live up to 30 years of age. However, a dairy cow
will be sent to slaughter at the tender age of 4 to 8 years old following a
decline in her milk production, a persistent infection or lameness.
Laminitis and other painful leg disorders are a part of life for the dairy cow.
This results from overdeveloped udders and excessive milking which results
in the calcium being leached from her bones. She will struggle to make the
journey to the slaughterhouse and in the end lose even her dignity while
being dragged by one leg along the production conveyor belt.

The goal should be to have less than 10% lame cows in
the herd.
— MilkProduction.com ‘Long Live Cows’
Infected Milk
Her udders which are unnaturally enlarged and painful, can develop mastitis
and become infected. Despite the presence of infection, she will continue to
be milked.

Infected cows must either be culled, segregated f rom
the milking herd and milked last or milked with separate
milking units.
— VirginiaTech ‘Staphylococcus aureus Mastitis: Cause,
Detection, and Control’
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Udder infections from over milked cows result in somatic cells and bacteria
in the milk. Dairy farmers control these infections with antibiotics which also
end up in the milk. Antibiotics use is reduced in organic dairy production
due to human health concerns, which causes even more suffering for the
cows.
The somatic cell count ‘SCC’ records the white blood cells and infected skin
cells shed from the inside of a dairy cow’s udders when infection occurs.
They are always present in all dairy products.

An individual cow SCC of 100,000 or less indicates an
‘uninfected’ cow, where there are no signi cant
production losses due to subclinical mastitis. A threshold
SCC of 200,000 would determine whether a cow is
infected with mastitis. Cows with a result of greater than
200,000 are highly likely to be infected on at least one
quarter. Cows infected with signi cant pathogens have
an SCC of 300,000 or greater. Milk with an SCC of more
than 400,000 is deemed un t for human consumption
by the European Union.
— DairyCo ‘Somatic Cell Count – Milk Quality Indicator’
Cheese and Rennet
Cheese is produced by adding rennet to the milk to initiate the curdling
effect. Rennet is an enzyme found only in the stomach of a suckling
calf. Unless the cheese says vegetarian, it isn’t. Even vegetarian cheese
requires a life of suffering followed by the painful death for all calves and all
dairy cows.

Traditional animal rennet is an enzyme derived f rom the
stomachs of calves, lambs or goats before they consume
anything but milk. (Ours is all f rom calves.)
— New England Cheesemaking Supply Company
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The Statistics
It is simply not possible to ‘humanely’ produce milk to feed modern society’s
huge demand.
According to the USDA it is estimated that 275.8 million tonnes of milk
will be produced worldwide in 2014.
This equates to the exploitation of approximately* 38,6 million dairy
cows, the slaughter of 6.4 million dairy cows and the slaughter of
19,3 million veal calves every year.
There is not enough land on the planet to raise all of these animals on socalled ‘free-range’ farms. It is also not possible to operate a viable dairy farm
without repeatedly impregnating the cow, removing her calf, milking her
excessively and ultimately slaughtering both her and her calf.

Dairy farming is a business. Cows are the resource. Milk is
the product. And their calves are the byproduct.

Facts About Milk Consumption
We Do Not Need The Calcium From Milk
Cow’s milk is specially created for their calves. Human bodies are not
designed to digest cow’s milk and are the only species who drinks another
species’ milk. Humans would normally stop producing lactase the enzyme
required for digesting lactose (milk sugar) when we are weaned. However,
due to our consumption of dairy for generations some people have adapted
by continuing to produce lactase for a longer time in decreasing amounts as
they age. Subsequently cow’s milk causes health problems due to the
allergic response triggered when our bodies don’t produce suf cient lactase
to digest it.
Calcium exists in every unprocessed food on Earth. In fact, sesame seeds
contain more calcium than milk and all green leafy vegetables contain
generous amounts of calcium.
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Low calcium intake is not the main cause of osteoporosis. Other contributing
factors are a sedentary lifestyle and the lack of weight bearing activity, being
de cient in Vitamin D, high salt and caffeine consumption, and a diet high in
acid-forming animal proteins. Your body leaches calcium from your bones in
order to restore the pH balance in the blood, as well as creating urea in the
liver, which has a diuretic action in the kidneys.

Animal protein induces calcium excretion in the urine,
compared to dairy, the calcium retention f rom
vegetables is higher. All green vegetables are high in
calcium. Studies demonstrated that individuals who
drank one glass or less of milk per week were at no
greater risk of breaking a hip or forearm than were those
who drank two or more glasses per week. It was also
noted that high total calcium intake and milk
consumption did not protect against osteoporotic
f ractures.
— Dr Fuhrman ‘Osteoporosis’
Is Sudden Infant Death Really Heiner Syndrome?
The protein in milk causes allergic reactions in children ranging from skin
rashes, ear infections and stomach problems to respiratory symptoms.
Heiner syndrome is a lung disease that develops from a food
hypersensitivity and is largely due to the protein in cow’s milk.

Bovine casomorphin f rom cow’s milk is suspected to
increase the risk of SIDS (sudden infant death syndrome,
or crib death) based on the elevated blood levels in
babies suffering acute life-threatening events and their
relative inability to clear it f rom their systems.
— Dr Michael Greger NutrionFacts ‘Cow’s Milk
Casomorphin and Crib Death’
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What You Can Do
Take your rst step towards going vegan today, it is the single most
important thing you can do to save our environment, free the animals
and heal your health.
Any product made with dairy can be made using delicious alternatives.
Non-GM soya, rice, oat and almond milks; Cheezly and Sheese vegan
cheeses, or make your own cashew nut cheese; as well as vegetable
shortening for baking.
You have the power to create a demand for ethical, compassionate
food. If you can’t nd the dairy substitute you’re looking for at your local
supermarket, ask for it. Simply ll in the customer request forms
available at the tills, or speak to the branch manager.
Take a moment to read the labels before buying any food and drinks.
Dairy is a hidden ingredient in many processed foods. Avoid these
products: sodium caseinate, lactic acid, milk solids, cream, butter fat,
buttermilk, curds and whey.
If you’re a chef with artistic air, create cruelty-free cakes, pies and
convenience foods and sell them to the public – we need you to help
people discover how scrumptious vegan food really is.
Veganism isn’t a diet . It isn’t about restricting yourself, or feeling
deprived. There is no will power required. A paradigm shift occurs and
dairy is no longer seen as a food choice. For calves, yes. Not humans.
Please do not switch to goats milk. Goats suffer as much, if not more
than cows. Does can birth up to 5 kids a year, who are sold for kid
leather and barbaric ritual slaughter.
Have a zero tolerance policy towards suffering. Protecting all sentient
beings’ inherent right to a life worth living, full of joy and the ability to
express natural behaviours; and a life that continues until a natural
death; this is a concept worth striving for, isn’t it?
Be motivated by love and compassion. Take a moment to visualise the
cow as she lovingly nurtures her calf. Say a prayer for them every time
you choose dairy-free products:
Bless the cow and her calf take them into your heart with compassion.
Celebrate in the knowledge they can now be free, joyously reunited and safe
from harm.
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You are welcome to contact me to nd out more about how you can
transition to a healthy, ethical, compassionate, vegan lifestyle at your own
pace.
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My Personal Tribute to Doris
by Robert Grillo
This article was originally published by Free from Harm
Doris was one of the great loves, gifts, joys, and inspirations in my life. I’ve
been in such a funk since she unexpectedly died on Monday, August 18th,
that it took me over a week to actually bring myself to write about her. On
that morning, she awoke bright-eyed and bushy-tailed as usual, visited with
me as I worked, ate some of her favorite food (grapes), and then died shortly
thereafter. This is known as “sudden death syndrome.”
My hope for Doris was that she would be the one to beat the odds hens like
her, bred for egg-laying, must face. Despite all of the diseases of
reproduction that result from abnormal egg laying, I prayed each day she
would somehow overcome the odds to live a long and healthy life. But, alas,
she did not. She died in the prime of her life from yet another product of her
breeding, which creates defects in hens’ hearts — weak hearts — that are
prone to fail.
Doris will forever be in my heart and my thoughts, and I whispered that to
her often as she lay peacefully in my lap. In fact, I made a point of spending
quality time with Doris daily. My morning ritual always began with the joy of
nding Doris already awake and ready to start a new day. She would follow
me around until I sat down, and then jump up in my lap. She loved to be
held close to my side, my arms wrapped around her, and she purred to
express her contentment. When I would leave the house to run errands, she
cried after me. Upon returning home, we couldn’t wait to be reunited, even if
I had been gone just a couple of hours. Before Doris, I had never experienced
such a special bond with a non-human.
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As I grieve the loss of Doris, I grieve for all of the birds like her and all of the
other farm animals who are routinely betrayed by their owners, who never
knew a kind human touch. It troubles me daily to think about all the
chickens like Doris who curiously and trustingly seek to know us, but instead
receive only the callous treatment of farm workers, or, at best, are valued
only for their eggs, when in fact they have so much more to offer — if only we
would open our minds and hearts to them.
Emboldened by the strength of her lovely spirit, I resolve to become a
better, more effective advocate to honor those we may never know, those
who lm director Liz Marshall so aptly calls The Ghosts in Our Machine. May
they be discovered, understood, known, loved, and, ultimately, free.
© Robert Grillo – the Founder and Director of Free from Harm
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Portrait of Marcie a Beautiful Soul
When Marcie arrived at Peaceful Prairie Sanctuary, she had already lost
everything—her freedom, her community, her family, her youth, every baby
she had ever had, everyone she had ever loved, everyone she had ever
trusted, everything that was familiar.
She arrived in this new world with nothing except, for the brief time before
she went blind, the ability to see with her own eyes this improbable land of
open vistas, big sky, free inhabitants, and people who wished them life, this
Free State that billions of captive animals never experience, but that all
yearn for to their last breath. And perhaps to believe it. Like all farm animals,
Marcie was de ned not by what was there, but by what was missing—the
visible and invisible amputations of a lifetime of slavery—mutilated body,
broken spirit, wounded soul, stunted life, unful lled potential, her measure
of pain lled to the brim, her measure of joy left utterly empty. In her years of
con nement on a small family farm, where she repeatedly watched her
babies being killed, so much had already been taken from her that, by the
time she was rescued and brought to a place where she could nally begin
her life, there wasn’t much left to build a life on.
Her rst year at the sanctuary, when she could still see, she ed from anyone
who looked like her abusers—any human being—and, for the rest of her life,
she avoided anyone who looked like herself—every ewe, ram, or lamb at the
sanctuary. She “hid” her big, beautiful, billowy self among the goats,
dawdling along, so conspicuously ovine amid the gust of quick, slender,
angular, light-footed goats, yet so secure in the belief that she was well
camou aged among these creatures who looked, walked, sounded, and
acted nothing like herself. She traveled with them, foraged with them,
camped with them, ignored the fact that, to everybody’s mind but her own,
they were a poor t for her—too fast, too rowdy, too mischievous, too bold,
too unpredictable—and forgave them their many trespasses, such as the
times when they left her behind, way out in the eld, ignored her calls for
location, and went home without her.
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But, for reasons she well understood, she remained un inchingly loyal to
them for the rest of her life. Whatever Marcie saw in the goats, learned from
them, received from them, was clearly something she needed. We joked
that she thought she was a goat. But, more likely, the opposite was true:
what seemed to draw her to the goats was not the imagined similarity, but
the perceived difference. She seemed to want to be someone completely
unlike herself, a different animal altogether, someone totally unlike the
powerless victim she had been all her life.
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So she joined the goats, and shared her deepest moments of peace with
them. You could see her, and them, resting in the sun, in a trance-like,
almost solemn state, as though listening together to a magni cent
symphony and, in fact, doing just that: “hearing the leaves of spring, the
rustle of insect wings, the wind darting over the face of the pond”, and
savoring the scent of the wind itself, feeling beauty, being absorbed by
beauty—not what we call beauty, not the pretty things, but what is beauty:
the knowledge inherent in all things, in a stone, a leaf, a blade of grass, the
profound experience of harmony and connection with something deeply
good, and deeply loving, the felt wisdom of being alive in a world of scent,
and taste, and sound, and touch, with nerve endings responding in delight
to every breeze, every faint happening, every detail in the world’s face of
dazzling color, and rolling movement, and depth.
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Those moments—full of feeling, brimming with exquisite awareness, giddy
with the life within—she shared with the goats. But, in her moments of
sorrow, she was alone. And she had moments of wrenching, inconsolable
sorrow, some triggered by invisible quakes, others triggered by events that
even we could see and understand, such as the times when the smell of
lambs born, torn from their mothers, and slaughtered on neighboring farms
lled the air and stirred her old pain, a pain that didn’t lessen with time, but
seemed to grow new thorns every spring. Those were the times when she
wandered off most often, becoming separated from her adopted herd,
getting lost and, in her blindness, unable to nd her way home. Because
human presence terri ed her, the only way we could guide her back home
was to call out to the goats hoping that they would respond loud enough for
Marcie to hear and follow the sound trail back to the herd. The goats, she
trusted, but humans evoked nothing but horror—the horror she
remembered, and the horror she anticipated at our hands.
We understood her apprehension, and went out of our way to not intrude in
her safe zone. What we didn’t understand then, and still don’t fully
understand today, is why she chose to narrow the physical and emotional
distance between us, and got one inch closer to us every day until there was
no distance left at all, until our noses touched, literally. She got nothing extra
from our proximity. Nothing that she didn’t already get in abundance while
avoiding us—food, shelter, friends, treats were all readily available to her
whether or not she accepted us. So why did she decide to trust us when,
throughout her life, humans had done unspeakably cruel things to her for a
taste of her babies’ esh, for a handful of wool, for a patch of lamb skin? Why
did she suffer us, when she could just as easily ignore us?
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It’s hard to say. But the fact is, she not only accepted us, she sought us out. If,
in her estimation, we had been inside the house too long, she knocked on
the door with her hoof and summoned us out. We came out every time,
treat in hand—because that’s what we assumed she wanted. And, for the
rest of her life, she “drilled” us out on the porch this way several times a day.
Then, her last year with us, she extended her vigils into the night. She
started to wait up for Chris, stationing herself on the porch, waiting quietly,
patiently, as long as it took—until midnight, until the following morning, until
Chris was safely home from work. She waited without complaining, without
asking for treats, or attention, or companionship, or any of the pleasures that
we thought motivated her to knock on the door day after day. She just
anchored herself at the front door, and kept her late night, solitary, vigils
away from the security of the herd, away from shelter, under the open sky.
And nothing could get her to move—neither Bluto’s boisterous barking, nor
the alarming distance from her goats, nor the rain, nor the thunder, nor the
snow. She stood there like a good mother, wedged between earth and sky,
with a mixture of courage, trust, expectation, hope, and resignation, her
massive body rmly anchored between the big, bad, perilous world and her
self appointed charge, and she didn’t budge until Chris was safely home.
Only then would she nally get up, leave the porch, and amble to her barn
for the night, with the treat of solid proof that both of us were alive and well.
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It wasn’t a “plan”. It was a far simpler, far wiser, far more deeply felt truth than
that. Marcie wished us life. She wanted for those she loved to continue to
live, and she was determined that, for once in her life, they would. She
demanded treat-in-hand proof of our wellness several times every day, and
she guarded the porch at night until she was sure that both of her humans
were alive and well. It was simple enough. Most of us can understand love.
What most of us may never understand is how Marcie could forgive her
abusers so completely that she was able to love their kin.

© Joanna Lucas – Peaceful Prairie Sanctuary.
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Two Animal Voices I Will Never Forget
There are two animals’ voices I will never forget. They often keep me awake
at night. Some days as I hear their cries in my head, the enormity of the
battle we face seems overwhelming and it is dif cult not to feel helpless and
insigni cant in the face of apparently insurmountable odds. However the
stakes are too high to give up. I didn’t save them, and nothing I do will bring
them back, but there are many other animals who need our help.

“Waiting To Be Milked”
The rst voice belongs to a cow I met at the dairy farm next door when I was
a child. I couldn’t understand why the whole herd was calling so loudly and
desperately as they strained against the barbed wire fencing. The farmer
explained impatiently that they were “waiting to be milked”. However, as a
child, I felt instinctively they were in pain, or danger and my gut reaction was
to run to their aid. I stroked a cow’s head and tried to ease her distress, but
she just shook me off and continued to cry, her whole body reverberating
with her anguish.
Today I know better. That cow was not waiting to be milked. That statement
would assume she agreed to this life we have imposed on her. She was
suffering. As a dairy cow, her udders were swollen and full almost every day of
her life as she was forced into producing unnaturally high yields of milk. Then
she was milked by metal machines on a schedule which was completely
different than if she were suckling her own calf. She was also grieving for her
most recently stolen calf as well as all the others she had lost in years gone
by. Listening to that dairy cow bellow at her loss that day I was
fundamentally changed. I will never forget her strident, melancholy cries
expressing her incomprehension at the continuous emotional and physical
pain she was being subjected to.
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At least now I know what to do about it, there is a solution and it is so
joyously simple: I choose to be vegan. I will never again in ict suffering on
cows. No cow will experience the indignity of serial rapes, pregnancies and
birthings. They will not be subjected to the physical pain of a repetitive,
excessive and continuous milking regime. They will not be caused the
emotional trauma of repeatedly losing the babies they carried for 9 months
every year. They will never have to endure an eternal sentence of slavery.
I will never again be the cause of her suffering.

Screaming For Mercy
The second voice belongs to a pig. It is his piercing scream as he was being
strung up on the slaughter line that haunts me. He left an indelible mark on
my soul that day. His anguish is absolutely unforgettable. I am consumed on
a daily basis by the knowledge that this exact scenario is being played out
every second of every day.
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In fact, it is happening to approximately 48 other pigs
just like him, every second of every day, as they too are
killed for human consumption.
I was lucky enough not to witness his murder at rst hand. I saw it while
watching the documentary ‘Earthlings’. Nevertheless, the mind numbing
terror he expressed is undiminished by the fact I saw it on a video. Still, years
later, it is his voice I hear slicing through my consciousness every time I smell
bacon frying or pork roasting. His cries for mercy play in my head every time
someone says “Hmm bacon”. And it is him who renders me speechless for a
moment as the desperation and immediacy of his circumstances obliterate
all other thoughts from my brain.

Let Their Memory Fuel Your Vegan Advocacy
I started out this post by saying the obstacles seemed insurmountable. That
isn’t true. The obstacles are not insurmountable. The solution is so joyously
simple.

Solution #1: Be Vegan
The lives of animals are saved and their suffering is not only diminished, it is
completely eradicated when we commit to a vegan lifestyle. When we
choose to be vegan we make all the difference in the world to between
80 and 400 animals this year and every year of our lives for the rest of our
lives. That is the number of unique individual lives you will save this year
when you are vegan.

Solution #2: Help Other People Be Vegan
How do we stop this massacre from happening? We spread the message by
educating people about what veganism really is, how easy it is to be vegan,
and what a joyful, peaceful life you will have when you know you are no
longer contributing towards the suffering of animals. Motivate just one
person go vegan and you will have helped to save the lives of between 3,000
and 16,000 more animals than before. You do make a difference!
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I know now that there is too much at stake to permit myself to
accommodate feelings of being overwhelmed. That is a senseless emotion
that is not constructive. Raising awareness for the rights of animals is an
urgent matter of life or death. There is no time to waste. Instead, I use their
memory to spur me onward into positive action. I let it fuel my vegan
advocacy.
If you do not feel the urgency of this situation, then you
need to open your mind to the true lives of farm
animals. Please visit Elated’s video page to watch one of
the videos exposing animal agriculture. Have the
courage to know the truth. Their lives depend on it.
Lest we forget.
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Turkeys All Dressed Up With Nowhere to Go
So it is the New Year and Christmas is long gone. Have you ever stopped to
consider the trail of destruction our festive season has left in its wake?
Walking into the supermarket frozen goods section I was confronted with a
freezer taking up half the aisle that was entirely full of dressed turkeys.
Very few people eat turkey after Christmas, meaning they will simply be
thrown away. Even though I do not condone killing any living being for food,
isn’t it even more unconscionable to kill thousands of animals for nothing?
While other shoppers amiably continued with their shopping, blissfully
unaware, I was rooted to the spot and ghting against the socially
unnaceptable behaviour of shedding tears at the horror of the scene. I was
counting the bodies…. There must have been over 80 of these murdered
innocents. My mind was racing as I multiplied that gure by the likely
surplus in every supermarket, and then again by every country around the
world.
The concept I was trying to wrap my head around is that every one of these
turkeys was once a warm, living body that housed an individual with a
uniquely quirky and headstrong personality. Turkeys de nitely have a mind
of their own and are real characters with sociable natures. They also have a
strong sense of entitlement to their own lives. They each would have
struggled and protested in outrage and shock as they were forced to face
their untimely death. And that is understandable isn’t it? As sentient beings
their right to life should be inviolable.
Once you open your mind to the tragedy of just one of these once vibrantly
alive beings ghting for their lives and being killed anyway, it becomes a
massacre of unbearable proportions to think of thousands of them being
slaughtered for no good reason, other than a marketing mindset that
regards living beings as commodities, and allows for wastage by building in
the expected loss of income into the price of projected sales.
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No regard is given to the loss of life. Lives which can never be recovered.
Whatever Christmas means to you, it has come to universally symbolise
peace and goodwill. In our manic efforts to clutch at the holiday festivity and
cheer, could we have lost our way? At any time were we consciously aware of
the impact our actions would have on animals as we raced around preparing
the same holiday meals our families have prepared for years?
When we take a step back, we can see how negligible this tradition is in the
big scheme of things. It has been practiced for at most 500 years out of the
200,000 years humans are estimated to have inhabited the earth. We can
change. We can create a saner, more compassionate, more ethical way to
celebrate our family holidays.
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Roll this gure around your mind: 640 million. That is the estimated number
of turkeys killed for human consumption every year.* If anything could be
worse than that, it is the over 37% of their dressed carcasses that don’t even
get eaten, they are discarded.*
Isn’t it time we acknowledged the life force that inhabits each and every one
of them? Isn’t it time we included turkeys in our list of beings worthy of our
consideration? Isn’t it time we extended peace and goodwill towards them
too?
If you care about animals, please go vegan.
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Give Up Red Meat Without Trading Animals'
Lives
Have you decided to give up ‘red meat’? If you are simply replacing
‘red meat’ with chicken, sh, eggs or dairy, you could end up causing more
suffering for animals than before. If you consider yourself to be a
compassionate person, then please take a moment to see how you can
make your food choices count for animals.

Replacing 1 Cow with 217 Chickens
If you switch from ‘red meat’ to chickens you will be responsible for the
death of more than 217 other sentient beings. That means more individuals
will be subjected to breeding, con nement, mutilation and slaughter.
1 Cow at 356 kg
÷ 1 Chicken at 1.64 kg
= the lives of 217 Chickens

Chickens are sentient beings
just like any other animal.
Every chicken is terri ed on
the kill oor. Hens and
roosters exhibit tremendous
joy at the hatching of their
chicks.
Hens are capable of forming
strong bonds with their family
as well as their human
guardians. The life of each
chicken is valuable.
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Replacing 1 Cow With 112 Fish
Perhaps you have decided that sh are cold blooded creatures and are less
worthy of your consideration? The most popular sh consumed is Albacore
Tuna. If you decide to give up ‘red meat’ for tuna you will be killing more than
112 other living beings; literally ripping them from the ocean to suffocate, be
eviscerated or frozen alive.
1 Cow at 356 kg
÷ 1 Albacore Tuna at 3.19 kg
= the lives of 112 Albacore Tuna

Fish are sentient beings. They
have a nervous system and their
bodies release
neurotransmitters similar to
human endorphins. They are
physically designed to
experience emotional and
physical suffering and/or joy.
Their lives matter to them, they
need to matter to us.

Replacing 1 Cow With 97 Egg Laying Chickens
The egg laying industry is renowned for unthinkable cruelty and provokes a
gamut of welfare campaigns. Yet even people who are repulsed by the idea
of eating animal esh will think nothing of consuming eggs. The sad truth is
that this action will result in the death of over 97 more animals than before.
1 Cow at 356 kg
=1,149,880 calories
=15,539 eggs
÷ (1 Egg Laying Hen at 320 eggs + 1 Male Chick at 0 eggs) ÷ 2
= the lives of 97 Egg Laying Chickens
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To the hens, their eggs are their
offspring. Whether the eggs are
fertilised or not, their overriding
desire is to sit on their nests
and witness the miracle of their
chicks being hatched. The eggs
belong to the hens, not to us.

Replacing Teenagers With
Mothers and Their Infants
All eggs and dairy products
come from grieving mothers
who themselves are ultimately
slaughtered. Cows’ and hens’
reproductive organs and processes are violated repeatedly. Their recurring
instinctual drive and emotional yearning to be mothers, is consistently
frustrated and mercilessly exploited. All their calves, and all their potential
chicks are stolen.
When you choose to replace ‘red meat’ with eggs and dairy products, you
are compounding the suffering of these mothers because they live far
longer than animals bred only for their esh.
The tortuous life of an egg laying hen endures for an agonising
12 months of unnaturally maximised egg production. Broiler chickens
reach slaughter weight in only 6-8 weeks.
Dairy cows are kept alive for 6-14 years. Their existence is a nightmarish
annual cycle of being pregnant for 9 months, lactating during their
pregnancy, giving birth, having their calf removed, continuing to be
milked while grieving for their lost calf, and then being forcibly
impregnated all over again. Beef cattle reach slaughter weight as early
as 6-18 months.
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How You Can Save Over 400 Animals Every Year
Omnivores directly consume about 85 animals a year. However, the number
of animal deaths omnivores are responsible for is exponentially larger when
you consider the trillion tons of sea creatures who die as bycatch; the
downed animals who couldn’t walk onto the kill oor; and the billions of
other animals who suffered to death in the agricultural industry. Taking
these gures into account, a vegetarian saves on average 406 animals every
year. Imagine if you included the millions of male egg-laying chickens who,
because they will never lay eggs, are killed after hatching. Consider also the
bob calves who are shot at birth due to being a byproduct of the dairy
industry. Thus as a vegan you will save even more lives.
When one person is applauded as a hero for saving a dog from drowning,
shouldn’t saving over 400 animals every year be seen as a remarkable
achievement? If you live another 40 years as a vegan you will save
over 16,200 animals. Now that is a reason to celebrate!
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How many animals will you save if you live to be 80 years old?
406 animals saved
x number of years you have been vegan until today
+
406 saved animals
x number of years until you are 80 years old
= total number of animals you will save in your lifetime

Replacing ‘Red Meat’ and Saving 1 Cow
Yes, it is a good idea to start saving animals right away by giving up
‘red meat’ completely and, as you can see now, not by replacing it with
chicken, sh, eggs or dairy products, but by replacing it with delicious vegan
meals. However, you have no time to lose. If you simply replace all of your
current ‘red meat’ consumption (ie you never eat ‘red meat’ again) with
34 Vegan Days a year, it will take you 15 years to save 1 cow.
1 Cow at 356 kg
= 1,149,880 calories
÷ Average consumption of 'Beef' per annum (23.6kj x 3,230 calories)
÷ Average calories consumed per day at 2,250
= 34 vegan days per year
Yes, when the life of even one sentient being is valuable, then that gesture is
a start. However, to make a real difference you need to start today, by
replacing all of your ‘red meat’ with at least 1 Vegan Day a week. Here are
some tips on how you can transition to being vegan at your own pace. You
will also start feeling so much healthier right away!
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Note: the terms ‘red meat’ and ‘beef’ have been placed in quotation marks
to show that these are unacceptable, derogatory terms which reduce
sentient cattle to resources and facilitate the trading and consumption of
their body parts. In the interests of simplicity the usage of the term ‘cow’ in
this post is not necessarily gender speci c, but rather refers to the singular
of cattle.
Sources:
– Counting Animals ‘How many animals does a vegetarian save?’
– Food and Agriculture Organisation of the UN ‘Meat, Fat and Other Edible Carcass Parts’
– Iowa State Education ‘Home Production of Broiler Chickens’
– Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations ‘Fish Canning and Processing’
– American Fisheries Research Foundation ‘Lipid Content in Troll-Caught Albacore Tuna’
– SPCA ‘Fast Facts About Eggs and Egg-Laying Hens’
– The Poultry Site ‘Most Male Chicks Culled’
– USDA, National Agricultural Statistics Service
– Earth Policy Institute ‘Data Highlights: Meat Consumption’
– NPR ‘A Nation Of Meat Eaters: See How It All Adds Up’
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Seeing for Two - If His Mother Could See Him
Now
If his mother could see him now—her beloved boy, alive and well, and
cherished, in a land of love and plenty. If she could see the way he sauntered
out of the rescue trailer, swift and surefooted as a deer, the way he glided
into this welcoming world as if he recognized it, as if he remembered its
essence of love and fairness. If she could see the way the new world
embraced her son, with such warmth and benevolence, the way it opened
its arms to him and promised everything she had fought so desperately—
and failed so bitterly—to secure for him: the peace to live, the freedom to
ourish.
Last time she saw him, it was the dead of December. He was two days old—a
thumb of a child wobbling around on impossibly long legs, casting the light
of his enormous eyes on the dark world that had replaced the perfect
promise of the womb, and suckling her with such avid hunger, such
astonished gulps, such joyous urgency, as if drinking not the mere milk of a
mortal mother, but life itself.
He was sleeping and hiccuping in his full-bellied dreams when the men
came to take him away. She charged them even before they walked into her
pen. She stomped, she kicked, she bellowed her terrible threats and terrors,
her mighty fears and furies, her pitiful pleas and supplications, all in one
anguished breath, she put her battered body between her infant and his
attackers, she struggled frantically to protect him, to keep him out of harm’s
way, to simply keep him, and give him the love, the peace, the goodness she
had never known. They took him anyway.
One man sidled in the back of the stall while the other tormented her with
an electric prod and, a moment later, her baby was gone, and she was alone
again with the wound of a mother’s worst loss, and the unbearable
experience of being forced to fail, once again, in the only way that mattered
to her: to protect her child.
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Six months later, she is still making sweet milk for her lost boy, and every
drop of it is still being plundered by humans. She is pregnant again, with
another rape child who will be torn from her shortly after birth—to be killed,
if he’s a boy, or forced into a life of misery, if she’s a girl. She will never get to
nurse, nurture, and watch any of them grow. But one found his way to
freedom.
If she could see him now, with Spring on his breath, and endless plains
opening underfoot, and a community of free beings to belong to, and a
whole life to live, love, and ourish. He is exactly where his mother
desperately wished him to be, in a peaceful world that, even though she has
never seen with her own eyes, she saw, even more clearly and powerfully,
with her heart when her son was born, she felt it in the way any mother
would—as the burning certainty that peace was necessary and essential for
her baby’s survival—and, for a day, the glow of that heart’s vision was more
real to her, and more solid, than the bone-crushing burden of her bitter
existence.
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She, who had known nothing but anguish, abuse and deprivation, felt, with
the clarity of love, that another world was not only possible, it was as real as
her baby’s life, indeed, it was *necessary* for her baby to live. She felt this
other world in her own fervent determination that her son be safe, be free,
be loved. And that erce imperative to protect and provide for her baby, to
create—by the power of her own body and soul—the haven where her child
would be safe and loved, was the closest she ever got to the vegan world,
the sanctuary, that her only surviving son was entering now, on Mother’s
Day, a day when her tormentors celebrate motherhood.
If she could see him now—her nub of a child, grown into a tall, lanky boy:
Clifford!— strutting around on impossibly long legs, casting the light of his
enormous eyes on the radiant world that has replaced the dark betrayal of
the dairy farm, and drinking in its perfect promise with such avid hunger,
such astonished gulps, such joyous urgency, as if living—and seeing—for
two.
© Joanna Lucas – Peaceful Prairie Sanctuary
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Caring About Live Sheep Export is Not
Enough
Recently the NSPCA published an extremely upsetting photo of one of the
sheep who literally suffered to death while being transported from Namibia.
Live export of sentient beings is morally reprehensible. The conditions are
often appalling and animals languish for days with no food or water, and
often so many animals are crammed together that they are trampled to
death.
However, the manner in which this post was published is a perfect example
of 1) moral schizophrenia 2) exploiting the sheep’s suffering for nancial gain.
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The public are shocked and horri ed that sheep arrived at the abattoir dying
and dead. However, if the sheep had arrived at the abbatoir healthy those
same people would be quite happy for the sheep to then be terri ed,
painfully sheared, brutally killed, dismembered and skinned. They will then
proceed to very happily eat the sheep’s body parts. What is the difference?
We do not need to eat sheep to survive. It is not a life or death matter for us.
The only reason we eat animals is because we like the taste of their esh. It
cannot be explained away as ‘necessary’ suffering.

Exploiting the Suffering of These Sheep for Financial Gain
The obvious solution is to for you to go vegan. If you do not eat sheep they
will never have to be transported from Namibia; no sheep will be trampled;
no sheep will ever suffer to death; no sheep will face the terror of slaughter;
in fact, you will never be responsible for any sheep being subjected to any
kind of suffering again.
Instead, what is the NSPCA’s solution? To SMS ‘Donkey’ to their donations
line. Unfortunately this will not help the NSPCA (in their own words) ‘be
there when it matters’ as far as the sheep are concerned. It will however
enable them to facilitate the slaughter and rendition of the sheep’s bodies
into palatable meal size portions that are hygienically presented in cling
wrapped offerings for us.
At a mere cost of R10 you can ease your conscience, free your mind of this
upsetting image and abdicate your responsibility towards these sheep. You
will then be unencumbered to enjoy your mutton stew as you watch
adverts on TV for discounted legs of lamb at your local supermarket. In
addition, a portion of your R10 will help your cellular network to achieve
greater pro ts this nancial year.
The sheep will still all suffer and die.
It is easy for you to end the exploitation of animals: simply go vegan. If you
care about animals this is your moral imperative. Anything less is a cop-out
and a betrayal of the animals.
Source: NSPCA facebook post
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How Gisela Survived the Dairy Farm
Gisela was a cow who worked on a dairy farm for 16 years. This is far longer
than usual as most dairy cows are sent to slaughter at an average of 8 years
of age. The decision to allow her to live longer was not due to any
sentimental reasons, but rather because she was seen as a pro table
resource by the farm manager. During that time she produced a whopping
100,000 litres of milk. Nature only intended that she produce enough milk to
feed her calves, which would have amounted to a maximum of 17,000 litres
over those 16 years. Would those extra 8 years be seen as a gift, do you
think? That would depend on whether you think she had a life worth living.
Gisela’s high level of productivity came at a high price of suffering for her. In
order for her to produce the volume of milk required to keep her pro table
she was impregnated from the tender age of 2 years old and continuously
thereafter at the soonest possible time after the birth of each of her previous
calves. While she was there she gave birth to 14 calves. Each of those calves
represents a living being whom she carried in her womb for 9 months. She
would have been hooked up to mechanical milking machines throughout
her 14 pregnancies. Like any warm blooded mammal she would have
experienced the pain of childbirth and the joy of meeting her newborn
babies. However, every single one of her 14 calves was taken away from her,
leaving her udders bursting with milk that could be secured for human
desires, and a deeply grieving heart.
As if her suffering wasn’t bad enough, she was also beaten, badly and
regularly. Her tail was broken and her eyes were injured leaving her half blind.
When her milk production eventually and inevitably began to wane she was
scheduled to be slaughtered.
Then a miracle happened: Steffen, one of the farm workers who had known
her for years, bought her freedom and took her to a retirement home for
cows in northern Germany, Stiftung Hof Butenland.
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After the many years of pain,
abuse and grieving, Gisela
was very weak. Her body and
spirit seemed to have been
broken, and her chances of
survival were slim.
Throughout the winter of
2010 she was gently nursed
back to health and taught to
trust humans again.
Even though Gisela had
escaped the slaughterhouse
and was now called by her
name and no longer merely a
number, the sanctuary was
not permitted to legally
remove the tags from her
ears. In fact, at the time of
writing this article, the
veterinary of ce regularly
inspects the residents to
ensure this law is enforced.
So she was forever marked
for death, despite her
reprieve.
Then in the summer of 2011,
her second miracle
happened: Dina arrived. She
was a 2-year old dairy cow
who had run away and been taken in by the sanctuary. Dina was pregnant
with her rst calf and after only a few days gave birth to Mattis. This was
Gisela’s time to shine. She immediately assumed the role of grandmother. At
last she had been given a chance to look after a calf, even if he wasn’t her
own. Her joy seemed to know no bounds as she patiently helped the young
Dina be a rst-time mother and she ourished as she showered Mattis with
all of her affection and attention. The enduring and truly loving bond they
developed was obvious for all to see.
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Because Animals Are Not Machines
She lived two glorious summers with Mattis at the sanctuary. Was the love
and nurturing she gave and received enough to heal her broken heart and
erase the memories of loss and deprivation from her previous life?
Gisela was a gentle hearted, affectionate individual with a strong will to live
despite all the misery piled upon her by the dairy consuming public. We
never had the right to invade her bodily integrity, forcibly impregnate her,
steal her calves or misappropriate the milk her body produced for her calves.
It was both cruel and unethical to further deplete her body with intensive
milking protocols that stimulated the unnaturally high yields of milk.
Even if all dairy cows were retired humanely rather than being thanklessly
slaughtered when their production declines, can anyone honestly look her
in the eyes and believe the milk they consume is worth the suffering she
endured and the violation of her most basic rights?
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In the end, Gisela had a life worth living and her life mattered. Not only to her,
but to everyone who knew her. On 25 September 2012, Gisela died in peace
and dignity, surrounded by her family and friends.
In honour of her memory, many people have since gone vegan.
Can you nd it in your heart to stop consuming dairy products?
Contact me if you would like to know more about how you can
transition to a vegan lifestyle.
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Why Care About Farm Animals?
Even if we don’t care about animals, their lives have inherent value. Their
lives matter to them whether we value them or not. We are often surprised
when told that animals possess human-like intelligence, or demonstrate
strong affection towards their families. These stories awaken the realisation
that animals are alive, and help us to relate to them. However the only
characteristic necessary for us to show them respect is that they are
sentient .

Animal Sentience Matters
The fact farm animals are sentient beings is not only intuitively known, it has
been scienti cally proven that animals have consciousness and experience
emotions similar to humans. They have nervous systems and complex brain
functions. They are self-aware. They have characters, personalities,
idiosyncrasies and temperaments. They feel at times embarrassed or proud,
scared or brave. They experience physical and emotional joy and pain. They
are mothers and fathers, sons and daughters, brothers and sisters. They
build homes, play games, search for food and care for their young.

Animal Families
A Cow’s ‘Sophie’s Choice’
Cows form a strong bond with their newly born calves. Consider this story
from a vet who recalls a dairy cow’s ‘Sophie’s Choice’. Based on a small family
farm, it was customary for the cows to be let out to pasture at night and
then kept inside for milking throughout the day. This mother had birthed
during the night and brought her calf in from pasture the next morning. As
routinely happens on a dairy farm, her calf was sent to slaughter and yet,
each day her udders were almost dry. After 11 days, the farmer became
suspicious and followed her out to the eld that evening. There he
discovered that she had given birth to twins and had concealed her other
calf out of sight in the trees, where he had hidden quietly during the day,
awaiting her return each night.
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“Think for a moment of the complex
reasoning this mama exhibited:
First — she had memory — memory of
her four previous losses, in which
bringing her new calf to the barn
resulted in her never seeing him/her
again (heartbreaking for any mammalian
mother).
Second — she could formulate and then
execute a plan: if bringing a calf to the
farmer meant that she would inevitably
lose him/her, then she would keep her
calf hidden, as deer do, by keeping her
baby in the woods lying still till she
returned.
Third — and I do not know what to make
of this myself — instead of hiding both,
which would have aroused the farmer’s suspicion (pregnant cow leaves the
barn in the evening, unpregnant cow comes back the next morning without
offspring), she gave him one and kept one herself. I cannot tell you how she
knew to do this—it would seem more likely that a desperate mother would
hide both.”
— Holly Cheever, DVM
Despite this mother cow’s brave attempt to save her calf, and the
intervention of the young vet, he was also taken from her and sacri ced to
the veal industry.
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Loving Mother Hen
Think about the origin of the term ‘mother hen’. Hens are protective
mothers. They fuss and worry around their young, clucking in gentle almost
purring sounds to their unhatched eggs and newly born chicks. Despite
being hatched in large metal drawers similar to ling cabinets and not
having the luxury of learning to talk from their mothers, even farmed
chickens develop language that includes over 20 different calls and complex
social structures, ie the ‘pecking order’. Newly hatched chicks exhibit self
control, the ability to count up to ve and can recognise structurally sound
objects. These skills are beyond the average three-year old human baby. We
all know the proud, strident crow given by the rooster at dawn to signal the
start of a new glorious day. Yet few of us know that a rooster is a gentleman
and has intimate discussions with his mate when he invites her to eat before
he does.

The Memory of Kids
Because we rely so heavily on science to tell us what is self-evident,
scientists have proven that mother goats recall their babies’ bleats for at
least a year after mother and kid are separated. We can only imagine the
additional suffering these mothers must have endured in order to prove to
us what any naked heart must know. Also documented is the ability of
sheep to remember 50 faces, for up to 2 years.

Animals Have Inherent Value
Animals are like us in so many ways. However, the fact they possess humanlike characteristics should not be the basis of how we value them. We need
to care about animals because they care about their own lives. Their lives
matter to them whether we value them or not ie they have inherent value.
The very least we can do is to acknowledge their right not be used as our
resources.
When we internalise this truth, not as an intellectual theory, but as a
technicolour concept that enables us to truly meet them as personalities
and recognise them as moral persons, then we can no longer see nonhuman animals as something to eat, and we have no other choice but to
go vegan.
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If you care about animals, then the least you can do is not eat them. To
discover the truth behind the animal agricultural industry, please visit our
animal videos page.
Sources:
– Neuroscientists Declare Animals Have Consciousness – Crafty Chickens
Use Complex Clucking – Sheep Are Highly Adept at Recognizing Faces –
Mother Goats Do Not Forget Their Kids – Cow Proves Animals Love, Think,
And Act – Peaceable Kingdom: The Journey Home – Newly-hatched chicks
have skills that even three-year-olds fail to match
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Goats' Milk Kills Kids
Are you considering reducing your dairy consumption by switching from
cows to goat’s milk? On compassionate grounds, please take a moment to
reconsider your choice. The goat’s milk industry results in the death of
thousands of kids every year. While cows give birth to one calf a year, mother
goats typically have twins, or even three kids at a time; thus doubling, and
sometimes tripling the pain and suffering caused.

Milking Goats For Profit
Female goats and female humans are similar in the way we breastfeed our
young. Milk production is a natural biological function that is triggered in
mammals after, and only after, childbirth. Our babies are suckled and
nurtured by their mother’s milk. For the rst 4 days of the goat kids’ lives,
their mother’s milk is chock-full of colostrum. This not only protects them
from infection, it also prolongs their life for the insidious reason that the milk
is unsaleable at that point. And that is where the fairy tale ends for the goats.
When we think of goat’s cheese, we visualise Alpine scenes from ‘Heidi’ with
goats grazing in green meadows; their joyful, bleating kids prancing
alongside them. There was also a time when we believed in Father
Christmas, the Tooth Fairy and the Easter Bunny. However, we all have to
grow up at some point, swallow the red pill and face reality.
Goat’s milk farms are not farm sanctuaries. When people embark on setting
up a goat’s milk farm, it is not some feel-good endeavour to improve the
lives of goats. They are setting up a business. To be crass, but honest, they
study the optimum way to exploit the reproductive organs of female goats.
They then implement those highly invasive, and intimate, animal husbandry
best practices in order to achieve the highest yield of milk possible,
maximise their pro ts and turn their farm into a viable enterprise.
Unfortunately for the goats, the mothers act as the machines, their kids and
their kids’ milk are the products.
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The Miracle of Childbirth
At the tender age of 8-10 months old the young doe is impregnated. She
carries her kid for a 5 month gestation period, and then undergoes natural
childbirth. Anyone who has children, knows it is a miracle lled with wonder
at bringing a new life into this world. It is also not pretty; lled with bellows
and contractions; drama and pain. All mammals experience this. However,
mothers who have experienced natural childbirth say the pain is surpassed
and erased by the joy of holding their child for the rst time. In some
mysterious way, Nature has contrived to use pain in order to help us bond
better with our children.
It stands to reason that because goats are sentient beings, then the
experience for goats is no different. Goats are highly social creatures and the
bonds they form with their kids are instant and enduring. In another
demonstration of science’s inability to see what is in plain sight, there is now
scienti c proof that a doe will remember and recognise the call of her own
kids more than a year after they have been parted.
The birthing period for goats in South Africa tends to be August to October.
After suckling her kids for the paltry 4 day period, they are taken from her, so
that she can be milked for pro t for the next 10 months. She is reimpregnated within that time frame in order for her to give birth to 2 or 3
more kids the following season. These kids will again be taken away from her
… and so the cycle continues. Until she is no longer a pro table ‘milk
producer’.

What Is The Reward?
If a mother doe were to be retired at 10 years old, then she could live up to
20, sometimes even 30 years old. However, this is not a farm sanctuary. Any
doe that is not producing milk is a ‘subsidised guest’ and as such, not
covered in the operating costs budget. This means our grieving mother will
be milked twice a day, until the day she is sent to slaughter at the tender
age of 6 years old.
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In a nutshell:
the goat’s cheese industry commodi es the miracle of
birth,
prohibits the doe’s maternal instinct to nurture her
young
and classi es her babies as byproducts.
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So, let’s do the math from the perspective of this doe and calculate the cost
of goat’s milk in terms of her kid’s lives.

On average 2 kids x 5 birthings
= 10 kids who have been taken f rom her.
Where Have All The Kids Gone?
Not one person ever wants to admit that the majority of the kids are killed.
For a moment, can we please put the fuzzy feelings aside and concentrate
on the economics. Imagine if the idyllic scene people carry around in their
heads was true: that all the goats lived and none of them are killed, when we
eat goat’s cheese. That would mean that Fairview’s breeding herd of 1,000
goats would swell to a minimum of 2,600 in just one year and 4,000 in the
second year. This would not only be impossible to sustain, it would make no
business sense whatsoever.
The Statistics:
On average, 20% of the breeding does will no longer be producing
enough milk to be pro table and will be sent to the abattoir. They will
be replaced with female kids who have been saved from the previous
year’s birthing season. In a herd of 1,000 that equates to 200 does killed
every year.
In a herd of 1,000 you can expect a minimum of 1,600 kids who survive
long enough to become marketable products. Save 196 of this year’s
female kids and 4 billy goats to replace next year’s breeding herd.
That leaves 1,400 super uous sentient beings that are categorised as
unwanted expenses.
The kids will be disbudded (de-horned) in the rst week of their lives. This is
a painful process whereby their budding horns are burnt off. This process can
result in brain damage and death. At 4 weeks old the billy goats will be
neutered. Between the ages of 12 weeks and 8 months old, every single one
of them will be sent to slaughter for meat and leather. Or, worse still, sold for
a terrifying ritual sacri ce, where they will endure a slow and painful death.
All the while, their mothers grieve for them, hope for their return, and listen
for the sound of their voices. Wouldn’t you?
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The Solution
There are many tasty alternatives to dairy cheese available in supermarkets
across South Africa: Vegusto No-Muh-Chäs is available in 5 avours from mild
to piquant. Cheezly offers various varieties from Edam to Mature Cheddar,
ranging from rm to super-melting, with soya and soy-free versions. Sheese
creates spreadable vegan cheeses in the tradition of cream cheese, both
plain and seasoned with garlic, fresh herbs and/or chives.
Why not go vegan? It does provide you with a joyful, healthy way of life; as
well as justice for the animals. Discover how easy it is to transition to
veganism. It is the best thing you can do for the planet , for your health and
for the goats. Get in touch with me if you have any questions and I will do my
best to nd the answers for you.
Sources:
Science Daily
The Vegetarian Society UK
Fairview
The Snout
Fias Co Farm
University of California, Division of Agriculture and Natural Resources
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Did You Know My Mother?
by Mary Lynn
Did you know my mother? I’m told her name was Belle.
I don’t know what she looked like, but have memories of her smell.
Did you ever hear my mother? Did her cries pull at your heart?
I remember them quite clearly, when the men pulled us apart.
Did you drink from my mother? Did you ever taste her milk?
Did you feel her face against yours? Was her skin as soft as silk?
I’ve been told I had two brothers, and my sisters numbered four,
Then my mother went to slaughter, of no value anymore.
Were you there with my mother? Did you look into her eyes?
Did you see the fear within them? Did you listen to her cries?
And now MY end is coming, I am waiting with my friends,
We are huddled close together, In this place where all life ends.
Will you be there at our slaughter? For the esh you want to eat.
Will you ever think about us? When you buy that piece of meat.
It’s my turn now, I’m moving. I am going to my end.
I am urged with shouts and kicking, and with sticks that never bend.
I am thinking of my mother, and remembering her smell.
And I know we’ll meet in heaven, and forget this life called Hell.
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The Humane Myth
Please do not advise people to purchase ‘humane’ animal products. They do
not exist. Farmers breed, exploit and slaughter animals because this is how
they make a living. They do not run farm sanctuaries. Their purpose is not to
‘care’ for animals, it is to make money.
Feeding animals is expensive. Housing them is expensive. Paying for the
land is expensive. Veterinary care is expensive. The only reason any farm
animal is brought into existence is because it will earn the farmer an income,
either from the slaughter of that animal, or from extracting the most value
from them in other ways, ie wool, egg or milk production, before they get
slaughtered; and the only reason the farmer breeds them is to pro t from
their death.
Calling any stock farming or slaughter process ‘humane’ is merely making it
easier for people to consume animal products.
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No Humane Dairy Products Here
There is no such thing as ‘humane’ dairy and we ask you not to promote it.
When you advocate for welfare reforms that result in ‘humane’ dairy
products you are actively participating in:
RAPE — the violation of a cow’s reproductive organs.
KIDNAP — the removal of her newborn calves so that the milk she
produces for them can be sold for human consumption.
MURDER — the ultimate slaughter of all of her babies and herself. No
farm animal dies a natural death. They all end up at the slaughterhouse
once the cost of feeding them outweighs the income they bring in.
We have no right to exploit cows just because they are a different species of
mammal than we are. To say that we are doing cows a service by bringing
them into this world to exploit them, is to deny that they are living beings
who have a right to life, the right to autonomy over their life and the right to
bodily integrity.
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All Of Her Calves Are Ultimately Killed
Many dairy farmers claim not to kill the calves of their dairy cows. However,
simple mathematics proves their statements to be at best misleading and
at worst pure fabrication.
The only reason calves are ‘bred’ is so that their mothers will produce
milk. It stands to reason that the farmers will not let the calf drink all of
their mother’s milk, but rather take the calf away from his mother so
that they can sell the milk for human consumption. This happens
anywhere between hours and months after birth. The time-lapse is
irrelevant, tearing mother and child apart is always inevitable.
Consider that dairy cows are impregnated from the age of 2 years old
every 12-13 months for between 6 and 8 years, and that they sometimes
give birth to twins. At an average of say 1.3 calves per birthing, then
1 cow will give birth to between 5 to 10 calves during her lifetime.
No dairy farmer is willing or able to increase their dairy herd at these
exponential rates. That would mean they would be buying up land on
either side of their farms to house the extra cattle. Only 1 female calf is
required to replace her mother and she is selected 2 years before her
mother is slaughtered.
That leaves between 4 and 9 calves – per dairy cow – who are not
required in the farmer’s dairy herd. The herd would be more than
doubling every year. If the farmer has a herd of 500 cows, that would
mean at least 2,000 extra calves every 4 years! Half of them would be
useless to him as they would be males.
The only economic value a male dairy cow has is the sale of his muscles
and esh for veal, his hide for leather, his bones and ligaments for
gelatine and the rest of his young body is rendered for processed meat
and pet food. The only reason a farmer would have for not killing him
immediately is where he has calculated a method of increasing his
pro t by fattening the veal calf up for longer before slaughtering him.
All of the male calves and all of the female calves who are not used to
replace the herd, will be sold at live auction and ultimately slaughtered.
Just using gures from the USDA, in 2011, 2.9 million dairy cows were
slaughtered and 838,800 veal calves were slaughtered. All due to the
dairy industry. Imagine extrapolating those gures for worldwide
consumption.
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Why Being Vegan is the Only Solution
We do not need to drink milk. More importantly YOU do not need to drink
milk. Being vegan and giving up dairy is very easy when you really want to.
There are many dairy substitutes and recipes for plant-based milk and
cheese. It might be a little inconvenient for us, but it is salvation from a
lifetime of physical and emotional pain for the mother cows and their calves.
You can stop participating in the violent assault of a cow’s intimate
reproductive organs and processes right now. You can stop invading her
privacy and violating her maternal bonds. You can stop stealing the milk she
produces for her calves. Turn your attention from what the rest of the world
is doing and take a moment to look at yourself. If you profess to ‘love’
animals, yet still participate in the absolutely unnecessary rape, kidnap and
slaughter of cows and calves; then you need to go vegan. Consuming socalled ‘humane’ dairy products is not being kind. Being vegan is the only way
you can honestly look into the eyes of a cow and say “I care about you”.

Of course change will not happen overnight.
However YOU can go vegan overnight.
Yes some people will turn away when we offer them the vegan option. That
does not mean we will ever champion the domestication and needless
exploitation of animals no matter how ‘humane’ they profess it to be.
Veganism is the peaceful solution to the violence perpetrated on animals
every day. It is the only solution. Anything less is a betrayal of the trust they
place in us to save them from this hellish existence. We are being
condescending when we call it a ‘life’. It is not a life worth living.
It costs us so little to go vegan. In fact it is far healthier for our own bodies
and for the planet. Please contact me if you need more information, support
or advice on being vegan.
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Choosing to Swallow the Happy Farm Blue
Pill
“You take the Blue Pill – the story ends, you wake up in your bed and believe
whatever you want to believe.
You take the Red Pill – you stay in Wonderland and I show you how deep the
rabbit-hole goes.”
— Morpheus to Neo in ‘The Matrix’.
Do you want to know the truth? If these pills related to animal farming,
which one would you choose?

Happy Animal Farms
Do you have an image in your mind of a kind farmer caring for his ock?
Perhaps as a youngster you saw lambs or calves frolicking in green elds.
There is something soothing about seeing a herd of cows peacefully grazing
in a sunny meadow. We can’t help but smile when we see a mother hen
trying to control her recently hatched chicks as they explore their new
world.
Are you interested in introducing compassion into your life, but will not give
up your belief that animals are happy to be farmed? You are more than
welcome to explore Elated. You will nd mealplans, health advice and
recipes galore; you are even invited to transition towards a vegan diet
without ever once being confronted with the truth behind animal farming.
We will honour your choice and offer you a safe space to re-connect with
your inner value systems in your own time.
However, choosing the Happy Farming ‘Blue Pill’ may be costing you more
than you are willing to pay. Think carefully about the implications of coping
with your cognitive dissonance before making your choice.
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Choosing The Blue Pill
We have an uncanny ability to compartmentalise our value systems and
memories. This is a coping mechanism we use to reduce cognitive
dissonance. Here follows a practical example.
At some stage in our life, a seed of doubt is sown as our logical mind
perceives it is impossible to raise the sheer volume of animals who are
slaughtered every day, on the happy farms we have visualised. In the instant
we become aware that animals are sentient and feel pain or joy, we
immediately feel responsible for their suffering and question our right to eat
them.
We perceive an inconsistency between our beliefs, feelings and behaviour.
As we are happiest when we are morally consistent, this knowledge causes
us anxiety and distress. We are faced with a dilemma, in order to resolve this
cognitive dissonance we need to change one or more of the these
elements:
1. our belief that it is wrong to eat animals,
2. our feelings of respect and compassion towards animals,
3. or our behaviour of eating animals.
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The behaviour of eating animals is the most dif cult element to change,
particularly because society has an already entrenched paradigm where
animals are legally classi ed as objects, property and resources. Therefore,
yes it seems to be easier for us to change our beliefs and feelings to make us
feel more comfortable about eating farm animals, while still loving our pets.
But at what cost to ourselves?

How Much The Blue Pill Will Cost You
We set about compartmentalising the value systems we apply to farm
animals and keep them separate from those we apply to domesticated
animals. The required repression of our internal debate carries an emotional
toll. Every instance where we question our actions and deny our own desire
for moral consistency, will stack up until they reach a tipping point. Our
refusal to acknowledge the truth, that we already know, will one day be
overpowered by a ood of realisations, resulting in a tsunami of guilt.
Have you ever noticed how quick off the mark we are at defending ourselves
when we know we have chosen an indefensible position? A large amount of
our emotional energy is diverted to strengthening our resolve to be
in exible on the issues we feel most con icted over. This effectively crushes
our spontaneous social interaction and forces us to continuously second
guess ourselves.
Have you ever told a small white lie that started to spiral out of control and
became more complicated the longer you tried to keep it alive? With
cognitive dissonance we are telling ourselves the lie and it takes energy to
enforce a strict policy of avoiding any discussion or thought process that
would threaten the paradigm we have chosen to be aligned with. As food
plays a role in almost every activity in our daily lives this would happen often,
and we would need to be on constant alert.
Early warning signs that you are repressing feelings of guilt include mood
swings, low self-esteem, exhaustion, being hyper-critical of others, defensive
and aggressive behaviour, paranoia, self sabotaging and self-defeating
actions and, according to Freud, slips-of-the-tongue and physical accidents
almost always point to suppressed guilt breaking free from self-imposed
constraints.
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Choosing What is Best For You
Facing the truth and acknowledging your own culpability in the suffering of
animals might cause you a little discomfort now, but in the long run,
avoiding it could cause bigger problems that manifest as neurosis and
aggressive behaviour. As Carl Jung said, ‘Neurosis is always a substitute for
legitimate suffering’. What suffering is more legitimate than acknowledging
our own responsibility for causing suffering in others?
Imagine what a relief it
would be to just let it go:
simply stop struggling to
keep your carefully
constructed worldview
intact. Vegan education is
not only about saving
animals; it is also about
liberating people from the
web of deceit and lies they
have become enmeshed in.
There is a certain serenity
that follows acceptance.
Making a conscious decision
to remove ourselves from
the cycle of violence and be
part of the solution is a lifeaf rming experience.
At the end of the day, what is best for you is also best for the animals.
Why delay the inevitable? Choose the Red Pill.

Make Your Choice Now
Elated offers you the truth
Do you want to know?
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Humane Truth Masquerading as Satire
Do you believe it is possible to humanely raise and slaughter cows? Perhaps
a little satire will change your perspective. Read this excerpt from an article
published recently in The Onion. Whether they intended it to or not, every
word accurately describes so-called ‘humane’ slaughter.

We Raise All Our Beef Humanely On Open Pasture And
Then We Hang Them Upside Down And Slash Their
Throats
The Onion Commentary • Opinion • ISSUE 49•04 • Jan 22,
2013
By Hank T. Norman, Owner of Nature’s Acres Ranch
Consumers today are more conscientious than ever
about the choices they make at the supermarket. They
want to know that the food they put on the table for
their family is all-natural, environmentally f riendly, and
humane. And that’s why we here at Nature’s Acres Ranch
hold ourselves to a higher standard and produce only
the nest grass-fed and 100 percent additive-f ree beef.
We guarantee that our cows are ethically raised on
sustainably grown pastures before we hang them upside
down f rom a moving conveyor and slice their throats
wide open.
Our independently owned family farm is committed to
one guiding principle: making sure that you, the
customer, receive the best-tasting, highest quality beef
f rom cows that are healthy, active, and eventually
suspended fully conscious inside a facility thick with hot,
blood-choked air and the f rantic bellows of dangling,
profoundly fearful animals.
That’s our pledge to you.
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Read the full article at The Onion.

Please don’t buy into the myth that humane slaughter is possible.
Farm animals are sentient beings. They want to live and we should honour
their right to life. You cannot exploit an animal and treat it as a resource in a
humane way. The only way to end the suffering of animals is to abolish all
animal use.
If you aren’t vegan, please go vegan.
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More Room to Die
Imagine that you are on Death Row, but innocent of any crime. Clinging to
the hope that the legion of supporters working on your case will achieve a
breakthrough before it’s too late, you prepare yourself for an update on their
campaign. Yet nothing in your recurring nightmares can hold a candle to the
news you are about to hear.
The messenger – speaking on behalf of a cadre of marquee advocacy groups
– informs you that your closet-sized living area will be expanded by onesquare foot and the quality of your food will soon be improved. He also
reports that, when the time comes, care will be taken to provide you with a
less painful method of execution. When you press him about efforts to
secure your release, he confesses that he and his peers have adopted a more
pragmatic philosophy – assigning a growing percentage of their resources to
programs designed to “alleviate unnecessary suffering,” while
simultaneously distancing themselves from the goal of saving lives.
The aforementioned scenario does not, in any way, represent the real-world
commitment of those seeking justice for men and women who’ve been
wrongly incarcerated. However it does bear a striking resemblance to the
transformation that’s taken place within the mainstream animal rights
movement.
Though a handful of organizations have stayed true to their core belief that
animals deserve to live free from exploitation, many, including those with
the highest pro les, have aligned themselves with corporations that pro t
from killing innocent creatures. Such support ranges from backing federal
legislation and ballot initiatives that would purportedly enrich the lives of
doomed farm animals to literally placing a stamp of approval on the nished
product, provided she was rendered “humanely.”
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To get a sense of this metamorphosis, consider the content of “A Pig’s Tail”, a
four-minute animated children’s lm from The Humane Society of the
United States (HSUS).
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Released on 24 October 2012, the cartoon chronicles a piglet’s escape from a
factory farm, where living in a body-sized gestation crate is the norm for
impregnated sows, and concludes with her arrival at what she believes to be
a safe harbor. “A place” she says, “where a pig can be a pig.” To which her
steward replies: “And a farmer can be farmer.” Sunbeams ll the sky and
smiles ensue. Absent from the script is any indication that her life there will
end violently and prematurely.
If I’ve learned anything from decades of advocating for both human and
animal rights, it is that honesty is the core ingredient of any successful social
justice movement. But, with an increasing number of organizations fearful of
driving away their supporters by asking them to make a signi cant change
in their lives – such as becoming vegan – the unvarnished truth is often
conspicuously absent from their campaigns. The inevitable result is a series
of hollow “victories” celebrated under the guise of progress.
Anyone who’s taken on the responsibility of becoming a voice for those who
cannot speak for themselves knows that it is not an easy task. And setting
the bar lower will not make it so. In moments of re ection, I sometimes
wonder what the animals would ask us for?
The bet, here, is it wouldn’t be: More room to die.
© 2012 John J Morlino, Jr.
John Morlino is the founder of
The Essence of True Humanity Is Compassion (The ETHIC).
The full text of this article was originally published on Truthout.
It may not be reproduced in any form without permission from the author.
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Animal Rights
Whether we value animals or not, they have inherent value because they
value their own lives. The simple fact that they are sentient beings with
needs, preferences and desires obligates us to take at least their most basic
right seriously: they have the right not to be the property of others.
We are not asking that animals get
to vote in the next election, or
become our equals in the moral
community; just that they are
accepted into our moral
community. They are not objects,
commodities, resources or
machines. They are sentient beings.
We ask that their legal status gets
upgraded from property to
personhood.
As living beings, they also have an
interest in continued life, freedom
and bodily integrity. They ght
against humans to protect these
interests on a daily basis. We
maintain that their rights to protect
these interests are absolute. As
such, no violation of these rights is
acceptable.
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Do Animals Need a Bill of Rights?
Do you believe that animals deserve basic legal rights? Should there be legal
remedy for animals who have had unnecessary suffering and death in icted
upon them? Yes! Right? However there seems to be confusion between
what truly constitutes an animal’s rights and what we think our duties
should be towards them. Elated drew up a proposal based on the Human
Bill of Rights and it raises quite a few interesting points.
Note: Most of the terms used in this article are explained in the Glossary of
Animal Rights Terms.

Confusing Animal Welfare with Animal Rights
Most laws protecting animals address improving animal ‘welfare’ standards
and not protecting their ‘rights’. For example this is one of the points
proposed by the ALDF†

‘The Right of farm animals to an environment that
satis es their basic physical and psychological needs.’
On some ‘free-range’ farms the above requirement might be satis ed.
However, when you refer to the ‘basic’ rights of animals, wouldn’t you be
referring to their absolute or non-derogable rights such as their right to life,
liberty and bodily integrity? When seen in this light, the activity of farming
an animal by its very nature, even on the ‘kindest’ of farms, explicitly violates
each one of those rights.
In order to ‘manufacture’ animals as economically viable products, all farm
animals are routinely:
1. bred = violation of their right to bodily integrity
2. con ned = violation of their right to freedom
3. slaughtered = violation of their right to life
In fact, we would challenge you to nd even one example of where animal
agriculture does not explicitly deny the moral personhood of the animal
involved.
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Confusing Duties With Rights
Currently laws that protect the welfare of animals focus on our duties
towards animals by specifying how we should treat them and is not about
the animals’ rights. In fact, these laws are built on the false premise that
violating the rights of animals is acceptable and normal. By regulating the
manner in which we should violate their rights, these laws further entrench
this paradigm, ensuring that the animal rights violations will continue inperpetuity.
When drawing up an Animal Bill of Rights we would need to approach it
from another perspective, with the starting point being that animals have
absolute rights based on their inherent value and their sentience.

Choosing The Template For The New Bill
When a member of the general public hears we want animals to have rights,
their rst response is ‘Do you want to give them the right to vote?’ We
might initially dismiss that comment as being ridiculous, however when you
think about it, it is a valid concern and needs to be addressed. In order to do
this we decided to use the Human Bill of Rights as a template. You might be
surprised by how the vast majority of the rights would still be as valid when
applied to animals as they are to humans.
This Bill of Rights is being published in order to help the average layperson
acknowledge the case for animals being declared as legal persons and not
property. There is also the desperate hope that the animal organisations who
claim to ght for the ‘rights’ of animals will be inspired to take this issue
seriously and draw up a proposal that is respectful of the animals’ inherent
dignity and worthy of being called an ‘Animal Bill of Rights’.

Elated’s Proposed Animal Bill of Rights

Founding premise: Animals are sentient and have
inherent value. Therefore they have an interest in
preserving their life, dignity, bodily integrity and
f reedom. They are entitled to have these interests
protected by rights that are legally enforceable.
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1. Dignity *
Animals are all born free and equal in dignity and rights. All animals are
subjectively aware and sentient, endowed with inherent value and the
capacity for self-determination. As such they have a right to dignity and
equal protection under the law.
2. Equality *
1. Animals are all born equal. Animals have the right to equal
protection under the law irrespective of their species, gender, age,
disability, country of origin, level of intelligence, appearance,
physical, intellectual or cognitive capabilities, or their ability to
communicate with humans or each other.
2. Animals may not be unfairly discriminated against and they shall
be protected from discrimination.
3. The right to life **
All animals have the right to life and that right to life shall be protected
by law.
4. The right to liberty
1. No animal shall be subjected to arbitrary con nement.*
2. No animal shall be held in slavery, servitude or forced labour.*
3. Animals are legally classi ed as ‘persons’ and cannot be the
‘property’ of someone else.*
4. No animal shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment.*
5. ** Furthermore, humans are required to assume the responsibility
for discovering and creating alternative methods of testing that do
not include the use of animals.
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5. Domestication of animals
1. Domestication is a form of slavery and as such, the act of
domesticating animals whether through genetic manipulation,
breeding programmes or training programes shall be prohibited
and abolished. *
2. As regards animals who are already domesticated: **
1. The right to life of living domesticated animals shall be
protected and they shall be allowed to live their full natural
life span.
2. The guardians of domesticated animals shall take
responsibility for ensuring optimal living conditions for the
rest of the animal’s natural life.
3. Domesticated animals shall be allowed to live in a manner
which is closest to the natural way of life that is peculiar to
their own species, as is possible. This includes but is not
limited to the nature of their food, habitat and exercise levels.
4. Domesticated animals shall be given as much autonomy over
their life as is possible while still living in a domesticated
environment.
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6. Security of person **
1. All animals have the right to bodily and psychological integrity. This
would include, but is not limited to, the following:
1. No animals shall be forced to procreate.
2. No animal’s reproductive processes or bodily functions may
be exploited, manipulated or violated in any way. This
includes but is not limited to the harvesting of milk, eggs,
wool, urine, honey, shellac and other secretions from animals.
3. No animal shall be branded or have any identifying marks
made on their person. The integrity of their ears, tails, teeth
and hides may not be violated.
4. No tracking devices shall be attached to an animal, or
inserted into their body.
5. No animal will be the subject of invasive or non-invasive
testing. Their organs may not be harvested. They may not be
used to manufacture vaccination serums. They may not be
subjected to dietary stress or sense deprivation. They may
not be used as test subjects in vivisection.
2. All wild animals have the right to make their own decisions
concerning reproduction. The integrity of their family units shall
not be violated by human intervention.
3. All breeding of domesticated animals is prohibited and shall be
abolished, unless all of the following conditions have been met:
1. the animals have been successfully integrated back into the
wild
2. they are fully capable of self determination in their new home
environment
3. the procreation is a result of the animal’s own autonomous
actions without the strategising of human beings.
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7. Wild Animals
1. All animals have the right to survival in their natural habitat. They
have the right to forage or hunt for food and to build their own
homes, thus ensuring for themselves and their families a digni ed
existence. If circumstances are preventing animals from fending
for themselves then human society is obligated to form
organisations that will take steps to improve their circumstances
to such a level where the animals’ continued survival is ensured.
2. All animals have the right to safe habitation, food and water. No
animal shall be arbitrarily deprived of his home or sources of food
and water
3. The state must take reasonable legislative and other measures to
allocate and manage wild life reserves and marine park areas in
order to safeguard the rights of animals to a safe living
environment.
4. National government and other agencies shall liaise to ensure,
within reason, that animal migratory channels allow freedom of
movement, without regard to national borders.
5. All animals have the right to leave any country, including their
country of origin, and to return to their country of origin.
6. Animals will not be subject to arbitrary eviction or re-location.
7. Animals have the right to seek and to enjoy a safe home, free from
persecution, in any country they choose.
8. Animals are free to choose whom they wish to associate with.
They are free to institute and regulate their own community laws
without interference from human beings.
8. Privacy **
1. No animal shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his
privacy, family, home or communication, nor to attacks upon his
dignity and reputation. This includes but is not limited to
documentaries and research projects that invade and manipulate
the animals’ social structures, family life, environment and location.
2. All animals have the right to the protection of the law against such
interference or attacks.
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9. Environment
1. Animals have the right to an environment that is not harmful to
their health or well-being.
2. It is the responsibility of human beings to protect the
environment through reasonable legislative and other measures
to prevent pollution and ecological degradation, promote
conservation, and secure ecologically sustainable development
and use of natural resources.
10. Access to courts
1. Animals have the right to legal defence of their rights.
2. Animals have the right to have any dispute that can be resolved
by the application of law decided in a fair public hearing before a
court, or where appropriate, another independent and impartial
tribunal or forum.
3. Animals have the right to an effective remedy by the competent
national tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights granted
them by the constitution or by law.
11. Freedom of thought and expression **
1. Due to the sentient nature of animals it is assumed that they have
language, thoughts and belief systems. All animals have the right
to freedom of thought and the right to formulate their own belief
systems and to change those belief systems if they so choose.
2. Animals have the right to express their opinion using the
communication method of their choosing.
3. These rights are entitled to protection even if humans are not able
to relate to or understand the animal’s thought processes, beliefs
or language.
12. Political rights
1. Animals are entitled to representation at government level by
individuals or organisations who act in their best interests.
2. The best interests of animals shall be taken into consideration in all
decisions made by the state.
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13. Duties to humans
1. Animals have no duties towards society.
2. Animals are not required or permitted to perform work or
services. This includes but is not limited to the entertainment
industry, law enforcement, health care and as companion animals.
3. Animals shall not be used as resources by someone else.
14. Limitation of rights
In the exercise of their rights and freedoms, animals shall be subject
only to such limitations as are determined by law solely for the purpose
of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of
others and of meeting the just requirements of morality, public order
and the general welfare in a democratic society.

Absolute and Non-Derogable Rights

Type of Right

Rights
Covered

* Absolute Rights — cannot be limited in any way, at any time, for 1,
2,
any reason.
4.1, 4.2,
4.3, 4.4,
5
** Non-Derogable Rights — may be subjected to limitations due to 3, 4.5,
article 14 above. However they cannot be compromised, not even 6, 8, 11
by the state in circumstances which threaten the life of the nation.
Your constructive feedback and input will be welcomed!
Sources:
Universal Declaration of Human Rights
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa
Animal Liberation Front – Bill of Rights for Animals
Animal Legal Defence Front – Animal Bill of Rights
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Why Not Single Issue Campaigns and
Petitions?
Are you being bombarded on a daily basis by campaigns and petitions that
feature the most heinous and unthinkable abuse of animals? Do they make
you feel hopeless and powerless against the evils of the world? Please stop
and think about it for a moment. There de nitely are ways you can help
animals right now. But signing petitions is not one of them. Supporting
single issue campaigns is not one of them either.

Be a Voice for All Animals – Don’t Be Speciesist
Petition posters depict shocking scenes of innocent baby seals, terri ed
beaten dogs and bloodied caged mink. Examples are made of the
unnecessary use of fur, the appalling stories of live export, the use of dogs in
hunting, the abominable treatment at speci c slaughterhouses and farms,
the consumption of dolphins, or the abuse of companion animals like cats
and dogs who are set on a pedestal as being special or different from other
animals in our culture. The species of animals featured in the campaigns are
given a higher priority than other species of animals due to being cuter,
more vulnerable or more intelligent.
All of these abuses are truly horri c and must be stopped. However, by
focusing on one species, these campaigns imply that the alternatives are
acceptable: that wearing leather and silk is condoned; eating pigs, cows,
chickens and sh is normal; slaughtering farm animals in our own country
should be obligatory; and hunting wolves is forgivable when we don’t use
dogs in the process. These campaigns also perpetuate the myth that
purchasing your animal products from farms where only routine abuse takes
place is ‘humane’.
How can we promote this message with a clear conscience? All animal abuse
is appalling and that also applies to animal agriculture. All non-human
animals have the same right to life. They all value their freedom. They all
deserve our consideration. Any time we state that certain animals are more
worthy of our respect than others, we are betraying all animals.
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Yes, we do need to educate the public about these atrocities. However,
when we single out individual cases and create Single Issue Campaigns
from them, we do not diminish animal suffering as a whole. If people were
motivated to change their ways by these campaigns, they would simply
switch from one form of animal exploitation to another: they would wear
leather instead of fur, eat tuna instead of dolphins, or eat cows instead of
dogs.

The suffering remains the same. Only the victims change.
The Majority of Animals Killed Are Farmed Animals
While very few people have themselves ever been responsible for the
horrors depicted in these campaigns, the vast majority of people do eat
animals or their byproducts every day: 99% of all animals killed by humans
are for human consumption. Where are the campaigns asking people to
stop eating pigs, chickens, cows, sheep and tuna? Where are the campaigns
boycotting supermarkets that sell the dead body parts of sentient beings?
Where are the petitions urging the President to outlaw the sale of milk
stolen from mothers grieving for their murdered calves?
When you look closely at our reasons for eating non-human animals, we
cannot build a solid moral case that would excuse us from doing so. Despite
new data continuously ooding in about how the consumption of animal
products causes heart attacks, strokes, cancer and diabetes, we continue in
our efforts to justify feeding on animals, stating we were raised that way,
everyone else does it, they taste good and it makes it easier to dine out with
friends.
Single issue campaigns are doomed to fail because people know if they
admit non-human animals matter morally, then they will expose their least
defensible abuse of sentient beings: their consumption of animals. Until
people agree that it is morally abhorrent to eat animals for no other reason
than tradition, pleasure and convenience, we will never convince them that
other animal abuse should be outlawed. We need to strike at the root of the
problem, which is the consumption of animals. That is where our focus
needs to be: on vegan education.
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Welfare Reforms Do Not Protect Animal Rights
Even when the petitions are geared towards raising awareness for farm
animals, they are not asking you to save the lives of the animals concerned
by outlawing slaughter. Taking an animal’s life is the greatest harm you can
in ict on that animal. Neither do these campaigns demand that we cease
exploiting animals altogether. They tend to focus on ‘factory‘ farming and
reducing the so-called ‘unnecessary‘ suffering of farm animals. They are
asking for better treatment: for a pig sty rather than a gestation crate, for
one large cage in the place of hundreds of smaller cages, or for gassing
rather than captive bolt stunning. They are accepting that all farmed animals
will be exploited and slaughtered no matter how they are treated. By
regulating the abuse they are condoning it.
When their campaigns are successful the animal organisations who
promote them give farmers, slaughterhouses and retailers awards for
causing suffering of a lesser nature. This actively promotes the consumption
of animal products bought from facilities that do not perpetrate the worst
abuses. They perpetuate the ‘humane myth‘ that animals can be raised and
killed without causing them suffering. They are telling people that it is
acceptable to eat animals when they choose products from these suppliers.
They are actively betraying these animals and forming partnerships with
their abusers.
When you promote these campaigns, you are dismissing the suffering the
animals endure on these so-called ‘better’ farms or at the so-called ‘better’
slaughterhouses.
A further layer of betrayal is added when these campaigns are
misrepresented as being animal ‘rights‘ campaigns. This is a agrant misuse
of the terminology, because these campaigns speci cally avoid the mention
of non-human animals’ right to life, freedom and bodily integrity. By doing
so, they further entrench the paradigm in which animals are classi ed as
property. These are animal ‘welfare‘ campaigns because they exclusively
demand that we regulate the ways in which we abuse and slaughter
animals, but they do not demand that we outlaw the exploitation of animals.
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Pointing Fingers Comes Across as Racist
Why do you think so many of the petitions are directed at other countries,
other nations, other races and other classes? Because it allows us to stand
rmly on our own moral high ground and point ngers, making us out to be
special and different and knowing this will garner support from people like
us. An example of this would be the numerous campaigns and petitions that
demand Asian countries stop eating dogs. Doesn’t this strike you as racist?
Put yourself in their shoes for a while. In some Eastern cultures it would be
sacrilege to eat a cow. Does anyone in your social circle eat beef? That person
is responsible for the mutilation, forced impregnation and butchering of
thousands of cows. Would you feel justi ed treating him like a social outcast
and hurling racial slurs at him?
Petitions that focus on other countries and other races add fuel to the re of
racial hatred and intolerance. They incite discrimination based on cultural
differences. Veganism is a peaceful, social justice movement that strives to
end discrimination against other species, races, genders, or people with a
different sexual orientation. We are striving to promote justice and
compassion towards all living beings. Supporting a petition that provokes
discrimination is not serving the best interests of the vegan movement.

Are You Petitioning the Right People?
Who are your petition letters addressed to? Probably the government,
farmers, manufacturers, vivisectors, suppliers or legislators. Yet these people
are all merely working to ful l the demand that we, the consumers, have
created. We need to re-focus all of our advocacy efforts on the public.
Consumers hold all the power. We create the world we want by paying for it.
If we fund cruelty, it will continue. We need to take responsibility for this. We
cannot pay the stock farming industry to kill animals and then blame them
for being cruel. All animal slaughter is a hideous tragedy. All of it. None of it is
acceptable. And it is all nanced by us.
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How can we hold the farmer accountable for the suffering of a chicken who
the consumer is demanding (at cheap prices) paying for, cooking and
eating? The farmer is not emotionally invested: it is merely a nancial
transaction for him. On the other hand, the consumer most de nitely is
emotionally invested. He holds the chicken’s life in his hands. This is who we
need to approach. This is who we need to convince that animals’ lives
matter.
When there is no demand for animal exploitation, there will be no market for
the resulting products. When there is no market for products resulting from
animal exploitation, the suppliers will diversify into other industries.
We need to participate in grassroots vegan education, primarily through
one-on-one interactions with the mainstream public. They represent the
power of public opinion and they create the demand for ethical products.

Don’t Help People Abdicate Their Responsibility
Much of what people petition against are behaviours and actions they would
never participate in themselves. These campaigns show us the worst
incidents committed by criminals and deviants. Do the people you share the
petitions with ever club baby seals, experiment on animals, bash horses’
heads in with hammers, crush dogs alive, have sex with animals, beat piglets
or rape turkeys? Honestly. Think about it.
The truth is that the average person restricts their abuse of non-human
animals to eating them. The vast majority of people who sign these shocking
petitions are omnivores and vegetarians. This means that despite being the
friends and family members whom you love, they are responsible for killing,
raping, mutilating and causing immense pain and suffering for animals every
single day. Yet signing the petition asks nothing more from the signatory
than a few seconds of their time. It does nothing to alter their worldview or
change their behaviour. It does not show them how easily they can refuse to
participate in this cycle of violence.
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Petitions allow them to abdicate their responsibility. Don’t give them the
easy way out. By the simple act of adding their signature to a petition, they
feel they have done their bit and can now consume their dairy, eggs and
other animal products with impunity. It makes them feel like they have
done something meaningful for animals. They think it will absolve them
from the guilt of the abuse they personally perpetrate by eating animals.
Help people take responsibility for their actions and make amends. This not
only saves animals, it also liberates people from the web of deceit and lies
woven by the animal agricultural industry. Help them make the most joyful
decision they will ever make. Don’t dilute their attention. Don’t confuse the
issue. Just help them be vegan.

Fuelling the Never-Ending Fundraising Campaigns
Featuring the suffering of animals in fundraising campaigns serves to exploit
the animals on yet another level. Graphic imagery and hideous descriptions
of abuse are coupled with messages to SMS the donation hotline or ‘donate
now’. The organisations seek out the very worst occurrences, because
unfortunately, the more gruesome the imagery, the more the public will feel
compelled to donate. In addition, the less the public are personally culpable
for that particular form of abuse, the more they will be willing to donate.
Animal suffering is good business for animal organisations. By keeping their
focus on the treatment rather than the use of animals, they guarantee
themselves a never-ending source of income.
Take a step back and have a look at what these campaigns really achieve.
Donations that fund single issue campaigns contribute towards creating a
never-ending cycle of future campaigns. These organisations are campaignmaking factories. They churn out thousands of petitions and meaningless
campaigns that never get us anywhere in the struggle for animal liberation.
While they might motivate people to switch from one type of animal
exploitation to another, it is a zero sum loss. They never physically save the
lives of more animals than before.
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If an animal organisation truly strives to protect the rights of animals and
promotes a vegan lifestyle, people will go vegan and the lives of thousands
of animals will be saved. However, this would not be as successful as a
fundraising tool and they would nd it dif cult to meet their fundraising
targets. Pay attention to where the organisations choose to invest their
resources, and you will soon discover where their priorities lie: are they
looking to save the lives of animals, or are they focussed on their bottom
line?

Diverting Valuable Resources from Vegan Education
Petitions are time thieves. Do you really think they only take a few seconds?
Think about how much time you spend every day on signing, liking,
tweeting, sharing, forwarding and commenting on the hundreds of petitions
and campaign photographs you receive. You will be amazed how much it
adds up to. They have the sinister effect of diverting our limited time, energy,
nancial resources and attention away from what really saves the lives of
animals: vegan education.
Animal organisations spend a fortune on campaigning for welfare reforms
that almost never come to pass. If they do, they are virtually meaningless for
animals, and then are soon nulli ed by new legislation anyway.
On the other hand, every time someone chooses to be vegan, they will save
over 400 animals every year from that day forward. Imagine how fabulously
effective these campaigns would be if they promoted veganism!
Every second counts. We must not be distracted from our primary goal,
which is to save the lives of animals. We need to focus all of our time, energy,
nances, intellectual capital and any other resources at our disposal into
what will save the most lives: vegan education.
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Are You Spreading the Bad News?

What petitions are very effective at achieving,
is to spread bad news, fast.
No matter what the speci c petition is campaigning for, the effect is the
same: people are lled with hatred, anger, unbearable heartache, disgust
and racial prejudice. Then they are left drowning in a sea of hopelessness
thinking that this world is an evil place. Petitions spread smut and
sensationalism. In their wake, a pervasive sense of powerlessness is sown
around the world. Petitions disempower people.

What You Can Do To Help Animals Now

Spread the good news: veganism is the solution!
Let’s focus on the solution: a vegan lifestyle. Veganism does not merely
reduce suffering, it saves lives. Let’s spread that good news. You do have the
power to make a meaningful difference for animals, right now,
by being vegan. We are part of the solution. Together we can make the
world a better place!

Sign the ‘I am Vegan For Life!’ Petition
Do you want to share one last petition? Then please sign and share the
‘I am Vegan For Life!‘ petition.
It is the only petition that is directed at the people who truly have the
power to save the lives of millions of animals: the public.
It is the only petition that offers the solution for animal suffering:
a vegan lifestyle.
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Thank you for caring about animals! Your insightful and constructive
comments are always welcome. We hope this post will help cross that huge
divide between abolitionists and the multitude of you who are passionate
animal activists and call yourselves abolitionists yet who continue to loyally
take part in Single Issue Campaigns.
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Is Killing Animals Ever Morally Excusable?
There almost always comes a point when we have to decide that the dog,
cat or horse that we own is better off dead than alive. When your dog is
blind, deaf, having seizures and seems to be in constant pain; would it be
wrong to keep him alive with constant medical assistance? Would it be
wrong to kill him? How is this different to the decision we make when killing
a farm animal?
Currently, morality plays little part in our decision-making process with
regards to non-human animals. Yet, they are sentient animals just like us.
Isn’t it time we looked at including them in our moral community?
The pet we profess to love, the one we call a member of our family and our
best friend; even this special non-human animal has been stripped of his
right to life. Our vet will end his life at our request. We can be there to the
very end, holding his paw and crying as if our heart is breaking. All the while
bathing in the radiance of his unconditional love and the ocean of his
forgiveness.
At the point where the human race decided to own animals and breed
them, that is the point at which we took the step down the wrong path.
Living beings are not ours to own. They are not our possessions. Any decision
we make thereafter will be problematic and these decisions will always be
fraught with distress. It is never morally justi able to intentionally take the
life of another sentient being. However, when there are mitigating factors,
like chronic pain and terminal illness, then it might be excusable.
Why then, when we play God with the lives of the companion animals who
have taken residence in our hearts and homes; why then, do we continue to
fool ourselves into believing that farm animals will live happy lives and die
painlessly, free from fear and suffering?
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When we decide to end the life of an unweaned calf his story is markedly
different. Travelling to the slaughterhouse and being herded onto the kill
oor, he is terri ed. He gazes trustingly at the human who pushes him in
directions he doesn’t want to go, hoping beyond hope that this is the
person who will save him. It has been hours since he has suckled and his
hunger is urgent and intense. Trembling with fear and crying for his mother,
he tries to suckle on the ngers of the person who is shackling one of his
legs to the production line. His look of trust changes to one of bewilderment
and pain as he is suddenly pulled upside down just before the person slices
open his throat.
There is absolutely no necessity for his death, so why is this calf being killed?
He is not sick. He is not threatening our lives. His death will not save our lives.
Even before his conception, he was discounted as a by-product. This
precious miracle has been brought into existence for the sole purpose that it
will increase his mother’s milk production.
Is this morally justi able? No. Is it morally excusable? No. Can you think of
any possible explanation we can give that would justify it in the eyes of this
calf or his grieving mother?
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The truth is that we do feel responsible, yet we ght against this knowledge
with all of our might. The resulting moral schizophrenia causes suffering for
us.
Being vegan is about living in alignment with your own moral compass. It is
about saying ‘Yes’ to life and ‘No’ to murder. It is about hearing the cry for
mercy and respecting all animals’ right to life. Being a vegan is peaceful,
joyful and life-af rming.

“If you claim to ‘love’ animals but you eat animal products
you need to think critically about how you understand
love”
— Gary L Francione
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Telling it Like it Is
Abolitionists tend to say what we mean. We don’t pussy foot around the
issues. We want to liberate animals. We believe that being vegan is the easy
and obvious solution. We ask people to go vegan. Simple, straight forward,
honest and effective.

The Word is ‘Vegan’
Other animal organisations follow a far more complicated strategy when
choosing the terms and concepts they promote. Firstly, they don’t want to
alienate people by using the ‘V’ word. Yes, unfortunately many people do
have the false perception that being vegan is extreme. Rather than
correcting this misconception and educating people on how easy and
joyous a vegan lifestyle is, welfarists try to avoid it altogether. They then
attempt to contort other words into a palatable format to communicate a
concept that they do not describe. For example, terms like ‘meat-free’ and
‘vegetarian’. When questioned on this policy, they assure you that even
though they are using these other terms, what they really mean is ‘vegan’.
This ambiguity not only back res by reinforcing the prejudice against
veganism, it also results in confusion. It is disingenuous and at best a
compromise; but ultimately it is a betrayal of the animals. Whatever the
hidden agenda, the public understands the terminology to mean that it is
OK to eat chickens, sh, dairy products and eggs. Because that is what the
1,000’s of pamphlets, websites and television adverts are saying. This could
end up causing suffering for more animals than before.
In addition, the word ‘meat’ is in itself a betrayal of an animal as it is de ning
her as food. We have created words to distance ourselves from the
sentience of the animals we eat. The non-human animals we know as pigs,
chickens, cows and calves are instead described as pork, chicken, beef and
veal. According to Google Trends, ‘vegan’ is gaining popularity as a search
term. The term ‘meat-free’ has not had suf cient searches to even yield a
result. Let us hope that the large organisations’ use of this term does not
increase its popularity as a search term.
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Veganism is gaining popularity as a search term on Google, overtaking
vegetarian searches. Meatless Mondays and meat-free don’t even feature on
the chart Dec ’12 – Dec ’15
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Let’s Avoid Oxymorons
Secondly, there is a disturbing trend of coupling two words of opposite
meanings together eg ‘humane slaughter’. Otherwise known as an
oxymoron. This practice of double-speak is confounding the issue even
further and delaying the emancipation of animals. The public hear a clear
message that it is morally acceptable to kill and eat an animal when it has
been rubber stamped ‘humane‘. This does not in any way help people to
understand that animals are sentient beings who have an interest in
continuing to live.
If we take the concept of animal rights seriously, we need to be
transparently honest, without hidden agendas. If we are striving for the end
of all animal use, we need to be explicit and accurate with our word choices.
Let’s say what we mean and mean what we say.
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Redefining Ethical Food Choices
When Elated began, we were looking for a name that conveyed two
concepts: 1) being a vegan is a joyful experience and 2) as consumers we
have the power to save the lives of animals through conscientious food
choices. So discovering that ‘Enhancing the Lives of Animals Through Ethical
Decisions’ produces the acronym ‘ELATED’ was a gift from the land of
impossible-dreams-come-true. However, the term ‘ethical decisions’ means
various things to different people.

Striving to Reduce the Suffering of Farm Animals
We all like to believe that we are caring people who would never knowingly
be cruel to animals. Yet by eating meat, eggs and dairy products, we cause
immeasurable suffering for animals — 98% of all animals slaughtered are for
human consumption. In 2010, 62 billion animals died just for food that we
don’t need. Reading the literature and watching videos of farm animals
being abused, mutilated and butchered leaves us feeling absolutely
shattered. But what can we do? How can we extricate ourselves from the
intricate web of animal exploitation that permeates modern-day society?
For many people, deciding to live as a vegan is the incontrovertible and
obvious solution to end animal suffering. However, others choose rather to
eat free-range eggs, follow meat-free diets, or are happy to be a vegetarian
after reading the identical pamphlets and watching the same movies.
The reason for this is that the majority of people base their decisions on
suffering and not rights. They accept that farm animals will suffer when we
use them, and they categorise this suffering into stages, which they would
like to believe can be ranked into greater and lesser degrees of acceptable
practices. This is the basis they use for making ethical eating decisions.
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Don’t Buy Into The Animal Welfare Approach to Animal Suffering
1. The concept of suffering is subjective, and when we already have a bias
towards satisfying our own out-of-control desires, our judgement will
be compromised. Even the bare minimum of con nement is
distressing for an animal.
2. No matter what lives they lead, all farm animals are brought into this
world by means of the brutal abuse and excessive exploitation of their
parent’s reproductive processes. They never meet their fathers, often
do not meet their mothers and if they do they are almost always
separated from them while still young and defenseless.
3. All farm animals are sent to the slaughterhouse when they have
outlived their usefulness; and the pragmatic necessity of production
ef ciency ensures that their death is brutal despite every assurance to
the contrary.
4. And most importantly, what right do we have to impose any suffering
at all on another living being? We need to look very closely at why
many of us feel so strongly that we have the right to appropriate every
aspect of an animal’s life, invade their intimate bodily functions and
exploit their familial bonds.
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Acknowledge an Animal’s Right to Life
Elated’s de nition of ethical decisions is based on the abolitionist theory of
animal rights. The moral baseline for any decision regarding an animal needs
to be that their bodies and their lives are not ours to exploit. It makes the
whole issue very simple, as you will no longer have to spend hours of your
time and invest your emotional energy into weighing up the options. We
ask that animals receive justice. Elated will support you in your transition to a
vegan lifestyle, but we will never condone or promote the sale of an animal’s
body parts. That action would constitute a betrayal of our acknowledgement
of their right to personhood and of their place in our moral community.

We put the animals rst and seek to end their suffering.
The important distinction between abolition and
regulation is that we aim to reduce the number of
animals who suffer, by abstaining f rom the consumption
of meat, sh, dairy and eggs. We will not endorse the
arbitrary distinction of less suffering being more
acceptable than more suffering.
All suffering is suffering, and it is never justi able to purposely in ict suffering
on another living being.

Setting Your Moral Compass
However, just as suffering is subjective, so too is our understanding of moral
standards. We ask that you seriously look at what constitutes conscious
eating for you. You cannot hold other people accountable for the choices
you make in your life. It is not up to the suppliers, the farmers, the retailers or
your social circle. This is entirely your own decision. You hold the power in
your hands to change the world. By purchasing the products you want, you
endorse the practices behind them. Taking the time to honestly examine
what you call food and why will yield dividends in terms of peace of mind
and clarity of purpose. Your views will change and shift over time, but
ultimately, you will realise that you cannot have one foot in each camp. You
will need to decide what values you want to base your life on: greed and
palate satisfaction or ethics and justice.
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Glossary of Animal Rights Terms
Discussing animal issues has become a mine eld of complicated
terminology. You may wonder what on earth we are talking about when we
mention ‘abolition’ or debunking the ‘humane myth’. There is also a lot of
confusion over what is meant by ‘animal rights’. Even the term ‘vegetarian’
seems to lack a clear de nition these days. For more clarity on the
importance of choosing our words carefully, please read ‘Telling it Like it is‘.
Here are Elated’s de nitions of some of the terms used when talking about
animal rights.
A
O

B
P

C
Q

D
R

E
S

F
T

G
U

H
V

I J K L M
W X Y Z

N

ABOLITION
Abolitionists strive for the total elimination of all animal use. We believe that
when you attempt to improve the system that exploits animals, then you
further entrench and normalise the property staus of animals.
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ABSOLUTE RIGHTS
Due to the sentient nature of animals they have certain absolute rights. A
human example is the right to be free from slavery and servitude which
cannot be limited in any way, at any time, for any reason. Not even by the
state in circumstances which threaten the life of the nation.
Animals have the absolute right to life, liberty and bodily integrity. We need
to recognise and defend these rights within our moral and legal
communities.
AHIMSA
The principle of non-violence towards all living beings. Philosophy of not
harming others in thought, word or action.
ANIMAL EXPLOITATION
Using animals in any way Where tge purpose is to satisfy our own needs
and/or desires. In icting suffering or harm upon non-human animals for
speci c gain, pro t or personal amusement. Not all animal exploitation is
illegal. Breeding animals for consumption is a prime example of legal animal
exploitation as it necessitates the violation of all their basic rights and then
in icts the greatest harm of all by killing them. Animal welfare organisations
regulate the exploitation of farm animals which results in the creation of
oxymorons such as ‘humane slaughter’. Animal rights proponents
unequivocally classify all animal exploitation as being inhumane and
unnecessary, and strive to abolish it absolutely.
ANIMAL RIGHTS
The animal rights movement maintains that animals have inviolable rights
that need to be protected. These include: the right to continued life,
autonomy over their life, bodily integrity and freedom from suffering. The
violation of an animal’s rights is not morally justi able or excusable under any
circumstances, even when it is legal.
ANIMAL WELFARE
Animal welfare standards regulate the treatment of animals, in order to
reduce suffering and improve health. They facilitate the system of animal
oppression by monitoring and approving methods of mutilation and
slaughter of farm animals, for the purpose of human consumption.
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BODILY INTEGRITY
Animals have an interest in not having their bodies violated. This includes
having their physical boundaries invaded, having injuries in icted on them,
or being forced into reproductive processes. It is in their interest to maintain
the integrity ie the wholeness and undiminished state of their physical body
and for that state to be unimpaired by others. The violation of an animal’s
bodily integrity is required on a routine basis in the animal agricultural
industry in the form of arti cial insemination, semen harvesting, branding,
tail docking, castration, milking and shearing, amongst others.
COGNITIVE DISSONANCE
The anxiety and distress we feel when our beliefs, feelings and behaviour are
not in alignment. For example when we eat farm animals, but love our
companion animals, this causes cognitive dissonance. The coping
mechanism we use to alleviate our suffering is called compartmentalisation.
COMMODIFICATION
When we dismiss the inherent value of living beings and treat them as
resources that can be bought and sold. Instead of seeing a whole moral
person, we objectify them, reducing their status to objects and viewing
them as body parts, which we name in such a way as to further distance
ourselves from the knowledge that they belong to someone who needs
them in order to live.
COMPARTMENTALISATION
A coping method to alleviate ourselves from cognitive dissonance. We
disassociate con icting beliefs, feelings and behaviours, which enables us to
apply differing moral value systems in different scenarios. For example, it is
uncomfortable for us to love and respect animals, while at the same being
aware that we are causing them untold suffering by killing and eating them.
So we separate our love and respect for animals and assign those feelings
and beliefs exclusively to animals we know. We then create a totally
seperate paradigm for the animals we eat by denying they are sentient
beings and categorising them as objects, resources and property.
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COMPASSION
Feeling strong empathy for the suffering of another and demonstrating a
strong desire to alleviate their suffering. Considering the impact of our
actions on others and discontinuing activities that would cause them
suffering. True compassion towards animals protects their rights to life,
freedom and bodily integrity absolutely. There are no compromises and
there is no betrayal of their trust. Compassion is not an insincere or
condescending notion of offering a lesser being mercy. It is a skill that needs
to be practiced where we give of ourselves for the bene t of others.
CRUELTY-FREE
Products and practices that do not cause the suffering of animals. This term
is often misused and applied to animal products, which is self-contradictory
as taking an animal’s life is the cruelest thing you can do to him. For
something to be cruelty-free it needs to be free from all animal use ie: no
animal products, animal byproducts or animal testing. When products are
certi ed as “cruelty-free” they are only referring to animal testing and do not
prohibit the exploitation or slaughter of animals.
ECONOMICS OF ANIMAL EXPLOITATION
Animal products are produced in order to ful ll the demand for those
products. Suppliers operate as businesses which are motivated by turnover
and pro t. If the demand for a product declines, they will either advertise to
increase the demand, or diversify into producing products that will yield a
higher turnover. This is why abolitionists focus on reducing the demand for
animal products. We believe that demand drives supply.
ELASTICITY OF DEMAND
An economic term which describes the extent to which the demand for a
product changes when the price of the product is altered. This is affected by
the availability of satisfactory substitutes for that product. For example, the
demand for eggs is relatively inelastic as consumers will continue to
purchase the same quantity of eggs even when the price rises. Whereas, the
demand for beef is relatively elastic as consumers can switch to another
animal product like chicken and pork.
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ETHICAL
Adhering to the moral code that animals have a right to life and they are not
ours to eat, wear or use.
FACTORY FARMING
To meet the excessive demand for animal products, the animal agricultural
industry has instituted intensive farming practices which meet the very
lowest welfare standards they can possibly afford without negatively
impacting on pro tability. Unfortunately many animal activists focus
exclusively on abolishing these factory farms, yet all animal farming requires
gross violations of the animals’ rights to life, freedom and bodily integrity.
This includes invading their reproductive processes, mutilating their bodies
for purposes of identi cation or more ef cient con nement, con ning them
in enclosures unlike any the animal would choose in the wild, destroying and
depriving them of all social or familial bonds, and killing them which is the
greatest harm you could in ict on a sentient being.
Factory farms are not the problem. They provide the solution for meeting
the public’s excessive demand for animal products. We need to direct vegan
education efforts at the public in order to eradicate the demand for animal
products. Only then will there be no need for factory farms.
FREE-RANGE
The farm animals have access to the outdoors. This usually takes the form of
a door at the far end of a large shed, leading into a small caged area without
food or water, thus offering no motivation for the animals to make use of it.
Otherwise they are treated the same as any other farm animal ie as
resources for the bene t of humans. They are still subjected to forced
breeding programs, mutilations without anaesthetic and slaughtered for
human consumption at the end of their useful lifespan.
HAPPY MEAT *
Depicts the incongruous nature of the humane farming myth. If the
treatment of animals is humane, then the assumption would be that the
animals are happy. This is obviously not the case. They are not queuing up at
‘humane’ slaughterhouses and saying “Please kill me here”.
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HUMANE MYTH **
Debunking the claim that it is possible to raise animals for food in a tender,
compassionate manner. Making a statement that the exploitation of animals
and the violation of their rights is the antithesis of being kind.
INCREMENTAL WELFARE IMPROVEMENTS
New regulations that may or may not reduce the suffering of animals, but in
no way challenge the property status of animals. They speci cally legalise
methods of mutilation and slaughter of farm animals for the purposes of
human consumption.
INHERENT or INTRINSIC VALUE
Animals are sentient, they experience and value their lives. Therefore their
lives have value whether we value them or not and it would be wrong for us
to treat them like objects that do not experience or value their lives.
JUSTICE
Adhering to the moral principle that animal rights are inviolable.
LEGAL PERSON
The animal rights movement strives to upgrade the legal status of animals
from property to that of ‘legal persons’ for limited legal purposes. This will
ensure that animals are recognised as legal entities having distinct identity,
legal personality, and rights. Furthermore, it will be possible to pursue legal
action in order to defend these rights. The laws surrounding personhood are
a social justice issue which have previously been debated during the
abolition of slavery and the ght for women’s rights.
MAINSTREAM VEGAN
Being vegan while living and interacting in society. Striving for the vegan
lifestyle to be regarded as normal or conventional and the dominant trend.
Introducing vegan products and services into society in such a way that
they are easily accessible and appealing to the general public.
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MEAT-FREE
Term used in place of ‘vegan’ by many welfarist organisations as it is
considered to be more appealing than the ‘V’ word. The public interpret it to
mean free from red meat ie beef. Instead of reducing animal consumption,
this results in more animals suffering and dying.
MORAL COMMUNITY
Accepting animals as full members of the moral community requires
moving away from the speciesist, anthropomorphic limitations of our
society. Animals qualify for moral personhood.
MORAL PERSONHOOD
As sentient beings, animals have an interest in not being used as resources,
they have an interest in not suffering, they have an interest in continuing to
live. Just as these fundamental interests are protected for humans, so too
should animals have the right to moral personhood and the right to defend
these interests. Sentience is suf cient reason to include them as members
of the moral community. Requiring a cognitive ability that is similar to
humans is speciesist and inconsistent with our practice of awarding moral
personhood to all humans, irrespective of their cognitive abilities.
MORAL SCHIZOPHRENIA *
Being inconsistent with our value judgements and personal belief
structures around animal use. Arbitrarily deciding that certain treatment is
not acceptable when applied to animals we know, but is acceptable when
applied to animals we don’t know. Or believing that we have a higher moral
obligation to animals of one species and not of another species. Loving your
dog and considering him to be highly intelligent with human-like
characteristics, but eating a pig who has been scienti cally proven to be of
higher intelligence than a dog. The compartmentalisation required to
enable us to eat one species of animals, while viewing other animals as
members of our family.
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NEW WELFARIST *
This is the name abolitionists use to describe animal advocates and
organisations who claim to uphold animal rights, but in practice, promote
welfare reforms. They claim to ght for the liberation of animals in the future,
while further entrenching the property status of animals in the present.
They are opposed to factory farming, but promote the humane mutilation
and slaughter of animals. They may be vegans themselves, but feel that
veganism is too extreme for other people. They ask people to stop
consuming some animals products, but not all animal products, by
promoting meat-free and vegetarian diets. They ask people to oppose some
animal use, but not all animal use, by promoting single issue campaigns.
They form partnerships with animal welfare organisations and the animal
agricultural industry, in order to promote their campaigns.
NON-DEROGABLE RIGHTS
Due to the sentient nature of animals they have certain non-derogable
rights, for example, the right to life which may not be compromised. Not
even by the state in circumstances which threaten the life of the nation.
NON-HUMAN ANIMAL
Humans are merely one species of animal. We call all other species ‘animals’,
whereas, the correct term is ‘non-human’ animals. We also tend to forget
that humans are mammals, just as are cows, goats, dolphins and sheep etc.
NON-VIOLENCE
Refraining from infringing on the rights of others. Respecting another’s
bodily integrity. Respecting another’s property rights. Harmonious coexistence that is bene cial to all. A core tenet of abolitionism is non-violence;
towards animals, people and property. Violence is the problem, it is not the
solution. Veganism is a peace movement.
OMNIVORE
Eating all types of food, including plants and animal products.
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OPEN RESCUE
Animal activists who rescue animals and embark on exposés openly. Animal
rights advocates view animals as moral persons and the act of extracting
them from abusive environments, and often saving their lives from certain
death, is seen as a rescue mission. However, in the eyes of the law and
society in general, animals are classi ed as property and removing an animal
from its owner constitutes theft resulting in prosecution and punitive
measures. The animals are replaced by the industry, thus it only serves to
speed up the production line.
ORGANIC
A method of animal agriculture that is more appealing to humans as it is
kinder to the planet and to their health. The animals are not arbitrarily dosed
with antibiotics, as all usage has to be recorded. Unnecessary growth
hormones are excluded from their feed. In keeping with common farming
practices, the animals are still arti cially inseminated, con ned, separated
from their families, mutilated and slaughtered.
OXYMORON
A term that contradicts itself. For example: ‘humane slaughter’. An act of
cruelty cannot be kind.
PARADIGM SHIFT
When the belief structure of an individual or society is so drastically altered
that previous assumptions need to be reassessed and all future decisions
are made from a different perspective. A paradigm shift is required to move
society away from the belief that animals are resources at our disposal, and
towards viewing animals as sentient beings who qualify as members of our
moral community.
PLANT-BASED DIET
A way of eating that generally means eating predominantly plants. It does
not preclude animal products. It is not a synonym for a vegan diet as it
describes only the basis, not the entirety of the diet.
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PROPERTY STATUS OF ANIMALS
Animals are currently classi ed as things, objects, commodities, resources,
property and even described as machines in some agricultural textbooks.
This disregards their sentience, disquali es them from being members of
the moral community and their needs are subjugated to those of humans.
This legal status facilitates the use of animals for food, clothing, scienti c
experiments and entertainment etc.
RAW FOOD DIET
Eating natural foods that are not cooked at temperatures higher than 46°C.
Not all raw foodists are vegans. Their diet consists predominantly of fruit,
vegetables, sprouted grains and nuts, although animals products may be
included, such as eggs, sh, dairy, honey, meat and seafood.
SENTIENCE
Signifying that a being is conscious, self-aware and has the capacity to feel
emotional and physical sensations. A being who has the ability to
subjectively and consciously experience pleasure and pain, joy and fear.
Animals are sentient beings. Although this fact is self-evident to anyone who
has ever known an animal, it has also recently been scienti cally proven. This
fact discredits the current property status of animals.
SINGLE ISSUE CAMPAIGNS *
Speciesist in nature as they focus on certain types of animals, single issue
campaigns are also often racist, classist and nationalistic when they focus on
actions by other races, classes and nationalities. They are welfarist as they
focus on a certain type of treatment and not the abolition of all animal use.
SPECIESISM
The discrimination and oppression by humans of a group of sentient beings
dependent on their species. Humans are also animals. The species we refer
to as ‘animals’ are in reality ‘non-human’ animals. Society no longer tolerates
discrimination based on gender, sexual orientation, abilities or race. The next
step is to end discrimination against other species. The mere fact that a
being is sentient, quali es her as a moral person and entitles her to be a full
member of the moral community.
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SUFFERING
Mental anguish caused by physical or mental pain and discomfort. Farm
animals suffer in many ways, the very least being their con nement and the
obfuscation of their natural desire for autonomy over their lives. Despite the
fact it is a highly subjective concept, animal welfare pragmatically quanti es
the suffering of farm animals into necessary and unnecessary suffering.
Considering that they accept the consumption of animals as being morally
acceptable; then mutilation, isolation, arti cial insemination and slaughter all
fall within their questionable de nition of necessary suffering.
SUSTAINABLE
A viable solution for human lifestyle requirements that will ensure the health
of our planet’s ecosystem and its ability to support plentiful life on Earth
inde nitely.
UTILITARIAN
People who believe that animal use is acceptable, if it serves the greater
good. Most often they are preference utilitarians, believing that death is not
a harm for animals in the same way that it would be for humans, and as long
as the animals have not suffered unnecessarily, then they believe it is morally
acceptable for a human to kill and eat them. In addition, they believe that
we have given the animals the gift of life, by breeding them for our purposes.
VEGAN
A vegan refrains from the consumption and use of anything that is derived
from animals. This includes meat, eggs, dairy, seafood and honey; as well as
leather, wool, fur and silk. Vegans avoid products that have been tested on
animals. Ethical vegans do not view these choices as a diet, but rather as a
lifestyle that demonstrates their belief in non-violence and animal rights.
VEGAN BY ACCIDENT
Many foodstuffs and other goods are vegan by accident. This means that
even though the product was not created for vegans speci cally, is not
labelled as vegan, or vegan certi ed, it does not include any animal products
and is therefore suitable for vegans. The company may be targeting people
who are allergic to eggs or diary products, or the kosher community. They
may also be catering for raw food or plant-based diets, neither of which are
necessarily vegan.
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VEGAN EDUCATION
Promoting veganism as the unequivocal baseline for animal rights. Raising
awareness for the oppression of animals and presenting the abolition of all
animal use as the solution. Discussing the property status of animals and
stating the case for their right to moral personhood. Distributing literature
that assists people to follow a vegan lifestyle. Sharing vegan food and recipes
to demonstrate how easy it is to be vegan.
VEGETARIAN
Vegetarians do not want to directly contribute to the death of an animal, but
they are not concerned with bene ting from the death of an animal if
someone else is responsible. A vegetarian usually doesn’t eat anyone ‘with
eyes’. So they do not consume the body parts of most living beings.
However, some vegetarian diets include oysters, sh and even chickens.
They do eat animal secretions that include eggs, dairy and honey. They do
use wool, silk and animal skin if the fur has been removed ie leather, but not
if the fur is still intact ie fur.
When a person replaces one type of animal product with another type of
animal product, this results in the suffering and death of more animals than
before. Many vegetarians simply swap out the death and suffering of a beef
cow and his mother, for that of even more veal calves and their mothers.
VIOLENT DIRECT ACTION
Illegal and anonymous methods of liberating animals from exploitative
industries. Economic terrorism directed at the perpetrators in the form of
property damage. This is the reason animal activists are classi ed as
terrorists in some countries and it serves to generate negative sentiment
towards the animal rights movement. Participants keep their identities
hidden in order to evade detention and thus extend their ability to continue
with their mission. Their attention is focused on the supply chain when it
should be focused on the consumers and are single issue in nature. Not all
participants are vegan. They ght violence with violence, thereby
undermining ethical veganism which is a peace movement.
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WELFARE REFORMS
Animal welfare reforms aim to reduce the suffering of animals. In reality they
legalise the breeding, con nement, mutilation and slaughter of animals.
They further entrench the property status of animals and perpetuate the
humane myth.
o o o o o o o o o o
Speaking up for animals requires that we clearly and unequivocally explain
the plight of animals which is that humans are enslaving them, exploiting
them and violating their rights; and the solution, which is a vegan lifestyle
and the abolition of all animal use. For articles on vegan philosophy and
animal rights theory visit our Animal Rights page.
Contact me if you cannot nd the term you are looking for. Constructive
suggestions are always welcome.
For more information and other interpretations on the de nitions given
above please visit:
* The Abolitionist Approach to Animal Rights
** The Humane Myth
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Other Animals
We have an anthropocentric view of the world where everything on planet
Earth is seen as resources for our use, including other living beings. We need
to remind ourselves that humans are merely one species of animal. We call
all other species ‘animals’, whereas, the correct term for them is ‘non-human’
animals. We also tend to forget that humans are mammals, just as are cows,
goats, dolphins and sheep.
We practice speciesism by routinely killing one type of animal while
professing to love another. Cows, pigs, chickens and sheep don’t see
themselves as being any different from dogs, cats, horses or any other
animal whom we have chosen as our ‘pet’. They all experience friendship and
family ties. They all have the capacity for joy and suffering.
We abuse our dominion over animals by breeding, buying and selling, killing,
using, wearing and eating them. Even the animals who we bring into our
homes are nothing more than slaves to our whims and ckle fancies.
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Let’s take a look at how non-human animals t into ‘our’ world.
Do you see a difference between pets and farm animals? If you care about
any animals the next logical step is for you to stop eating them, wearing
them and using them
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Will Human Tissue Testing Replace Animal
Testing Anytime Soon?
It is now possible to reproduce 3D human tissue structures for in vitro
testing in laboratories. This is a hugely exciting development. However, how
close are we to using this technology to completely replace current animal
testing? To answer this question, I contacted Organovo, a bio-technology
company based in California, USA. Their goal is to build living human tissues
that accurately represent human biology.
Q: Are your services legally acceptable replacements for animal testing?

Our services are within the “research use only”
categorization for laboratory practices. We believe our
human tissues will add translational value in predicting
human response in a way that has been far too often
lacking in animal models.
Q: Are companies taking advantage of these services to replace animal
testing?

We have strong interest in our technology, but
companies will not be able to replace animal models
until both the technology produces more proof of
performance, and government regulations are changed.
Q: What are the obstacles, are the costs prohibitive?

“Our technology is less expensive than running animal
studies; however, our data is generated f rom a tissue
rather than a full biological system. Animal studies will
likely continue to be needed, but it is possible that by
introducing human tissues to the discovery process the
number of animals and animal study types can be
reduced.
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Q: What steps are you taking to
educate companies and government
about the bene ts of your services
and how much more meaningful the
test results are as opposed to animal
tests where the results obtained with
animal subjects cannot be
extrapolated to humans and are often
misleading?

oversight.

The US FDA has shown
interest in understanding
our technology and its
potential to improve drug
safety and ef cacy. We
have been fully cooperative
when engaging in these
dialogues with the Agency
and our US elected of cials
who provide agency

In conclusion, while it is still early days, scienti c progress is
rapidly advancing us towards the goal of eradicating animal testing forever.
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Are Issues Surrounding Animals Really
Complicated?
When looking forward to the future and how animals will safely co-exist with
us in a Vegan World, we will face innumerable dilemmas. Are all issues
surrounding animal-human interaction problematic, or are we investing too
much time into the issues which have simple solutions that are bene cial to
both humans and animals?

The Truly Complicated Issues
Deciding how much or how little we need to interfere in the lives of wild
animals will always be dif cult. We cannot simply section off pieces of land
and abandon them there. Even though the setting may seem natural, urban
sprawl will effectively trap them and prohibit them from following natural
patterns of migration to counteract population explosions, or water and food
crises. We need to be their guardians and do what we can to protect their
continued existence on this planet.
In the present day, human interests always outweigh those of animals and
our actions are mostly motivated by nancial, or egotistical reasons and are
very seldom altruistic. However in a Vegan World, it is inevitable that
decisions will be founded on a sounder ethical basis that is free from
discrimination and looks at the bigger picture.
One example of a complicated issue regarding managing animals on the
brink of extinction is described in this study ‘How to Decide Whether to
Move Species Threatened by Climate Change’.*
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“Introducing species to areas outside their historical
range to secure their future under climate change is a
controversial strategy for preventing extinction. While
the debate over the wisdom of this strategy continues,
such introductions are already taking place. Previous
f rameworks for analysing the decision to introduce have
lacked a quanti able management objective and
mathematically rigorous problem formulation. Here we
develop the rst rigorous quantitative f ramework for
deciding whether or not a particular introduction should
go ahead, which species to prioritize for introduction,
and where and how to introduce them. It can also be
used to compare introduction with alternative
management actions, and to prioritise questions for
future research. We apply the f ramework to a case study
of tuatara (Sphenodon punctatus) in New Zealand. While
simple and accessible, this f ramework can
accommodate uncertainty in predictions and values. It
provides essential support for the existing IUCN
guidelines by presenting a quantitative process for
better decision-making about conservation
introductions.”
While the management of wildlife will always be a complex matter that is
never clear cut, there are other issues which are straightforward and solving
them is simple.

Animal Issues With Simple Solutions
The Suffering Of Animals Used For Food
Humans kill over 62 billion land animals and cause the death of over a trillion
sea creatures for food. The suffering this causes animals is unthinkable. The
methods we use to raise land animals and catch sea creatures for food
causes tremendous environmental devastation. Add to this, the fact
that and it is dif cult to see how we can continue to justify this action with a
clear conscience.
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With the wide variety of vegetables, fruits, nuts, seeds, legumes and now a
growing industry of delicious vegan ready-meals, there is absolutly no need
to consume animal products. The solution that will completely eradicate the
suffering of animals used for food is simple: Go Vegan.
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All domestication is eternal slavery and is abhorrent . We have bred these
animals to satisfy our needs for unconditional love, protection and
entertainment. In doing so we have rendered them completely vulnerable
and they will be dependent on us forevermore. They could never be
autonomous or survive in the wild where they belong.
Getting to the root of the problem is simple in theory: spay and neuter every
domesticated animal. The only way to eradicate domestication is to prohibit
breeding. In practice it requires vast resources. How you can help is to
support sterilisation programs and not support any form of breeding
whether it be purebreds or backyard breeders.
Instead of euthanasing millions of animals a year we need to adopt and
foster wherever possible and commit to giving these animals the best life
we can until they die of natural causes.

The Suffering Of Animals In Marine Parks And Zoos
There is no justi cation for enslaving, con ning and training an animal to
perform tricks just to entertain us. The little educational value obtained
carries a huge price for the animals. It also teaches our children that the
violation of another being’s inherent dignity and right to privacy and liberty
is acceptable.
We need to simply withdraw our support from these organisation and
endeavour to either have the animals released into a suitable wild
environment if they are able to thrive, or else ensure they are taken care of at
sanctuaries.
Isn’t it the logical, ethical and compassionate truth that none of the above
three issues would occur if we weren’t trying to justify our unreasonable
demands for frivolous entertainment and taste satisfaction?
Yes the management of wild animals poses serious dilemmas that will take
many minds, many years to resolve. However the choices you make right
here and right now have a huge impact on the lives of animals.
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You can do something about the suffering that results from the
domestication and consumption of animals. The solution is simple: you can
be vegan. If you need support or advice on how to be vegan, you are
welcome to contact me.

Do You Love Your Pets Unconditionally?
Do you have a lovable, joyful bundle of furfamily whom you come home to
every night? Is he or she unconditionally loyal and always happy to see you?
We like to think we love our pets unconditionally in return. We call them our
‘best friends’ and our ‘children’. As kind as this may seem, it is at best wishful
thinking. In fact the truth is far more sinister: pets are our slaves and by
‘owning’ them we are doing animals a grave disservice. The solution is to
stop domestication from continuing into the future, while rescuing all
domesticated animals who are alive now.

All Domestication is Slavery
It is no accident that we surround ourselves with animals whose
personalities suit our needs. We are inheriting an age old tradition of
selectively breeding, training and breaking them in. ‘Pets’ are our creation
and everything about them is tailor made to bene t us. If you are honest
with yourself you will notice on closer inspection that our motives are
entirely sel sh. Companion animals have been brought into this world to be
100% devoted to us. They have been created by us, for our companionship,
our protection and our sport.
We have engineered house pets with docile, malleable temperaments.
Guard dogs are required to walk a ne line between aggression and
obedience. Horses are treasured when they are well proportioned with good
movement and absolutely attentive to our commands. We have taken the
essential elements of their loyal, respectful natures and manipulated them
to suit our own narcissistic needs.
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Commodifying Their Virtues
Then we take it a step further by commodifying everything that is good
about them and marketing them as the panacea for our human condition:
1. Are you suffering from a broken heart and loneliness or suicidal
ideation? Therapists tell you to get a pet. You will receive all the
unconditional love you need from your captive audience.
2. Are you recovering from addiction and want to start a relationship?
Counsellors advise you not to rush in. In your rst year of sobriety they
tell you to get a plant. If that is alive a year later get a pet. If that is alive a
year later you are ready to think about graduating to a ‘real’ relationship.
Something is wrong with this picture. Shouldn’t your relationship with
and commitment to your pet be real? They are also living beings. In fact
they are animals, just like us.
3. Do you want to achieve status and earn money? The remarkable
dexterity, speed and beauty of animals will help you win showjumping
and cross-country, or horse and dog racing events. Are you aware of
how many of these events result in the death of the animals involved?
Perhaps not, as they are always carefully screened from the public’s
view to hide the vet as he res a captive bolt into a fallen horse’s still
perfectly healthy brain.
4. Do you want to protect the community from facing the consequences
of our own corrupt lifestyle? Dogs’ excellent sense of smell and
desperate desire to please make them very good police dogs. They can
essentially help save us from ourselves by rooting out explosives and
drugs.
5. Do you want to teach your child true ‘human’ values of love, loyalty,
trust, enthusiasm, respect, integrity, patience, gratitude, joy and
generosity? It isn’t possible to nd all of those qualities in a human
being, so you are urged to get a family pet. No matter that you might
have to euthanase him later if he nips your baby in an attempt to
protect his sensitive ears from being pulled, or that you might be
‘forced’ to leave him at a shelter when you move house. It would be
ludicrous to suggest you leave your child behind. Why then are our
pets seen as disposable resources, especially when we so often call
them our ‘children’?
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6. Have you run out of ideas for Christmas or Easter gifts? Simple! Get
them a cute puppy or bunny. It is no surprise that most people don’t
concern themselves with the fact that these animal gifts inevitably
grow up and lose their ‘cute-factor’. Or that the child’s parents invariably
get tired of cleaning up after them when they realise how exceptionally
high maintenance they are. Shelters are inundated with unwanted
animals a couple months after the holidays every year. These once
spoilt baby animals will languish in cages for a while before they are
surreptitiously euthanased. The whole transaction will be neat and tidy
without even registering on anyone’s conscience.
We need to take responsibility for our own healing and get our need for
unconditional love met by our own species. We have no right to enslave
animals to cure our social ills.

Depriving Them of Their Dignity
As if it isn’t enough that we enslave animals, we also deprive them of their
inherent dignity. We give them cutesy names that deny their wisdom and
moral personhood. The rst time I heard of a rabbit who had a human rst
name, Margaret, I was shocked and thought that was pretty cold. However
after thinking about it, I realised her character was being honoured. She
wasn’t just a cute bunny named Cottontail, her owner was acknowledging
that she had a personality with needs, desires and preferences.
We dress them up like dolls for our pleasure despite the discomfort it causes
them. When they spin in circles, blink their eyes, or wag their tails, they are
trying (and failing) to communicate with us. However we laugh at their
antics and translate them in human terms, instead of trying to learn their
language. We ignore their species speci c needs and instead impose our
own human characteristics upon them. Instead of treating them like
animals who want to forage, run for hours, dig burrows, play in the mud,
build homes, y and explore; we give them treats that cause obesity and
diabeties; and smother them with cuddly toys that merely frustrate them
while doing nothing to ll the void of yearning they have within them to be
free. A yearning we have ensured they can never ful ll.
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Sentencing Animals to Eternal Dependence
We have bred companion animals to have characteristics that appeal to us
and in the process we have rendered them utterly vulnerable. No wonder
they worship the ground we walk on. We have uprooted them from their
natural habitat and deprived them of everything that is truly valuable to
them. Our pets will never again survive in the wild and they know this. They
now nd themselves in a shadow world where they will never be full
members of our community and will never be able to return home. They will
never grow up and become self-reliant. They are absolutely and utterly
dependent on us for everything in their lives from the basic necessities of
survival like food, shelter and water; to whether they get exercise, social
interaction or ever experience any joy in their lives at all. In many cases they
cannot even perform basic bodily functions of urinating or defecating unless
it is on a schedule dictated by us and under our guided supervision! They will
be reliant on our ‘kindness’ for all eternity.
In return we demand unconditional love and absolute obedience. And most
of the time they give it to us because they have no other choice. When they
don’t exhibit absolute subservience we abandon them at a shelter.
Sometimes their crime could be as slight as not matching the colour
scheme of their owner’s new décor. Anytime they display characteristics
that do not suit us by putting a paw or hoof wrong, we could have them
killed by the authorities. All it takes is for a dog to bite one human or a horse
to break his leg and they will be terminated.
As ‘owners’ even the kindest of us fall tragically short the majority of the
time. The animals know that getting even their most basic needs met is not
guaranteed. Whether you call yourself their parent or guardian the fact
remains that legally they are your property and not even classi ed as living
beings. We are quite free to value them how we see t. If you have ever
undertaken a campaign to rescue a neglected dog from an abusive home in
your neighbourhood, you will know how absolutely the law ties our hands in
these matters. We could (and many people do, even otherwise decent
people) tie them outside throughout the year in all weather conditions. We
could forget to feed them and only ever give them dried pellets when we
do. We could only give them water every second day. We could ignore them
completely, never ever allowing them exercise or contact with another living
being.
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In South Africa as long as a dog is not visibly unhealthy, gets food and water
once a day during the inspection process, has his yard cleaned once a week
(also during the inspection process) and has some form of shelter; then his
owner can ignore him keeping him isolated and virtually immobile to never
in his whole life lay eyes on another human being or animal except the birds
who y overhead and his owner when he deigns to feed him. He could cry
and howl every day of his life spreading misery and despair throughout the
neighbourhood… and there is absolutely nothing legal you can do to rescue
him.
Animals are our slaves and this is a tragic miscarriage of justice.

Pets Are Abused. We Are Responsible
Before you start pointing ngers at the hardworking animal protection
services, animal welfare organisations and the government, please take a
step back. We need to admit our own culpability in this matter. I can not
emphasise this point strongly enough:

You and I are responsible for every instance where a
domesticated animal is being abused, abandoned or
euthanased by anyone, anywhere. Why? Because we
allow the domestication of animals to continue.
No human being should ever be allowed to exert this power over another
living being. The power over whether they live or die, get fed or starve, get
water or suffer from dehydration, get exercise, or remain chained to a pole,
get social interaction or live in an eternal state of solitary con nement,
experience the joy of being alive or the terror of never knowing what will
happen next. As the age-old saying goes: power corrupts and absolute
power corrupts absolutely.
By just doing what is required of us, we pat ourselves on the back, because it
makes us feel magnanimous. However, every time we feel proud of showing
our own animals the kindness of satisfying their basic needs for survival, our
actions sentence thousands of other animals to lives of terror, misery, disease
and starvation.
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In a study on college undergraduates in America it was found that
approximately half of the students had either perpetrated or witnessed
animal cruelty, and nearly 20% had personally either killed, hurt, tortured, or
engaged in a sexual manner with a pet, wild or stray animal. In a study in
Italy, 60% of children between the ages of 9 and 17 had witnessed animal
cruelty and 2 out of 5 children aged 9 to 12 years had bothered, hurt,
tormented, been cruel to, or hit an animal.
Animals have their own purposes for being on this earth. When we make
allowances for ourselves to cross the line, then it opens the door to animal
abuse by others. If you take animal rights seriously then the very least you
can do is not to own them and not allow anyone else to own them. When
we allow people to own other living beings then we become responsible for
every instance of animal abuse that results from that action.
We need to take one giant step backwards and out of the lives of animals.
We may be the creators of domesticated animals, but we are not their God.

Our Duty to Domesticated Animals
If you care about animals you will respect their right to be autonomous
beings able to live lives of their own. Our duty now is threefold:
1. Sterilisation
We need to put an end to the practice of domesticating animals. In order for
this to happen, all domesticated animals need to be sterilised and breeding
must be prohibited. The most effective way to get right to the root of the
problem of unwanted, abandoned, diseased, starving and homeless animals
is to help fund the local spay and neuter projects in your area. This is how we
can nip the problem in the bud before it even happens. You will be helping
to completely eradicate the suffering of millions of animals.
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2. Stop Buying Animals
Think about it from this perspective for a moment: in what distorted
worldview can it ever be acceptable for us to exploit the reproductive
processes of another living being and then sell their babies? Every time you
buy or sell an animal you are supporting the status quo that animals are
commodities and resources to satisfy our whims and fancies. It doesn’t
matter if your purchase is funding the very worst practices of puppy mills
and backyard rabbit breeding schemes, or if you favour the super cial and
materialistic world of pure-breds.
Using the excuse that they want to breed does not let us off the hook. Your
children would probably also want to procreate if you let them. Would you? If
so, would you then enslave them to repetitive breeding and arti cial
insemination to generate a pro t? How then can we call pets our children, or
call ourselves their guardians and still have a clear conscience?
The mothers and fathers who make up the breeding stock are all utilised as
production lines and their products are always their babies.
3. Adopt and Foster
There are millions of unwanted animal refugees and victims of abuse.
Hundreds of thousands of them are euthanased every week. In USA it is
estimated that 3‑4 million domestic animals were killed in 2009. In South
Africa it was estimated that 500,000 domestic animals were euthanased in
2001. Why does the NSPCA consistently refuse to release South African
statistics? It is a shameful consequence of society’s attitude that animals are
disposable assets rather than living beings. People need to know the terrible
consequences of their actions. Publishing these statistics will motivate
people to donate towards sterilisation programs, adopt rather than buy and
think twice before abandoning them at shelters. The shelter workers who
perform the euthanasias suffer tremendous emotional trauma, experiencing
burnout and depersonalisation. They should not have to bear this burden
alone.
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We need to rescue these animals and take them into our hearts and our
homes. We have brought them into this world. We have made them
vulnerable and dependent on us with absolutely no legal protection for their
most basic rights to life, liberty and bodily integrity. We owe it to these
animal refugees to take care of them to the very best of our ability for the
rest of their lives. Please do what you can to foster and adopt as many
homeless companion and farm animals as you have the means to give good
homes to.
And what they say is true: we will gain all the bene ts, they will give us
unconditional love, undying loyalty and the warmest of companionship for
doing what is merely our duty.

Loving Animals Unconditionally Means Setting Them Free
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Animals do so much for us and the thought of a society without them is
devastating. By now you might have a nagging doubt that this isn’t about
us at all, it is about them. It isn’t about what bene ts we derive from the
relationship. It is about what they deserve. However, the good news for us, is
that we will always be surrounded by animals in our lifetime. We have
inherited this dilemma from our ancestors and we will be able to enjoy this
guilty pleasure for the rest of our lives, because there are millions of animals
still waiting to be rescued. These treasured refugees can never be set free.
However the buck stops here. Let us not bequeath this problematic legacy
to the next generation.
Do you still insist that you love animals unconditionally? How about joining
or starting an organisation that develops ways for animals to exist in their
natural environment, without wanting something from them in return?
Create a new way of interacting and cohabiting on this planet with animals.
That is what unconditional love is all about isn’t it: not expecting
compensation for our random acts of kindness?
In a future, vegan world we might get lucky enough to meet an animal in
the wild whom we could interact with, without interfering in their lives. Until
we reach that point, animals deserve their freedom and they shouldn’t have
to pay with a life of servitude to get it.
Sources:
‘Understanding Animal Abuse — A Sociological Analysis’ Clifton P Flynn
Ph D
Gary L Francione ‘Pets’: The Inherent Problem of Domestication
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Are You Neglecting Your Dog?
Do you have a dog back home who is locked in a yard, or in a at? Are you his
one and only contact with the outside world? When you get to go out every
day, he sits at home waiting for you. A great way for you to show your
appreciation would be to take him out to see the world a little. Let him
interact with other dogs and people, see other sights, smell other smells, get
some exercise and have a sense of adventure on a daily basis.

Why Do You Own A Dog?
A dog is a living being. He is not an alarm system. He is not a security guard.
He has needs, wants, desires and preferences. He has the ability to feel joy
and fear, pleasure and pain. If an alarm system is what you need, then
consider contacting a security company for an electrical installation with an
armed response unit who will be far more effective than any guard dog. In
the long run it will also prove to be more cost-effective.
Humans have bred dogs for our own purposes: for companionship, for
protection and for sport. We have bred dogs with the characteristics we
desire in them. Primarily our reasons are narcissistic because we have bred
dogs to love us unconditionally. Some people call this a symbiotic
relationship, however, we gain all the bene t. We hold all the power and
they are totally at our mercy. We say they are members of our family, when
really they are classi ed as our property and the only rights they have are
the ones we give them.
You not only hold your dog’s life in your hands: at any point in time you could
abandon him at the SPCA, or have him put down. You also hold the quality of
his life in your hands. Your dog is utterly dependent on you for all of his
needs from the most basic bodily functions, to obtaining any pleasure in life.
He relies on you to feed him, walk him, water him, house him, play with him
and clean the yard. You are the only one who can give him these basic rights
as well as any joy he ever hopes to experience in his life. This places dog
owners in a position of immense power which the majority of owners abuse.
Until the domestication of dogs comes to an end, they are our prisoners.
This is why the domestication of animals is abhorrent.
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Your Dog’s Wellbeing Affects Your Neighbourhood
When your dog howls, cries and barks, pleading for your attention; it is not
only your dog who is hurting. His desperate cries for help send a wave of
sadness and misery throughout your entire neighbourhood. Every
neighbour is lled with a sense of anger, hopelessness and despair. The
children, mothers, fathers, teenagers, and everyone else who lives within a 4
block radius of your home will have to deal with the consequences of your
neglect.
On the other hand, walking your dog is a great way of getting to know your
neighbours. People are naturally drawn to animals and it follows that they
will also be friendlier to you when you are accompanied by your dog.
Everyone is touched in a positive way when they meet a happy dog.

Let Him Be A Dog
Allow him the dignity of being a dog in as many areas of his life as you can.
Here are a few guidelines on how to take care of your dog:
Take him for a walk or run every morning.
Feed him every night.
Make sure he has access to water all day. Put his water bucket in a tyre
if he tends to knock it over.
Make sure he has shelter from the wind, rain and sun with a
comfortable place to sleep.
Give him a chance to socialise with other dogs.
Allow him to interact with other people.
Give him toys to play with and chew on.
Keep his living area clean.

Adopt Your Next Dog, Don’t Buy
Are you thinking of getting a dog? Please do not buy or breed another
animal while thousands die in shelters every week. Please consider adopting
your next companion animal from a shelter. You will be rewarded with years
of affection and unconditional love.
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If you care about your dog, then have you considered how all animals are the
same? They are all sentient. They all have personalities and the ability to feel.
If you care about animals, then the very least you can do is to not eat them,
wear them or use them.
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Animal Testing is Not Good Science
We have all seen images of horri c animal tests. These images are in all
likelihood seared into our memories forever. It is dif cult for us to believe
that these grotesque examples of humanity’s inhumanity are still
consistently being re-enacted for virtually every product available.
Everything from medication to cosmetics and foodstuffs is still being tested
on animals regularly.

The Nature of Animal Testing

Dr. Gerhard Zbinden, one of the world’s leading
toxicologists, once described a standard in vivo test as
little more than “a ritual mass execution of animals.”
Animals are used in repeat toxicity testing in a variety of ways, which include
oral, dermal, and inhalation. There are no survivors. All the ‘test subjects’ are
killed at the end of the test phase so that the researchers can examine their
organs to measure the effects of the toxin.
Results from animal research come at a terrible price to the laboratory
animals. The animals suffer immense physical, psychological and emotional
deprivation, suffering and pain. They are mutilated without anaesthetics as
this could alter the test results. Unlike the potential human patient, they are
healthy to begin with. They are intentionally injured and diseases are
arti cially induced. They are subjected to sensory deprivation, caustic burns,
food and water deprivation, extremes of temperature, long and painful
deaths and conscious dissections. In fact the heinous nature and variety of
ways that animals are tested on would be far beyond your ability to imagine.

Animal Testing is Not Good Science
Animal testing is based on a 150 year old scienti c premise by Claude
Bernard that stated “The similarities between animals and people are more
important than the differences”. Whereas today we know the differences are
more important, thus rendering the millions of animal experiments
undertaken irrelevant to human health.
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Animals are biologically and genetically different from us. Each species has
its own unique DNA repair mechanism, toxin metabolism and drug
absorption rate. The results obtained with animal subjects cannot be
extrapolated to humans and are often misleading. Penicillin is toxic to
guinea pigs yet it has saved numerous human lives. Paracetamol is fatal to
cats, but is gentle enough for children. Morphine produces an excited state
in cats, yet it sedates humans. Aspirin is used by humans on a regular basis,
but causes allergic reactions in animals.
On the other hand, good science needs to target the speci c species to
which the results will be applied. The conclusions should be based on
indisputable evidence of how the same treatment would affect a human
subject and not be based upon a stretch of the imagination. Most
systematic reviews show disparate results between human and animal
research.
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The FDA reports that 92% of drugs approved for human trials are never
approved for human use. There have been a number of drugs that failed
diabolically after being tested safely on animals. These include Thalidomide,
which resulted in tragic birth defects in thousands of children. Vioxx killed
about 140,000 people after successful tests on six species of animals. Eraldin
has yet to fail a test on animals, but adversely affected thousands of people.
Opren was passed after seven years of animal trials, yet killed 76 people and
made another 3,500 people seriously ill.

“During the past fty years scientists experimenting with
thousands of animals have found 700 ways of causing
cancer.
But they had not discovered one way of curing the
disease.”
— Dr J F Brailsford, 1956
Human Based Research
Numerous ethical organisations are dedicated to researching alternatives to
animal testing and great strides have been made in this direction.
Human Cell and Tissue Cultures (in vitro) allow scientists to study a smaller
number of components and have been highly successful in understanding
the blood-brain barrier.
Computer Modelling creates disease and treatment models using human
research data. By applying mathematical models, the programs are able to
simulate the entire human organism and its response to possible
treatments.
Lab-on-a-Chip Technology introduces human cells into a representation of a
connected living organism and can simulate the physiological response of
entire organs and organ systems.
Autopsies and Post-Mortem Studies are useful for researchers when they are
granted access to the patient’s detailed medical history.
Epidemiological Studies and Clinical Trials collect data over years of naturally
occurring disease in human volunteers, thus taking into account the causes,
treatment and prevention of these illnesses.
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Putting Animal Testing Into Perspective
The sheer horror of vivisection may seem overwhelming, but there is
something you can do: you can choose cruelty-free products.
Think about this:
1. 115 million laboratory animals are used in animal tests every year,
2. 62 billion farm animals are slaughtered every year,
3. over 1 trillion sea creatures are killed every year,
4. the majority of diseases studied today, for example cancer, diabetes,
stroke and heart attacks, are caused by eating animals.
If you care about the suffering of animals, then you need to be vegan. It is
the most effective lifestyle choice you can make to end the suffering of
thousands of animals. You are welcome to contact me if you need further
information, advice or support.
Sources and Useful Links:
* In vivo (Latin for ‘within the living’) in a whole, living organism, human or non-human animal.
* In vitro (Latin for ‘within the glass’) in a test tube, petri dish or lab-on-a-chip.
– Dr Hadwen Trust
– Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine
– Beauty Without Cruelty South Africa
– ‘Good Science Versus Bad Science’ – Dr Andre Menache
– Johns Hopkins University Center for Alternatives to Animal Testing (CAAT)
– Fund for the Replacement of Animals in Medical Experiments (FRAME)
– New England Anti-Vivisection Society (NEAVS)
– In Vitro Testing Industrial Platform (IVTIP)
– Leaping Bunny: The Coalition for Consumer Information on Cosmetics (CCIC)

Disclaimer – The above websites are organisations that promote research
into alternatives to animal testing. Elated is dedicated to the abolition of all
animal testing and on that matter we agree. However, we do not necessarily
endorse or agree with all of their campaigns and policies. In fact we are
opposed to their actions when they promote welfare reforms, single issue
campaigns and violent direct action. Elated believes that educating people
about ethical veganism is the only effective strategy to counter all animal
use including animal testing.
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What do You Do When Your Easter Bunny
Grows Up?
As the Easter weekend approaches many excited kids are dreaming of
receiving live Easter Bunnies. Are you one of the animal lovers who can’t wait
to give the joy of animal companionship to someone special? Perhaps you
have found the perfect bunny already. Please think carefully before giving
him away. Here are a few reasons why it is never a good idea to give
someone a rabbit as a gift.
1. He will grow up and lose his ‘cute’ factor
As rabbits grow older, they develop strongly independent characters and are not
as pliable as when they were young. Use this litmus test: would you be able to
give this person a fully grown rabbit?
2. Rabbits are high maintenance companions
The entire family will need to bunny-proof their home. Rabbits love chewing and
nothing escapes them: electrical cord, shoes, curtains, duvets, books, pot plants,
door mats and even your TV remote. Rabbits are natural grazers, so the family will
need to take responsibility for keeping these items out of his reach, not expect the
rabbit to control his own instinctual drives as it is not something he can unlearn.
3. They are not always as cuddly as they appear
Rabbits are prey animals. Being grabbed and clutched to your chest signi es
being captured by a predator and they will often panic and struggle leaving bad
scratches behind. Being picked up is something they never like, even if they learn
to comply.
4. How can you buy someone for someone else?
We would never choose a roommate for our friend, so why do we think that just
by choosing a rabbit who is cute and the right colour will automatically mean
they get along? They need to meet each other.
5. Taking care of an animal is a lifelong commitment
Rabbits are sentient beings with needs, wants, likes, dislikes, character traits and
idiosyncrasies. Can you in good conscience make a decision on someone else’s
behalf to take responsibility for another living being’s needs for the rest of his life?
6. Living in a cage, is not a life worth living
Rabbits can easily be house trained to use a cat litter box. They will come when
called and cuddle with you just like any of your other companion animals. They
are very active and love nothing more than to race laps around the house. They
need to be free to move between the outdoors and sheltered areas. They are also
exceptionally affectionate, needing constant attention and interaction. If left
unattended they sink into deep depression and often get sick.
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This rabbit’s life is in your hands. Please do not introduce him into a home
where they will keep him imprisoned in a cage.

So what happens to all the rabbits people don’t want anymore? Some are
dropped off at already overtaxed shelters. In some cultures, they are simply
eaten. The vast majority of people abandon their unwanted bunnies on the
mountain to fend for themselves. One can only imagine how terri ed and
defenceless these rabbits must be in the great outdoors. They are bred to be
gentle. Many have lived their entire lives cooped up in a cage and as such
have no survival skills, making them easy prey for raptors.
Are you still dead set on getting a rabbit for somebody? Then why not adopt
one from a shelter? You will be giving the gift of life to a bunny who is
desperate to shower someone with affection and might otherwise not
survive much longer. Please do not support breeders or pet shops.
If you care about rabbits, have you thought about how farm animals are just
as lovable when you get to know them? If you are interested in knowing
why we ask you to go vegan, please contact me.
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Animals Do Not Make Good Gifts
They look so cute and people are always ecstatic to get them, but do you
really think giving an animal as a gift is a good idea?
As we enter the silly season, animal sanctuaries across the world are bracing
themselves for the stampede. Before Christmas animals are dropped off by
people who have exciting plans for their holidays, none of which included
the pets they ‘love’. After Christmas there are the ‘return to sender’ animals.
Those puppies, kittens, bunny rabbits and guinea pigs that looked so
adorable when they came out of the pink box adorned with a blue bow, but
soon became too much of a hassle for their owner to deal with.
As cuddly as baby animals seem to be, they are not made to order. They are
sentient beings with needs and desires. They are not objects to be bought
and sold. Giving an animal a home is a lifelong commitment. Some
domesticated animals live for longer than 20 years. Can you really make this
commitment on behalf of somebody else? Do you know where they will be
in 20 years? If somebody wants to adopt an animal into their home, they
need to get fully involved in making a decision that will change their lives
forever.
Each animal is a unique personality. They are living beings with quirks and
character traits. It is not as simple as choosing the colour that will match
their lounge suite. Simply knowing the name of the breed they like doesn’t
guarantee the temperament they are expecting. The animal and her
guardian need to get along and have the same energy. They need to like
each other to start with, and then work at building a relationship over time.
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If you have considered all of the implications and are still sure you want to
give an animal as a gift, please do not buy someone from a pet shop or
breeder. There are two reasons for this:
1. Animals are sentient beings who have strong maternal instincts.
Compassionate people do not exploit a mother’s reproductive organs
and then steal her babies. Furthermore, when animals are seen as
breeding machines, and their offspring as production units, then their
right to moral personhood is totally ignored and their right to bodily
integrity is violated. More serious abuse is bound to follow.
2. There are 100’s of 1000’s of abandoned animals, of every breed and
species, at shelters who will be killed if they are not rescued. Healthy
animals are killed on a weekly basis at ‘kill’ shelters. They are desperate
for homes and the shelters are desperate for your support. If you have
an option about which shelter to support, please support a ‘no kill’
sanctuary.
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Do you still want to give an animal as a gift? Why not take your friend or
family member with you to a shelter and let them meet their future animal
companion in person? That way both of you can experience the joy of saving
a life. And you will be on hand to give the gift of covering the sterilisation fees
and veterinary bills.
Thank you for caring about animals so much that you want to give
somebody else the special experience of knowing an animal personally.
Please also think about the effect it will have on the life of the animal, before
making your nal decision.
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Voice of the Voiceless
Poem by Ella Wheeler Wilcox
I am the voice of the voiceless:
Through me, the dumb shall speak;
Till the deaf world’s ear be made to hear
The cry of the wordless weak.
From street, from cage, and from kennel,
From jungle and stall, the wail
Of my tortured kin proclaims the sin
Of the mighty against the frail.
For love is the true religion,
And love is the law sublime;
And all that is wrought, where love is not,
Will die at the touch of time.
And Science, the great Revealer,
Must ame his torch at the Source;
And keep it bright, with that holy light
Or his feet shall fail on the course.
For he who would trample kindness
And mercy into the dust–
He has missed the trail, and his quest will fail:
He is not the guide to trust.
Oh shame on the mothers of mortals
Who have not stopped to teach
Of the sorrow that lies in dear, dumb eyes,
The sorrow that has no speech.
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Oh, never a brute in the forest,
And never a snake in the fen,
Or ravening bird, starvation stirred,
Has hunted his prey like men.
For hunger, and fear, and passion
Alone drive beasts to slay,
But wonderful man, the crown of the Plan,
Tortures, and kills, FOR PLAY.
He goes well fed from his table;
He kisses his child and wife;
Then he haunts a wood, till he orphans a brood,
Or robs a deer of its life.
He aims at a speck in the azure;
Winged love, that has own at a call;
It reels down to die, and he lets it lie;
His pleasure was seeing it fall.
The same force formed the sparrow
That fashioned Man, the King;
The God of the Whole gave a spark of soul
To each furred and feathered thing.
And I am my brother’s keeper,
And I will ght his ght,
And speak the word for beast and bird,
Till the world shall set things right.
Version IV. Printed broadside.
Albany, N.Y., American Humane Association.
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Do you care about animals?
Then manifest it in your life: Go Vegan.
Contact me to nd out more.
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Save Our Environment
The consumption of animal products contributes to global warming,
depletes and pollutes water supplies, creates dead zones in the oceans,
wastes resources, is responsible for deforestation, requires far more land than
the production of crops, diverts food from the underprivileged and is a major
contributor to world hunger.

“Livestock produce more
climate changing
greenhouse gases than
all combined forms of
transportation. The
human appetite for
animal esh is also a
driving force behind air
and water pollution, soil
erosion, f resh water
scarcity, and
deforestation, including
the clearing of tropical
rain forests to grow feed for livestock animals. Our
personal food choices wield tremendous power … the
power to say ‘No’ to the industries that are driving the
destruction of our planet, and say ‘Yes’ to Life.”
— The 2006 UN report ‘Livestock’s Long Shadow‘
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If you care about saving the environment, then the least you can do is be
vegan. It is morally inconsistent to be an omnivore and an environmentalist.
Going vegan is the single most effective measure you can take to have a
huge impact on global warming. It is also the easiest lifestyle choice you will
ever make.
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Heal Your Health
Being vegan is the best thing you can do for your health, when you follow a
balanced eating plan and have an adequate calorie intake.

Vegan Health
Are you looking for the science to back up our claims that plants contain all
the protein and amino acids that humans require? Here it is:
Being vegan rewards you and your family with vibrantly abundant health.
You protect your family against the majority of lifestyle diseases when you
prepare compassionate, plant-based meals. Your diet will be 100%
cholesterol-free. However, just as with any eating plan, you still need to take
care of your nutritional requirements.
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“Plant protein foods contribute approximately 65% of the
per capita supply of protein on a worldwide basis and
approximately 32% in the North American region. These
sources of protein are discussed in relation to their amino
acid content, human amino acid requirements, and
dietary protein quality. Mixtures of plant proteins can
serve as a complete and well-balanced source of amino
acids for meeting human physiological requirements.
This short review ends with a list of series of myths and
realities concerning the relationship between plant
protein and human nutrition and a list of some
nutritional issues of concern to the health professional
and informed consumer.”
‘Plant Proteins in Relation to Human Protein and Amino
Acid Nutrition’
V R Young and P L Pellett
Clinical Research Center, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge 02142.
In 2009, the American Academy of Nutrition & Dietetics, the US’s oldest,
largest and foremost authority on diet and nutrition, also recognized that
humans have no inherent biological or nutritional need for animals products:

“It is the position of the American Dietetic Association
that appropriately planned vegan diets are healthful,
nutritionally adequate, and may provide health bene ts
in the prevention and treatment of certain diseases.
Well-planned vegan diets are appropriate for individuals
during all stages of the life cycle, including pregnancy,
lactation, infancy, childhood, and adolescence, and for
athletes.”
‘Position of the American Dietetic Association: vegetarian
diets’
Craig WJ, Mangels AR, American Dietetic Association.
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Nutritarian Basics
Do you want to be guaranteed radiant health and disease prevention? Step
into your new life as a Nutritarian. This is an eating plan developed by Dr Joel
Fuhrman and founded on the scienti cally proven principle of nutrient
density:

When you choose nutrient-dense vegan foods you are giving your body the
tools it needs to heal itself.
Following this principle will not only help you achieve your ideal weight, you
will also feel great and look younger. You will wake up each morning with
more energy, and you are very likely to reverse any chronic illnesses you are
experiencing.
In short you will transform your life!
I highly recommend you buy at least one
of Dr Fuhrman’s books today!
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Vegan Nutritarian Basics
Do you want to be radiantly healthy right away? Then you can implement
the following changes immediately. Otherwise keep them in mind as you
progress on your journey towards spectacular health.

Unlimited
Eat as many green and raw vegetables as you want
— aim for 2 lb/900 g.
Eat minimum 4 fresh fruits a day.

Limited
Have 1 Tablespoon ground ax seeds daily.
Have 2 ounces/60 g healthy fats daily (nuts, seeds and/or avocado).
Eat at least 1 cup/250 g legumes/beans every day.
Limit grains and starchy vegetables to 1 cup/250 g daily if you are
inactive and/or want to lose weight.

Good Habits
Eat only 3 meals a day with no snacks in between.
Don’t eat after 8pm.
Chew well until your food is 100% liquid before swallowing.
Vary your diet with different veggies, fruit, nuts and beans every day.
Drink at least 8 cups of water (including black herbal teas) daily.

No No’s
No sugar, sweeteners, our, oil, fruit juice, salt, caffeine, animal products,
processed food and white potatoes
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G-Bombs: The Superfoods
Phytochemicals are Nature’s secret weapon to deactivate free radicals,
detoxify cancer-causing compounds, enable DNA repair and protect against
radiation damage. Dr Fuhrman has created an acronym to help you
remember the superfoods: G-BOMBS. These are the life-saving foods you
need to reach for rst.
G — Greens
B — Beans
O — Onions
M — Mushrooms
B — Berries
S — Seeds

Nutritarian Food Groups
Vegetables
Did you know there are some foods that actually help you lose weight? As
long as you only eat when you are hungry then you can eat as much as you
want of the following high nutrient, high bre and low calorie
vegetables. Aim to eat 2 pounds or 900 g of fresh vegetables and salads
daily. Divide this into 1 pound or 450 g raw and 1 pound or 450 g lightly
steamed. And divide the raw foods into 2 large vegetable salads for before
lunch and dinner. Here they are listed from most nutritious to less nutritious.
Green Leafy Vegetables — kale, swiss chard, watercress, rocket, spinach,
mustard greens, pak choy, collard greens, mustard greens, tatsoi, basil,
parsley, coriander.
Green Vegetables — asparagus, broccoli, artichokes, peas, celery, cucumber,
green peppers, baby marrow, cabbage, green beans, carrots brussel sprouts,
romaine lettuce.
Non-Green Vegetables — aubergine, mushrooms, onions, garlic, beetroot,
cauli ower, bell peppers, tomatoes, leeks, raddishes, raw carrots and raw
squash.
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Fruit
Fresh Fruit — You can eat an unlimited amount of fresh fruit, with a
minimum of 4 fruit per day. Eat at least 3 fruit for breakfast, have fruit as your
dessert after lunch and dinner, and add them into your salads and cooked
meals: berries, plums, lemons, oranges, melons, kiwi fruit, peaches, bananas,
grapes, pears, pineapple, apples, cherries, mangoes, apricots.
Dried Fruit — limit to 2 tablespoons per day.

Beans
Eat at least 250 g or quarter pound of legumes daily: chickpeas, lentils,
soybeans, split peas, borlotti, haricot, black beans, kidney beans, edamame,
adzuki, butter beans etc.

Healthy Fats
Avoid all added liquid fats and oils. When you choose whole foods that
contain healthy essential fatty acids in their natural form they are packaged
in the correct proportions with other nutrients required for optimal
digestion. Instead of using olive and sun ower oils you will now be using
nuts, seeds and avocados as the basis for your salad dressings.
Nuts and Seeds — eat 60 g or 2 ounces raw nuts and seeds every day. Always
eat them with a meal as they help your body absorb phytonutrients:
walnuts, almonds, cashews, sun ower seeds, pumpkin seeds, sesame seeds.
Linseeds — eat an additional tablespoon of ground and soaked ax seeds
daily. Tip: you can grind the whole packet and keep it in a tupperware in the
freezer to save you time.
Avocados — eat avocados regularly for their healthful properties. When you
are concerned about body weight then limit to 60 g or 2 ounces daily.
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Starchy Vegetables and Whole Grains
Colourful vegetables like cooked squash, butternut, corn and cooked carrots
are essential for good nutrition. However, if you are concerned about
achieving your ideal body weight goals quickly, then they need to be limited
to 1 cup daily. Included in this allowance would be other starchy vegetables
as your second option like sweet potatoes (avoid white potatoes) and whole
grains like quinoa, maize, wild and brown rice, millet, oats and barley.
Congratulations for taking the rst step on your Elated Nutritarian Journey!
The more committed you are to pamper your body with nutrient-rich foods,
the more your body will reward you with spectacular health and energy.

Rave Reviews For The Eat To Live Program
I didn’t know I was feeling bad until I started feeling great! I discovered that I
can smell and taste better. I now have energy, I can jog up to 4 miles a day.
Great eating standards to live by.
— Brad Kruse, 76 pounds in 8 months
It showed me that depression isn’t the mind crying out in pain, it’s the body
crying out for nutrition!
— Jamie Baverstock, 17 pounds in 4 weeks
I’ve transformed from an overweight, depressed, and unhealthy vegan into a
t, happy, and half-marathon-running vegan.
— Ellen Murray, 135 pounds in 2 years
In many cases, diseases that are labelled ‘incurable’ are NOT necessarily,
especially when you Eat to Live! Try it — You have everything to gain and
poor health to lose!
— Stacey Becker, recovered from lupus

Source: Eat to Live by Dr Joel Furhrman
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Your Vegan Food Pyramid
After discovering your new vegan food groups you may be wondering how
to put it all together. This graphic of a vegan food pyramid is a
recommendation for the standard vegan diet. It is all about empowering you
to create your own nutritious vegan mealplans.

Let’s take a closer look…
Fruits and Vegetables — will now take centre stage. They are living foods, full
of vibrant nutrients and the building blocks your body needs to make
protein and glycogen.
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Vegetables: 2 – 4 cups. The vegetables you consume need to be
proportioned as follows in order of the highest priority:
You can eat unlimited quantities of high nutrient, low calorie, dark
green leafy vegetables like kale, swiss chard, watercress, spinach,
rocket, mustard greens, collard greens, parsley, basil and celery. In
fact the more you eat of these vegetables the healthier and
slimmer you will be especially if they are raw.
The next most important green vegetables will be broccoli, green
beans, brussel sprouts, asparagus, pak choy, tatsoi and cucumber.
Then explore the rainbow of colourful vegetables like butternut,
bell peppers, cauli ower, aubergine, onions, garlic, mushrooms,
tomatoes and carrots.
Fruit: 1½ – 2½ cups. A minimum of 4 fruits a day. However you can also
replace your grain allowance with fruit. Berries, plums, lemons, oranges,
melons, kiwi fruit, peaches, bananas, grapes, pears, pineapple, apples,
cherries, mangoes, apricots.
Whole Grains — Explore a new territory with buckwheat, brown and wild rice,
millet, oats, maize, quinoa and barley. Also include starchy vegetables in this
category like sweet potatoes, corn and potatoes, butternut and carrots.
Beans — Have at least 1 cup of beans a day: chickpeas, lentils, soybeans, split
peas, black beans, kidney beans, edamame, adzuki, butter beans
etc. Legumes can be used to replace most of your grain and starch intake as
they also contain carbohydrates
Nuts and Seeds — consume at least 60 g nuts: walnuts, almonds, cashews,
sun ower seeds, pumpkin seeds, sesame seeds. Plus 1 tablespoon of ground,
soaked ax seed.
Dairy Substitutes and Faux Meats — are convenience foods and should not
be used as a staple food. The temptation when rst going vegan is to have
them at every meal. Rather use them occasionally to supplement a diet high
in fresh fruits, vegetables, legumes, nuts and seeds.
Oils and Fats — There are many vegan fats that can be used in baking and
cooking: coconut oil, olive oil, sesame oil, vegetable shortening, ax seed. Try
wherever possible to source your essential fatty acids from whole foods like
avocadoes, nuts, seeds and olives, rather than using extruded oils.
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These recommendations are suitable for people on a standard vegan diet.
Wherever possible avoid processed foods and choose organic, whole foods
that have been freshly prepared for a higher nutritional value. Vary your diet
and experiment with new fruits, vegetables, legumes and nuts that you
haven’t tried before. You will discover that your taste buds come alive as your
body adjusts to new exciting avours and textures that are bursting with
health.
* Note: on average 1 cup = 250 g. For more accurate values visit Kitchen
Conversions Calculators and Tables.
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The Health Benefits of Going Vegan
Following a vegan diet automatically means you reduce your saturated fat
intake, while increasing healthy bre and phyto-nutrients. Following a
healthy, balanced vegan diet results in more energy and a better quality of
life. Studies are repeatedly showing that avoiding toxic animal products will
protect you from some of the major diseases striking people in western
cultures today.
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Nutrition
All of the following nutritional bene ts come from a vegan diet that contains
a variety of foods such as fresh fruits and vegetables, whole grains, nuts and
legumes.
Reduced saturated fats. Dairy products and meats contain a large
amount of saturated fats. By reducing the amount of saturated fats in
your diet, you will improve your health tremendously, especially when it
comes to your cardiovascular health.
Carbohydrates provide energy for your body. When you don’t have
enough carbohydrates, your body resorts to burning muscle tissue.
Fibre. A diet high in bre (as vegan food usually is) leads to healthier
bowel movements. High bre diets help ght against colon cancer.
Magnesium. Aiding in the absorption of calcium, magnesium is an
important nutrient and is often overlooked. Nuts, seeds, and dark leafy
greens are an excellent source of magnesium.
Potassium balances hydration and acidity in your body. It stimulates
the kidneys to eliminate toxins. Diets high in potassium have been
shown to reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease and cancer.
Folate. This B vitamin plays an important part in a healthy diet. Folate
helps with cell repair, generating red and white blood cells, and
metabolizing amino acids.
Antioxidants are one of the best ways to protect your body against cell
damage, Many researchers also believe that antioxidants help protect
your body against some types of cancer.
Vitamin C. Besides boosting your immune system, Vitamin C ensures
healthy gums and helps heal bruises faster. Vitamin C is also an
antioxidant.
Vitamin E. This powerful vitamin has bene ts for your heart, skin, eyes,
brain, and may even help prevent Alzheimer’s Disease. A diet high in
grains, nuts, and dark leafy greens is full of Vitamin E.
Phytochemicals. Plant-based foods provide phytochemicals, which help
to prevent and heal the body from cancer, boost protective enzymes,
and work with antioxidants in the body.
Protein. That protein is good for your body is no surprise. However, it
may be a surprise to learn that most people eat too much protein.
Beans, nuts, peas, lentils, and soy products are all great ways to get the
right amount of protein in a your diet.
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Disease Prevention
Eating a healthy vegan diet has been shown to prevent a number of
diseases.
Cardiovascular disease. Eating nuts and whole grains, while eliminating
dairy products and meat, will improve your cardiovascular health and
help to prevent strokes.
Cholesterol. By eliminating any animal products, you will eliminate all
dietary cholesterol from your diet.
Blood pressure. A diet rich in whole grains is bene cial to your health in
many ways, including lowering high blood pressure.
Type 2 diabetes. Not only does a vegan diet provide protection against
Type 2 diabetes, it is also “easier to follow than the standard diet
recommended by the American Diabetic Association.”
Prostate cancer. A major study showed that men in the early stages of
prostate cancer who switched to a vegan diet either halted the
progress of the cancer or may have even reversed the illness.
Colon cancer. Eating a diet consisting of whole grains, along with fresh
fruits and vegetables can greatly reduce your chances of colon cancer.
Breast cancer. Countries where women eat very little meat and animal
products have a much lower rate of breast cancer than do the women
in countries that consume more animal products.
Macular degeneration. Diets with lots of fresh fruits and vegetables,
especially leafy greens, carrots, pumpkin, and sweet potatoes, can help
prevent the onset of age-related macular degeneration.
Cataracts. In much the same way that macular degeneration is headed
off by a vegan diet, cataracts are also thought to be prevented through
the intake of fruits and vegetables that are high in antioxidants.
Arthritis. Eliminating dairy consumption has long been connected with
alleviating arthritis symptoms, but a recent study indicates that a
combination of gluten-free and vegan diet is very promising for
improving the health of those suffering from rheumatoid arthritis.
Osteoporosis. Bone health depends on a balance of neither too much
nor too little protein, adequate calcium intake, high potassium, and low
sodium. With a healthy vegan diet, all four of these points set a perfect
scenario for preventing osteoporosis.
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Physical Benefits
In addition to good nutrition and disease prevention, eating vegan also
provides many physical bene ts. Find out how a vegan diet makes your
body stronger, more attractive, and more energetic.
Body Mass Index. Several population studies show that a diet without
meat leads to lower BMIs, which is usually an indicator of a healthy
weight and lack of fat on the body.
Weight loss. A healthy weight loss is a typical result of a smart vegan
diet. Eating vegan eliminates most of the unhealthy foods that tend to
cause weight issues. Read more about weight loss and a vegan diet .
Energy. When following a healthy vegan diet, you will nd you have
more energy. This blog post in Happy Healthy Long Life describes how
NFL tight-end Tony Gonzalez started eating vegan and gained energy.
Healthy skin. Nuts and vegetables rich in vitamins A and E, play a big
role in healthy skin, so vegans will usually have good skin health. Many
people who switch to a vegan diet will notice a remarkable reduction in
blemishes.
Longer life. Several studies indicate that those following a vegan
lifestyle live an average of three to six years longer than those who do
not.
Body odor. Being vegan means smelling better as eliminating dairy and
red meat from the diet signi cantly reduces body odor.
Bad breath. Vegans frequently experience a reduction in bad breath.
Hair. Many who follow vegan diets report that their hair becomes
stronger, has more body, and looks healthier.
Nails. Healthy vegan diets are also responsible for much stronger,
healthier nails. Nail health is said to be an indicator of overall health.
PMS. When switching to a vegan diet, many women tell how PMS
symptoms become much less intense or disappear altogether. The
elimination of dairy is thought to help with those suffering with PMS.
Migraines. Migraine sufferers who go on vegan diets frequently discover
relief from their migraines. Read more about the food-migraine
connection.
Allergies. Reduction in dairy, meat, and eggs is often tied to the
alleviation of allergy symptoms. Many vegans report fewer runny noses
and less congestion.
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Toxic Animal Products
The typical Western diet not only consists of too much food, it also contains
animal products that may be toxic. The following list explains how a vegan
diet can eliminate problems linked to the consumption of animal products.
Animal proteins. The average person in the western world eats twice as
much protein as necessary to be healthy and much of that is from red
meat. Getting protein from beans and grains is far healthier and
reduces the risk for osteoporosis.
Cow’s milk dairy. The human body is not designed to digest cow’s milk.
However, the idea that dairy is healthy is heavily promoted through
advertising. As much as 75% of the world’s population may be lactose
intolerant with many people suffering from undiagnosed milk allergies
or sensitivities. By eliminating cow’s milk from your diet, you are
improving your overall health.
Eggs. Many nutritionists believe that the number of eggs in the
Western diet is too high. It has been shown that eggs can raise
cholesterol levels.
Mercury. Most of the sh and shell sh consumed contain mercury.
While some sh contain less than others, it is almost impossible not to
ingest mercury when you consume seafood.
E. coli comes from eating contaminated red meat and is the leading
cause of bloody diarrhea. Young children, those with compromised
immune systems, as well as the elderly, can become extremely ill and
even die from E. coli poisoning. Following a vegan diet means
completely avoiding the risk of E. coli infection.
Salmonella poisoning is another gastrointestinal illness caused by
animal products. The most frequent way people contract salmonella
food poisoning is through contact with raw eggs or raw chicken meat
from chickens infected with salmonella. Again, going vegan means
eliminating this risk altogether.
Mad cow disease. It’s safe to say that most people would want to avoid
contracting a fatal, non-treatable disease. While the incidence of mad
cow disease is not reported that often, it does occur. One way to
absolutely ensure you don’t get Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease is to not eat
animal products at all.
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Hormone consumption. Eating animals who have been given
hormones to speed growth (a common practice in the meat industry)
means those hormones end up in your body. Not only can this disrupt
the natural balance of your hormones, but some of the hormones given
to animals have shown to cause tumor growth in humans.
Antibiotics are routinely given to animals. Many of the antibiotics used
to treat human infections are also used on animals. This can lead to
bacterial resistance.
Genetically Modi ed Organisms. You may avoid GMO’s in your own diet,
but the vast majority of genetically modi ed grains are fed to livestock,
which means that you will be affected by them when you consume
products from these animals. Being vegan means you can choose to
refrain from consuming GMO’s.

Other Benefits
In addition to the health bene ts above, following a vegan lifestyle also has
other bene ts.
Animals. Many people begin a vegan diet out of concern for animals.
Whether opposed to the conditions of animals intended for food or
eating animals in general, going vegan will end your participation in this
cycle of violence and suffering.
Environment. Growing plants for food costs far fewer resources than
raising animals for food. By eating a vegan diet, you help reduce the toll
on the environment.
Global food supply. Feeding grain to animals raised for food reduces the
amount of grain that is available to underdeveloped nations. Many
people will go hungry while the food they could be eating is given to
animals to feed the developed nations. Eating a vegan diet ensures
that you have removed yourself from participating in this cycle of
deprivation.
Edited excerpt from article originally published on NursingDegree.net
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Vegan Meal Plans
Creating your meals will become far simpler from now on out. Making your
meals fun and tasty will take no more effort than if you were planning to eat
as an omnivore. It is simply something new. See this time in your life as an
adventure! Focus on all the new options that you do have, instead of
focusing on what you are choosing to leave out.

Breakfast
a shot of wheat grass or essential green smoothie to start every day
quinoa porridge with banana and syrup
muesli with seed mix, dried fruit and plant-based milk
oats, sorghum or maizemeal porridge with brown sugar and cinnamon
fresh fruit smoothie with banana and ground ax seeds
muf n and jam
savoury tofu scramble, grilled tomatoes and tempeh bacon
saut éed mushrooms and faux sausage
toast with nut butter, jam or Marmite
pancakes with banana, vegan cream and agave syrup.
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Lunch
veggie burger
corn on the cob
Vivo’s pizza
vegetable stirfry
vegan cheese, cucumber, chutney and tomato sandwich
bagel and vegan cream cheese
artichoke, chickpea and avocado salad with sprouts
humus on corn thins with salad
faux chicken strips and salad wraps
mung dahl with basmati rice
avocado and cucumber maki
Dinner
tofu in red curry with rice spaghetti
pasta, mushrooms and vegan cream
soya mince lasagna
lentil cottage pie
macaroni and cheese
pizza with vegan cheese, capers, black olives, spinach and avocado
stirfry chicken strips and julienne style vegetable with jasmine rice
gazpachio or lentil soup with health bread

Snacks and Desserts
fresh fruit
50-60 g tree nuts every day
dried fruit
fresh veggie or fruit juice
nachos with guacamole
spicy chickpea popcorn
black cherries with tofu ice cream
waf es with soya cream and maple syrup
soya, rice protein or hemp meal protein powder
for the feel-good hormones, nibble on pumpkin seeds, raw cacao and
goji berries.
warm rice milk with a teaspoon of de-sulphured molasses
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Vegan Food Groups
As omnivores we were so familiar
with the standard
meat+potatoes+veg template for
our meals, that trying to create
vegan meals can be intimidating
at rst. There is no reason why you
can’t continue to use this same
recipe when you’re vegan. You
could simply replace the animal
protein with vegetable protein.
Let’s break the food groups down
to show you the wonderful range
of options you have to create your
delicious vegan meals from now
on.

Proteins
Here are some tips on how to
prepare beans, as well as where
you can nd other forms of concentrated vegan protein.
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Haricot beans, mung beans, kidney beans, borlotti beans, lentils, butter
beans and chickpeas are all good sources of protein. Soak the dry beans
overnight (sometimes longer) and then simmer in fresh water. Replace
water halfway through. When cooked, they can be frozen in meal-size
portions and then added to soups, stews, stirfrys, curries or salads when
needed. When buying canned legumes, rinse them well in a sieve to
get rid of the oligosaccharides that hinder digestion and cause
atulence.
You will nd that many vegan substitutes for chicken and meat, are
available in supermarkets and health stores, ranging from chicken
strips, sausages and mince to burger patties. These are made from a
variety of products including chickpeas, soya, mushrooms, lentils and
seitan which is a protein invented by the Buddhist monks and made
from gluten.
When buying soya mince, you will need to read the labels carefully, as
not all soya products are vegan. As a general rule, soya products that are
marked as ‘vegan’, are not usually genetically modi ed. If you are
buying an un avoured soya mince, rst soak the mince in a bouillon
made with vegetable stock or the avouring you want to add to your
meal.
Tofu is simple to prepare. Simply add tofu to whatever stew or soup you
are preparing and it will absorb the avours in the pot. Otherwise you
could deep fry it, or purchase a rmer variety for more texture.
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Carbohydrates
Did you know that pasta is vegan? Just keep an eye out for egg in egg
noodles. Otherwise pasta is usually made from just 2 ingredients: our +
water. Bread is also vegan, although it is always sensible to check the
ingredients. The Sasko label speci es that their emulsi ers and enzymes are
from non-animal origin. Albany actually labels their bread as vegan!
Rice, corn, pasta, bread, wraps, tortillas and quinoa.
Potatoes could be served as chips, mash, rostis, hash browns or baked
potatoes.
Muesli, porridge and cereal can be made with oats, rice, quinoa, soya,
millet and buckwheat akes.
Quinoa is the new superfood. Excellent tossed into a salad, or served
instead of rice. It contains a multitude of nutrients and a generous
helping of protein.
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Fruit & Vegetables
If you don’t like vegetables it is still possible to be vegan, however you are
going to battle to get avour, variety and adequate nutrition. Please
persevere. Treat yourself like an errant child and tempt your tastebuds with
new dishes. Our bodies instinctively crave what they know is good for them,
so when you start tuning into what your body needs, you will start to
appreciate the complex avours and textures you get from vegetables.
Vegetables, especially green, leafy vegetables should form the basis of your
eating plan.
Include lots of green, leafy vegetables and salads in your meals. Kale,
spinach, parsley and salads have a high iron, folate and protein content.
Broccoli, cauli ower, green beans, aubergine, mushrooms, baby
marrows are full of macro and micro nutrients and bre.
Colourful vegetables, like carrots, butternut and red peppers are rich in
antioxidants.
Alfalfa, lentils and mung beans are easily sprouted with minimal fuss.
They are the ultimate fresh, organic meal absolutely bursting with real
enzymes. Sprouting a bean dramatically increases its nutrient value.
Grow your own sun ower seed sprouts and wheat grass for tasty micro
nutrients, chlorophyll, simple protein and minerals.
Fresh fruit is the perfect portable, in-between-meal snack, or as a pick
me up for when the 4pm afternoon doldrums hit you.
There are so many fruits to choose from: apples, pears, kiwi, melon,
oranges, granadilla, guavas, grapes and mangos.
Paw paw and pineapple greatly enhance the digestion.
Blueberries, strawberries, gooseberries, raspberries, blackberries and
mulberries are lled with antioxidants and vitamin C.
Dates and goji berries are Nature’s sweets and packed with nutritional
value.
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Sauces & Condiments
Condiments include capers, olives, pickles and sundried tomatoes.
Humus and tahini make an excellent spread for corn thins and bread, or
can be used in salad dressings.
Omega 3 fats are a necessary part of your diet and it is far healthier to
eat whole foods like avocados, olives, nuts and seeds than to add
concentrated oils. Rinse olives and soak them for 10 minutes to remove
excess salt.
Sesame, pumpkin and sun ower seeds, as well as brazil nuts, almonds,
walnuts, coconut and pecan nuts make tasty snacks and are great
sources of unsaturated fats, iron and calcium.
Have a tablespoon of freshly ground linseeds ( axseed) every morning
to ensure adequate intake of omega 3; or sprinkle it over salads, soups
and stews to add avour.
If you are adding oils to your food, rather use cold-pressed ax oil which
is high in Omega 3.
For healthy fried food you can use coconut oil.
Sauces you can use include tomato sauce and canned tomato mixes,
BBQ, Mexican, chili, chutney, some Thai curries.
You can make or buy vegan mayonnaise and many salad dressings are
vegan.

Non-Dairy
Anything that can be made from dairy products can also be made from
soya, nuts and oat or rice milk. Keep an eye open for vegan ice creams,
custards, creams, butters and chocolate mousses. Many of the products
use non-hydrogenated oils, which is 100% cholesterol-free and far
healthier for you.
Soya yoghurts are available, but unless it clearly states “vegan” on the
package, it isn’t.
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Daily Vegan Essentials
Try to include these items in your diet every day:
plenty of green leafy vegetables, at least 100-300g
50-60 g tree nuts
1-3 fresh fruit
30 g ground linseed
wheat grass juice or powder
Vit B12: 2.4μg daily from forti ed foods, or supplements
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Animal Derived Ingredients
In a vegan world, we wouldn’t need to worry about the hidden animal
ingredients as they would not be freely available. Suppliers would readily
choose additives that are plant based. Unfortunately, in our current system
of routine animal slaughter, and due to the preference we have for
consuming only certain body parts, the by-products abound. They are
cheaper than the plant-based alternatives as there is no alternate market for
them and they would otherwise be seen as waste products.

Sources of Animal Derived Ingredients
After slaughter and the removal of all prime cuts and saleable items, the
carcass is sent to the rendering plant to be converted into usable material.
These are the bits and pieces of animals who make people squeamish and
which you would not know about: fat, blood, bones, offal, brain matter, eyes,
cartilage, tendons, feathers and fur. Not only healthy farm animals are used,
the material can be sourced from downed animals who never made it to the
kill oor as well as euthanased animals from veterinarians, Nature Reserves
and zoos. Their appearance, avour, smell and chemical structure are altered
and the end product is sanitised behind the names of chemical compounds,
E numbers, vitamins and innocuous terms like “gelatine”.
As a vegan looking for ethical food choices, you will soon get into the habit of
reading labels. It is inadvisable to “trust” the manufacturer’s sense of
goodwill. This is not in their mandate, which is to create a product that is not
lethal to humans and will generate pro t for the company. Compassion and
animal rights very seldom play a part in their marketing and production
strategies.
Be willing to avoid products that are not properly labelled unless you have
assurances they contain no animal ingredients. When eating out, don’t
expect the waitrons to know the ingredients in the food. They are not
involved in the cooking process and will not be able to nd out the details
from the kitchen staff in the middle of service. Rather phone ahead and
speak to the chef personally. Unless the menu or product packaging
speci cally says suitable for vegans, then it probably isn’t.
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Wherever possible, buy from ethical, vegan companies. Help them grow into
thriving businesses with your support.

Labelled and Obviously Animal Derived Ingredients
Dairy Products – present in almost every processed food under the guise of
whey protein, butterfat, milk protein, cheese avouring, cream or casein.
They are used in almost all sweets, desserts, sauces, soups, casseroles and
cosmetic products and chocolates; even unethically, in so-called “dark”
chocolate.
Gelatine – made from the boiled hooves, bones, skin and ligaments of pigs,
cows or sh and is found in marshmallows, jelly, sweets, custards, desserts,
vitamin capsules, nail varnish, golf balls and matches.
Eggs – mayonnaise, desserts, soups, cakes, breads, biscuits and some pastas.
Check the source of lecithin, if it isn’t soya, then it will be egg lecithin.
Shrimp Paste – found in many thai curries.
Stock – a special note needs to be made about stock. Many people dismiss
stock as it seems to represent such a small portion of the dish to be
consumed. However, the truth is that the animals used for stock are those
that cannot be sold as prime cuts. They are the bruised, battered and
abused bodies of animals who have lived the longest lives and thus endured
the most suffering. Typically they are sourced from the mothers: egg laying
hens and dairy cows.
Chicken Stock can be found in butternut soup, vegetable soup, cheese
sauce, tomato-based pastas, and potato bakes.
Beef Stock is used in many sauces and spices: BBQ sauce, hot chips and
crisps, bovril, and vegetable soups.
Fish, Shrimp and Oyster Stock can be found in many foods that are
misleadingly marked as vegetarian.
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Possibly Animal Derived Supplements
? Amino Acids – Red Meat
? Alanine
? Arginine
? Asparagine
? Aspartic Acid
? Cysteine
? Cystine
? Glutamic Acid
? Glutamine
? Glutathione
? Glycine
? Histidine
? Isoleucine
? Leucine
? Lysine
? Methionine
? Phenylalanine
? Proline
? Serine
? Taurine
? Tryptophan
? Threonine
? Tyrosine
? Valine
? Beta Carotene – Provitamin A
? Biotin – Vitamin B Factor
? B Vitamins – Red Meat
? Calciferool – Vitamin D
? Calcium – Dairy
? Calcium Carbonate – bones, teeth, shells, plant ash
? Chelated – Amino Acids
? Choline
? Chromium – Egg
? Ergocalciferol – Vitamin D2, Vitamin D3
? Inositol
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? Iodine – Seafood
? Iron – Liver
? Lecithin
? Lipoids/Lipids
? Omega 3 – Fish
? Phosphorous – Red Meat and Dairy
? Potassium – Dairy
? Probiotics – Lactobacillus – Dairy
? Ribo avin
? Selenium – Fish
? Vitamin A – Gelatine, Retinol, Palmitate or Acetate
? Vitamin B5 – Panthenol
? Vitamin B12
? Vitamin D
? Vitamin D3 – Lanolin from Sheep’s Wool
? Vitamin H
? Zinc – Seafood

Possibly Animal Derived Ingredients
? Allantoin
? Amino Acid
? Aminiuccinate Acid DL and L
? Aminosuccinate Acid DL and L
? Arti cial Colours
? Benzoic Acid
? Choline Bitartate
? Deoxyribonucleic Acid
? Glutamic Acid
? Imidazolidinyl Urea
? Insulin
? Isopropyl Myristate
? Natural Flavour
? Natural Source
? Nucleic Acid
? Panthenol
? Polypeptides
? Ribonucleic Acid
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Definitely Animal Derived Ingredients
A
x Acetate
x Acetylated Hydrogenated Lard Glyceride
x Acetylated Lanolin
x Acetylated Lanolin Alcohol
x Acetylated Lanolin Ricinoleate
x Acetylated Tallow
x Adrenaline
x Albumen/Albumin
x Alcohols – Aliphatic and Triterpene
x Aliphatic Alchohol
x Ambergris
x Amerachol TM
x Ammonium Hydrolyzed Protein
x Amniotic Fluid
x AMPD Isoteric Hydrolyzed Animal Protein
x Amylase
x Animal Collagen Amino Acids
x Animal Keratin Amino Acids
x Animal Protein Derivative
x Animal Tissue Extract — Epiderm Oil R
x Arachidonic Acid
x Aspartic Acid
x Aspic

B
x Batyl Alcohol
x Batyl Isostearate
x Bee Pollen
x Beeswax
x Benzyltrimonium Hydrolyzed Animal Protein
x Beta Carotene
x Brain Extract
x Buttermilk
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C
x C30-46 Piscine Oil
x Calfskin Extract
x Calcium Hepatonate
x Calcium Phytate
x Calcium Mesoinositol Hexaphosphate
x Cantharides Tincture – Spanish Fly
x Cantharidin
x Caprylic Acid
x Carbamide – Urea, Imidazolidinyl Urea, Uric Acid
x Carmine – Cochineal
x Carminic Acid — Natural Red No. 4
x Casein
x Caseinogen
x Castor – Castoreum (not Castor Oil)
x Catgut
x Catharidin
x Ceteth-2 – Poltethylene (2) Cetyl Ether
x Ceteth-1, -2, -4, -6, -10, -30
x Cetyl Alchohol
x Cetyl Lactate
x Cetyl Myristate
x Cetyl Palmitate
x Cholesterol
x Cholesterin
x Chondroitin
x Civet
x Cochineal
x Cod-Liver Oil
x Coleth-24
x Collagen
x Cortico Steroid
x Cortisone
x Cysteine, -L-Form
x Cystine (or Cysteine)
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D
x Dea-Oleth-10 Phosphate
x Desamido Animal Collagen
x Desamidocollagen
x Dicapryloyl Cystine
x Diethylene Tricaseinamide
x Dihydrocholesterol
x Dihydrocholesterol Octyledecanoate
x Dihydrocholeth-15
x Dihydrocholeth-30
x Dihydrogenated Tallow Benzylmoniumchloride
x Dihydrogenated Tallow Methylamine
x Dihydrogenated Tallow Phthalate
x Dihydroxyethyl Tallow Amine Oxide
x Dimethyl Hydrogenated Tallowamine
x Dimethyl Tallowamine
x Disodium Hydrogenated TallowGlutamate
x Disodium Tallamido Mea-Sulfosuccinate
x Disodium Tallowaminodipropionate
x Ditallowdimonium Chloride
x Down
x Dried Buttermilk
x Dried Egg Yolk
x Duodenum
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E
x Edubke Bond Phosphate
x Egg
x Egg Oil
x Egg Powder
x Egg Protein
x Egg Yolk
x Egg Yolk Extract
x Elastin
x Embryo Extract
x Ergisterol
x Ergocalciferol
x Estradiol
x Estradiol Benzoate
x Estrogen
x Estrone
x Ethyl Arachidonate
x Ethyl Ester of Hydrolyzed Animal Protein
x Ethyl Morrhuate – Lipineate
x Ethylene Dehydrogenated Tallowamide

F
x Feathers
x Fish Glyceride
x Fish Liver Oil
x Fish Oil
x Fish Scales
x Fletan oil
x Fur
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G
x Gelatine (not Gel)
x Glucosamine
x Glucuronic Acid
x Glycerides
x Glyceryl Diacetate
x Glyceryl Lanolate
x Glyceryl triacetate
x Glycine
x Glycogen
x Guanine – Pearl Essence
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H
x Heptylundecanol
x Hide Glue
x Honey
x Human Placental Protein
x Human Umbilical Extract
x Hyaluronic Acid
x Hydrogenated Animal Glyceride
x Hydrogenated Ditallow Amine
x Hydrogenated Honey
x Hydrogenated Laneth-5, -20, -25
x Hydrogenated Lanolin
x Hydrogenated Lanolin Alcohol
x Hydrogenated Lard Glyceride
x Hydrogenated Shark-Liver Oil
x Hydrogenated Tallow Acid
x Hydrogenated Tallow Betaine
x Hydrogenated Tallow Glyceride
x Hydrolyzed Animal Elastin
x Hydrolyzed Animal Keratin
x Hydrolyzed Animal Protein
x Hydrolyzed Casein
x Hydrolyzed Elastin
x Hydrlyzed Human Placental Protein
x Hydrolyzed Keratin
x Hydrolyzed Silk
x Hydroxylated Lanolin

I
x Isinglass
x Isobutylated Lanolin
x Isopropyl Lanolate
x Isopropyl Tallowatelsopropyl Lanolate
x Isostearic Hydrolyzed Animal Protein
x Isostearoyl Hydrolyzed Animal Protein
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K
x Keratin
x Keratin Amino Acids

L
x Lactic Yeasts
x Lactose – Milk Sugar
x Laneth-5 through -40
x Laneth-9 and -10 Acetate
x Lanolin – Wool Fat; Wool Wax
x Lanolin Acid
x Lanolin Alcohols – Sterols
x Lanolin Linoleate
x Lanolin Oil
x Lanolin Ricinoleate
x Lanolin Wax
x Lanoinamide DEA
x Lanosteral
x Lard
x Lard Glyceride
x Lauroylhydrolyzed Animal Protein
x Leather
x Leucine
x Linoleic Acid
x Lipase
x Liver Extract
x Lysine
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M
x Magnesium Lanolate
x Magnesium Tallowate
x Mammarian Extract
x Marine Oil
x Mayonnaise
x MEA-Hydrolyzed Animal Protein
x Menhaden Oil – Pogy Oil; Mossbunker Oil
x Methionine
x Milk
x Mink Oil
x Minkamidopropyl Diethylamine
x Monoacetate
x Monoacetin
x Monoglycerides
x Muscle Extract
x Musk
x Musk Ambrette
x Myristoyl Hydrolyzed Animal Protein

N
x Neat’s-Foot Oil
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O
x Octyl Dodecanol – Stearyl Alchohol
x Oleamidopropyl Dimethylamine Hydrolyzed Animal Protein
x Oleic Acid
x Oleostearine
x Oleoyl Hydrolyzed Animal Protein
x Oleth-2, and 3
x Oleth-5, and 10
x Oleth-10
x Oleth-25 and 50
x Oleyl Alcohol
x Oleyl Betatine
x Oleyl Arachidate
x Oleyl Imidazoline
x Oleyl Lanolate
x Ovarian Extract
x Ox Bile
x Oxgall
x Oxystearin

P
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x Palmitate
x Palmitic Acid
x Palmitoyl Hydrolyzed Animal Protein
x Palmitoyl Hydrolyzed Milk Protein
x Panthenol
x Pearl Essence
x PEG-28 Glyceryl Tallowate
x PEG-8 Hydrogenated Fish Glycerides
x PEG-5 through -70 Hydrogenated Lanolin
x PEG-13 Hydrogenated Tallow Amide
x PEG-5 to -20 Lanolate
x PEG-5 through -100 Lanolin
x PEG-75 Lanolin Oil and Wax
x PEG-2 Milk Solids
x PEG-6, -8, -20 Sorbitan Beeswax
x PEG-40, -75, or -80 Sorbitan Lanolate
x PEG-3, -10, or -15 Tallow Aminopropylamine
x PEG-15 Tallow Polyamine
x PEG-20 Tallowate
x Pentahydrosqualene
x Pepsin
x Perhydrosqualene
x Pigskin Extract
x Placental Enzymes, Lipids and Proteins
x Placental Extract
x Placental Protein
x Polyglyceryl-2 Lanolin Alcohol Ether
x Potassium Caseinate
x Potassium Tallowate
x Potassium Undecylenoyl Hydrolyzed Animal Protein
x PPG-12-PEG-50 Lanolin
x PPG-2, -5, -10. -20, -30 Lanolin Alcohol Ethers
x PPG-30 Lanolin Ether
x Pregnenolone Acetate
x Pristane
x Progesterone
x Propolis
x Purcelline Oil Syn
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Q
x Quaternium 27

R
x Rennet
x Rennin
x Retinol
x Royal Jelly
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S
x Sable
x Saccharide Hydrolysate
x Saccharide Isomerate
x Sea Sponge
x Sea Turtle Oil
x Serum Albumin
x Serum Proteins
x Shark-Liver Oil
x Shellac
x Shellac Wax
x Silk
x Silk Amino Acids
x Silk Powder
x Snails
x Sodium Caseinate
x Sodium Chondroitin Sulfate
x Sodium Coco-Hydrolyzed Animal Protein
x Sodium Hydrogenated Tallow Glutamate
x Sodium Laneth Sulfate
x Sodium Methyl Oleoyl Taurate
x Sodium n-Mythyl-n-Oleyl Taurtate
x Sodium Soya Hydrolyzed Animal Protein
x Sodium Tallow Sulfate
x Sodium Tallowate
x Sodium / TEA-Lauroyl Hydrolyzed Animal Protein
x Sodium / TEA-Undecylenoyl Hydrolyzed Animal Protein
x Sodium Undecylenate
x Soluble (Animal) Collagen
x Soya Hydroxyethyl Imidazoline
x Sperm oil
x Spermaceti diacetin-glyceryl
x Spleen Extract
x Squalene
x Stearamide
x Stearate
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x Stearin
x Stearic acid
x Stearyl Alcohol
x Stenol
x Steroid
x Sterol
x Suede

T
x Tallow
x Tallow Acid
x Tallow Amide
x Tallow Amidopropylamine Oxide
x Tallow Amine
x Tallow Amine Oxide
x Tallow Glycerides
x Tallow Hydroxyethal Imidazoline
x Tallow Imidazoline
x Tallowmide DEA and MEA
x Tallowmidopropyl Hydroxysultaine
x Tallowminopropylamine
x Tallowmphoacete
x Talloweth-6
x Tallow Trimonium Chloride
x Tea-Abietoyl Hydrolyzed Animal Protein
x Tea-Coco Hydrolyzed Animal Protein
x Tea-Lauroyl Animal Collagen
x Tea-Lauroyl Animal Keratin Amino Acids
x Tea-Myristol Hydrolyzed Animal Protein
x Tea-Undecylenoyl Hydrolyzed Animal Protein
x Testicular Extract
x Threonine
x Triacetin
x Triethonium Hydrolyzed Animal Protein Ethosulfate
x Trilaneth-4 Phosphate

U
x Urea x Uric Acid
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W
x Whey x Wood Fat x Wool Wax Alcohols

Y
x Yoghurt

Z
x Zinc Hydrolyzed Animal Protein
Most of the above mentioned additives are routinely made using animal
products, but there are alternatives to many of them that have been created
in laboratories. Check with the supplier if you are unsure.
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Is Palm Oil Vegan?
New vegans are often criticised for not adhering to principles which have
nothing to do with being vegan. One of the most hotly contended issues is
whether palm oil is vegan.

Palm Oil Is Vegan – It Comes From Palm Fruit
Being vegan means not eating, wearing, or using animal products.
According to these criteria, palm oil is vegan as it is derived from the palm
fruit.

The Truth About Palm Oil Production
So why is everyone up in arms about palm oil?
Deforestation — The tropical rainforests of Malaysia and Indonesia are
being destroyed at an alarming rate. An estimated 98% of Indonesian
forest will be destroyed by 2022 according to UNEP. While Malaysia
have agreed to the deforestation of up to 50% of their natural
rainforests.
Exploitation of Indigenous People — In some cases small landholders
can participate in the industry thus creating employment for the locals.
However, in most cases palm oil plantations have been developed
without discussing the implications with the local people who have
received no compensation for the exploitation of their natural resources
on which they previously depended for their livelihood. In addition,
reports abound of undocumented and at times underage immigrants
being employed in untenable working conditions.
Environmental Implications — Many of the sites are situated over peat
bogs which, when drained, release carbon into the atmosphere. Palm
oil production accounts for ±10% of manmade carbon dioxide emissions.
On the other hand the palm plantations themselves convert carbon
dioxide into oxygen in the same way other trees would do. Palm Oil Mill
Ef uent has been allowed to contaminate water sources. More
environmentally friendly practices are being developed to deal with it.
For example anaerobic treatment which produces usable biodiesel,
which in turn contributes to the reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions.
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Why do some people speci cally say palm oil is not vegan?
Destroys Eco-Systems — Deforestation destroys the habitats of
critically endangered species like the Sumatran Tiger, the Sumatran
Orangutan and the Asian Rhinoceros. Biodiversity hotspots are being
severely damaged, the effects of which are dif cult to measure.
Extermination and Cruelty Towards Orangutans — Orangutans are
losing their habitat making them extremely vulnerable to human
greed and cruelty. When they invade palm elds in search of food and
shelter, they are either killed, burned alive or sold to zoos, animal
trainers, as pets and in some cases as sex slaves.

Is There Ethical Palm Oil?
There are good and bad production methods in the palm oil industry just as
there are in every other industry. For example harvesting cocoa, coffee, soya,
quinoa and even wheat results in the the death of animal life, environmental
devastation and/or human rights violations. Let us not write off every single
product that contains palm oil.
On a positive note, ethical companies are taking steps to address the issues
surrounding palm oil production. One example is the highly reputable vegan
rm VBites Foods, previously known as Redwood Wholefood Company. Due
to public pressure, they have committed to removing all palm oil from their
products over time. In the meantime, this is their current palm oil policy:

– VBites Foods only buys palm oil f rom reputable sources
in Indonesia to avoid causing any further damage to
people or the environment.
– All palm oil is purchased f rom sustainable sources.
– VBites Foods works closely with its suppliers to make
sure that all of our principles are upheld at all times.
— VBites Foods ‘Palm Oil Policy’
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This is the response we received from Bute Island Foods:

“Our palm oil suppliers are the leaders in developing
sustainable palm and are one of the founding members
of the ‘Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil’ (RSPO).
Having said that, we would prefer not use palm and
wherever possible we have switched to coconut oil and
will be continuing to look to develop/re-formulate palm
oil f ree, hard Sheese alternatives.”
— Bute Island Foods
Another example comes from a non-vegan producer of plant-based milks:

“WhiteWave is proud to source palm oil f rom suppliers
that adhere to the RSPO principles, which ensure the
rainforest and its inhabitants are protected and that
workers are treated fairly and receive fair wages.” — Ron
Schnur, WhiteWave Foods
Veganism Is Our First Priority
The palm oil debate is fraught with intrigue and drama, and it will take a
while before a truly ethical strategy is formulated for the way forward.

The important point here is: whether you are personally
motivated to get involved in the struggle, and whether
or not you choose to consume palm oil is up to you. The
choices you make in this regard will not alter your vegan
status.
On the other hand, spreading the misinformation that palm oil is ‘not’ vegan
only serves to dilute the vegan message and ultimately hurts more animals
than it could ever save.
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Take a moment to look at the bigger picture: the 2011 Defra mapping
exercise of UK gures shows that 552,300 mt (80%) palm kernel meal and
150,000 mt (23%) palm oil is used for animal feed, as opposed to 435,000 mt
palm oil which is used for human consumption. These gures show very
clearly that the consumption of animal products is a major driver of the
industry. Promoting veganism will effectively reduce the devastation caused
by palm oil production as it will squash the demand for palm oil derivatives in
animal feed.
Do you truly want to give orangutans a hand? Then help us raise the status
of all animals to legal persons. Until people no longer eat animals, they will
never see orangutans as anything more than disposable resources.

Let’s work together to make veganism the moral baseline and majority
mindset. To do this we need to encourage mainstream veganism. Let’s put
aside our personal agendas and make shifting the paradigm towards a
vegan world, our rst priority.
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What About GM Soya?
Soya is used in many vegan products, including non-dairy milks and
cheeses, meat substitutes and tofu. With concerns surrounding GMOs
growing daily, people are prone to panic upon hearing a product contains
soya, mistakenly assuming that it will always be genetically modi ed soya.
This is not necessarily true.

Are Vegan Products Free From GM Soya?
Due to the growing ethical, environmental and health concerns surrounding
genetically modi ed foods, ethical companies are taking steps to exclude
GMO’s from their product offerings. As a result you will nd the vast majority
of vegan products and many vegan by accident products do not contain GM
soya.
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VBites Foods, formerly known as Redwood Wholefoods Company, states:

“Until the ethical, scienti c and safety bases for gene
manipulation is proven, Redwood will never use GMOs in
any of its products. This has lead to reformulation where
necessary and the need to resource certain Soya
products with a certi able provenance.”
— VBites Foods
Located in the Scotland, the makers of Sheese Vegan Cheese are also very
clear on the issue:

“We only use soya f rom an IP source (Identity Preserved).
The IP system is used to trace the soya f rom seed, all the
way through the production process, and it is used to
ensure that the soya is GMO-f ree as well as very good
quality.”
— Bute Island Foods
South Africans can nd GM-free soya products at Fry’s Vegetarian and Good
Hope International Beverages, or try the organic soya milk from Woolworths.
The non-vegan company, WhiteWave Foods also takes the matter of GMOs
seriously.

“Every product we offer is enrolled in the Non-GMO
Project, which means a third party veri es our testing
and GMO controls to make sure we meet the Project’s
high standards for non-GMO foods.”
— Silk
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WhiteWave’s other plant-based brand, Alpro, details their policy as follows:

“We use a traceability system to ensure that all our
products and ingredients avoid contamination with
genetically modi ed organisms. The system is approved
and monitored by independent auditors Cert ID, an
independent auditing group recommended by the
British Retail Consortium.”
— Alpro
Where Does All The GM Soya Go?
By 2012, 94% of soy in the US was from GM crops (USDA). Over half of the
world’s 2007 soybean crop (58.6%) was genetically modi ed. And 90 to 100%
of soy products imported by South Africa are likely to be derived from GM
soybeans. So where does the GM soya go?
Excessive demand for animal products results in the bloated animal
agriculture industry requiring large volumes of soya to feed the animals
farmed for human consumption. According to US based SoyTech,
“Approximately 98% of the soybean meal that is crushed is further processed
into animal feed.”
Moreover, for those exitarians who think that giving up red meat will help
them escape the effects of GM crops, think again. According to the North
Carolina Soybean Producers Association, “Over half of the soybeans
processed for livestock feed are fed to poultry.”
Which leaves us with the undeniable conclusion: if you consume animal
products, then you are almost certainly consuming GM soya.
In addition, if you consume processed food, then you are also exposing
yourself to GM soya. Bill Freese from the Center for Food Safety says “60-70%
of processed foods have ingredients derived from GMOs”. Due to the hidden
animal derived ingredients, and contrary to public opinion, it is far less likely
for vegans to consume processed food than it is for omnivores.
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Is Organic Soya Ever Genetically Modified?
Organic producers are prohibited from the use of GMOs in organic
production. So a good rule of thumb when buying soya products, is to only
buy those labelled as organic. It should naturally follow that the product is
also GMO free. However, if you want to split hairs, there are instances where
cross-pollination has occurred, and there is a chance the organic farmer’s
seed may have become contaminated by neighbouring GM crops.

Is GM Soya Ever Vegan Certified?
Although this is probably never the case, it is interesting to note that vegan
certi ed products do not have to be entirely GM-free. Even if the soya is
genetically modi ed, as long as the DNA has not been altered using animal
or insect DNA, then it is still vegan. This may sound shocking to the anti-GM
lobby, however, these are two separate issues and should not be confused.

The development and/or production of genetically
modi ed organisms (GMO) must not have involved
animal genes or animal-derived substances. Products
put forward for registration which contain or may
contain any GMOs must be labelled as such.
— The Vegan Society ‘Trademark Standards’
Back to Vegan Basics
The concerns surrounding genetically modi ed organisms entering our food
systems are vitally relevant. However, we need to be careful not to give out
mixed messages by labelling GM soya as not being vegan. These are two
separate matters.
Being vegan does not make it compulsory for you to be a superhero,
ghting corruption at every turn. Veganism relates to not eating, wearing or
using animals. Our priority, as vegans, is to save the lives of animals.
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Are Your Battling to Give Up Dairy?
Yes it can be dif cult when you are making changes in your life. We feel
attached to dairy products for many reasons. Could you be addicted to
cheese? Or perhaps you are depending on food to give you the nurturing
you could get elsewhere. Here are a few tips on how you can nip your dairy
cravings in the bud.

Acknowledge the Sentience of Cows
One of the major reasons you still view dairy as a food source is because,
even if you are keenly aware that the cows suffer, it hasn’t completely sunk
in yet. When you have truly accepted that animals are sentient like us, it will
become unthinkable to ever exploit them again. You will have given up dairy
before you have even consciously decided to do so.
Something happens when you educate yourself on the truth about dairy
and watch the videos exposing animal agriculture. Something changes your
attitude to our relationship with non-human animals. When you go vegan
you never need discipline or will power. You undergo a paradigm shift and it
becomes impossible for you to consume animal products again. You simply
no longer view animal esh and animal byproducts as a food source.

If you haven’t reached that point
then you haven’t discovered the truth.
It really is that simple.
You need to discover the truth to help you reach that point. Perhaps you
could visit your local ‘humane’ dairy farm when the cows are calving. If you
were able to see the distress the mothers go through when they have their
calves taken from them, it might help you see the mechanics behind dairy
farming. The so-called ‘humane’ dairy farms might look pastoral and pristine,
however, they are merely whitewashing the routine practices of rape, kidnap
and murder. It is the same thing, just in a pretty package.
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Explore the Vegan Dairy Substitutes
You might be giving up dairy products, but you de nitely do not have to
give up cheese, milk, yoghurt, pizza, chocolate, cheesecake, lasagna or ice
cream. All of these delicious food choices can be made from plant-based
foods with all of the avour and none of the cholesterol. You can either
make your own, or buy them ready-made. There are tons of vegan
substitutes.

When you feel like having dairy, think carefully about
what avours and consistency you are craving, and try to
nd a foodstuff which satis es those requirements.
Try different combinations. Orley Whip is great in hot cocoa. Coconut milk is
stunning in coffee (you can freeze it in an ice tray and use the cubes as and
when you need them). Woolworths South Africa makes a delicious rice milk
that has a subtle vanilla/almond avour. Almond milk powder is absolutely
divine. Instead of plant-based milks, you could try adding a little ground
vanilla or cinnamon to your hot drinks.
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Nut cheeses are very moreish. Cheezly and Sheese cheeses take a while to
grow on you and you will only truly like them after completely abstaining
from dairy cheese for a couple of months. In the meantime, try other
alternatives like humus and guacamole. You could also add coconut milk to
tomato pastas to get that creaminess.
Keep on experimenting. As you nd one alternative that works for you in a
speci c situation then draw a line in the sand and stand rm on that
particular vegan step forward. Work on each instance individually. You don’t
have to conquer everything at once.

Give Your Body Time
You will only be able to give up dairy products when you give them up
absolutely. Any time you have the tiniest little bit of dairy, you will be back at
square one. The good news is that cravings for cheese and dairy products
reduce markedly after a period of complete abstinence.
This shouldn’t be surprising. Our bodies are designed to stop producing the
lactase enzyme required to digest the lactose sugars in breast milk, when
we are weaned, which at the latest would be between 4 and 5 years of age.
We have passed that milestone years ago and the change is long overdue.
So if you give up all forms of dairy for at least 10 days, your digestive system
will have had time to nd its natural balance.
Your taste buds take a little longer. You will only really like dairy substitutes
after you have given up dairy completely. You will nd that your taste buds
come alive after you have ceased to coat them with saturated animal fats.
They become more responsive to subtler avours. Dairy is a bit like a
sledgehammer packed with cholesterol and mucous forming substances. It
takes a while for our taste sensations to appreciate the nuances of the
natural plant-based alternatives. Be patient. Your body will adjust.
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Choose Healthy Foods First
Rather than ‘giving up’ dairy, think of it as expanding your food choices. Fill
up on the abundant range of fruits, vegetables, nuts, seeds, grains and
legumes that come in a rainbow of colours. Try new varieties of fruits and
vegetables that you have never tried before. Increase your meal portion size
to accommodate for the reduced calorie content of your new low fat, high
bre diet. Start your day, every day, with an Essential Early Morning Green
Smoothie. Invest some time in researching meal plans that work for you.
Planning ahead will ensure you don’t nd yourself hungry without a healthy
snack at hand.

Are You Addicted To Cheese?
Another reason we nd cheese so hard to give up is because all breast milk
from mammals (even humans) contains the protein casein which breaks
down into casomorphins when digested and produces an opiate effect. This
helps to soothe the baby and strengthens the mother-child bond thus
ensuring the baby will get all the nutrition he needs to grow strong and
healthy. In cheese, the amount of casein is concentrated, therefore the
amounts of casomorphin produced are higher. Cheese is also high in
saturated fat. Our bodies are genetically designed to crave high fat, high
calorie foods to stave off starvation. This gives cheese a double whammy.
So, is that it then, are you addicted to cheese? The real question is:
does it matter? Would you tolerate an addiction if it were to any other
substance, or would you take steps to be the master of your own destiny
and take your power back?

Nurture Yourself
Whether dairy is physically addictive or not, by associating it with nurturing
it can be emotionally habit forming. Just like the calves, we are still looking
for that feeling of safety and security we felt (or longed for) as a baby. Dairy is
also the food we often equate with love and nurturing. The ice cream treats
we were rewarded with when we were good, the warm milk and honey our
Mothers prepared as a bedtime treat and the boxes of chocolates we
received as gifts from loved ones. We have confused nurturing with
nutritional nourishment. We need to nd other ways to help ourselves feel
nurtured, loved and secure.
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A few suggestions:
Exercise is a great way to nurture yourself. By participating in just
30 minutes of exercise, three days a week; your body will release the
equivalent feel-good hormones you would get from taking an antidepressant.
Ensure you get enough sleep and keep to the same sleep routine. Try
not to alter your sleep cycle, not even by one hour, as this would upset
your circadian rhythm. The rewards are priceless.
Invest time in building a social support network that includes those
close friends and family members who will offer you positive
reinforcement.
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Overcome Your Social Conditioning
Having milk in our tea and on our cereal is a man made convention. It is
absolutely unnecessary, but we have bought into the concept so completely
that we feel like something is missing if it isn’t there. It is possible to change
our mindset about this. Dairy is not an essential ingredient in our daily life.
We can drink black tea. We can have muesli with water. We really can. It is
just a case of training our taste buds and changing our perspective. We are
the architects of our own lives. Overcoming these minor inconveniences is
easily accomplished.

Keep Your Sights On Animal Rights
Your number one priority for being vegan needs to be that you respect the
rights of animals. Nobody wants to be on a ‘diet’ for the rest of their life and
diets are made to be broken. Keep reminding yourself in a logical manner,
not a guilt provoking way, that animals have the right to life, freedom and
bodily integrity. That means no rape, enforced childbirth or lactation. These
are absolute rights and no violation of their rights is acceptable.

Commit to Your Vegan Journey
Now you know the truth about diary production; you know there are
compassionate and ethical plant-based alternatives to dairy products; and
you know how to nurture yourself without self-medicating with cheese, ice
cream and milk chocolate. It is time to make the commitment to draw a line
in the sand. If you have decided to exclude dairy products from your life, that
is wonderful! Make a conscious choice to stick to that decision and start
using the plant-based substitutes right away.
On the other hand, if you are still not ready to let go of dairy products, then
do not let this one issue make you give up on your vegan journey. Make a
commitment to being vegan in every other aspect of your life. Do not
replace animal products with dairy — that is not a step forwards, it is a step
backwards. However, as long as you are replacing the other animal products
you used to consume with vegan alternatives, then you are saving the lives
of animals.
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Be clear about what steps you are willing to take towards introducing
compassion, health and moral congruence into your lifestyle; then stick with
them. You don’t have to be perfect. It is possible to transition towards being
vegan as long as you are taking vegan steps that are moving you towards
your goal of being vegan.

Thank you for being on a vegan journey. Together we make the world a
better place! Get in touch with me if you need more information, support or
advice on being vegan.
Karen Johnson
The Elated Vegan
ElatedVegan.com
karen@elatedvegan.com
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